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Preface

The fourth volume of ‘Genome Dynamics’ is dedicated to ‘Plant Genomes’. In
2000, the sequencing of the genome of the thale cress Arabidopsis thaliana has
opened a new era of plant genomics. In the mean time, genome sequences have
been completed for additional plants including rice and grapevine, and an important
amount of data is already available for many other species. As a consequence,
comparative genomics has completely modified our vision of the structure and
evolution of plant genomes, with important implications for plant physiology,
developmental biology, genetics and evolution as well as obvious applications in the
field of agriculture. This volume of ‘Genome Dynamics’ aims to reflect the astonishing plasticity of plant genomes and to present the molecular and evolutionary
processes involved in genome and biological diversity. Particular emphasis is given
on the evolutionary impact of genome duplications and transposable elements.
Recent progress in the understanding of the evolution of protein-coding gene families and microRNAs are reviewed, with specific focus on the evolutionary consequences of gene duplication. Mechanisms involved in size variations are also
discussed, as well as new insights into the structure and evolution of sex chromosomes and centromeres. Analyses included in this book range from wide comparisons between very divergent plant species to deep studies of specific models such
as rice and maize.
All papers published in ‘Genome Dynamics’ are reviewed according to classical standards. I would like to thank all contributors and referees involved in
this book, Michael Schmid and his team, as well as Karger Publishers for their
invaluable help during the preparation of this volume.
Jean-Nicolas Volff
Lyon, December 2007
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Paleopolyploidy and its Impact on the
Structure and Function of Modern Plant
Genomes
A.H. Paterson
Plant Genome Mapping Laboratory, University of Georgia, Athens, Ga., USA

Abstract
Partial or complete genome duplication is a punctuational event in the evolutionary history of a lineage, with permanent consequences for all descendants. Careful analysis of burgeoning cDNA and genomic sequence data have underlined the importance of genome
duplication in the evolution of biological diversity. Of singular importance among the consequences of paleopolyploidy is the extensive loss (or degradation beyond recognition) of
duplicated genes. Gene loss complicates genome comparisons by fragmenting ancestral gene
orders across multiple chromosomes, and may also link genome duplication to speciation.
The recent discovery in angiosperms of gene functional groups that are ‘duplicationresistant’, i.e. which are preferentially returned to singleton status following genome duplications, adds a new dimension to classical views that focus on the potential advantages of
genome duplication as a source of genes with new functions. The surprisingly conservative
evolution of coding sequences that are preserved in duplicate, suggests still additional new
dimensions in the spectrum of fates of duplicated genes. Looking forward, their many independent genome duplications, together with extensive sets of computational and experimental tools and resources, suggest that the angiosperms may play a major role in clarifying the
structural, functional and evolutionary consequences of paleopolyploidy.
Copyright © 2008 S. Karger AG, Basel

Prevalence and Phylogenetic Distribution of Paleopolyploidy

Partial or complete genome duplication is a punctuational event in the evolutionary history of a lineage, with permanent consequences for all descendants – if
the lineage survives. Most higher organisms pass through different ploidy levels
at different stages of development [1, 2] and are presumed to continuously produce

aberrant unreduced gametes at low rates. However, the extreme rarity of genome
duplication in the evolutionary history of extant lineages, occurring only once in
many (sometimes hundreds of) millions of years, shows that the vast majority of
genome duplication events quickly go extinct.
In contrast to most animals and microbes in which genome duplication is
so ancient as to leave only tenuous signal and low levels of gene duplication, all
angiosperms are thought to have been affected by an ancient duplication event
[3] and the vast majority have been affected by additional, more recent events
(fig. 1). Building on long-standing cytological evidence and hints based on
isozymes [4, 5], and DNA markers [6–10], evidence of segmental or wholegenome duplications derives from non-random patterns in the arrangement of
duplicated genes in genomic sequences. Each of the three angiosperm genomes
fully-sequenced to date show evidence of independent whole-genome duplications [3, 11, 12]. Deviations from the expected L-shaped age distributions associated with large EST sets imply additional genome duplications [13–15] –
albeit failing to detect some events that have been demonstrated at the wholegenome level [11]. One can only anticipate that the number of ancient duplications known will continue to grow as our sequence coverage of the angiosperms
improves, and methods for identifying genome duplications are improving [16].
In rare instances, fossil evidence of paleopolyploidization events has been
found [17, 18] – however, dating of most ancient duplications relies on molecular
evidence. A first approximation of the age of a genome duplication can be
obtained using a ‘molecular clock’ such as the neutral divergence rate associated
with one or more well-studied genes [19]. The use of such a rate permits one to
estimate the duration of reproductive isolation that would be necessary to explain
the average degree of DNA or protein sequence divergence between pairs of
genes. Well-known limitations of molecular clocks [20] can cause striking incongruities with fossil-based dates in some cases [12]. The recent demonstration that
ancient duplicated genes appear to undergo some degree of concerted evolution
in yeast [21] and perhaps also in angiosperms [22] implies that clock-based
approaches may chronically under-estimate the ages of genome duplications.
A dating method that mitigates some weaknesses of clock-based
approaches (such as varying evolutionary rates of different genes) is to evaluate
large numbers of gene trees including a pair of duplicated genes, a taxon of
interest, and an outgroup, to determine whether duplication of the pair predated
or postdated their divergence from the taxon of interest [23]. Duplications can
be plotted phylogenetically by analyzing large numbers of gene trees and focusing on frequencies of ‘internal trees’ (in which a gene of interest is more closely
related to one member of a duplicate pair than is the other member of the pair,
thus which are less prone than ‘external’ trees to artifacts such as failure to identify the true homolog). For example, a current understanding of the phylogeny of
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Fig. 1. Phylogeny of known or suspected ancient duplications in the angiosperms, revised from [50], to incorporate
additional data from several sources [14, 15,
75, 76]. Lengths of branches and exact locations of suspected genome duplications on
branches are approximate, attempting to accurately portray current thinking about relative
ages but not following a specific single scale.
Greek letters indicate genome duplications
identified based on whole-genome analysis
while circles indicate additional duplications
based on EST data.

angiosperm genome duplications is shown (fig. 1). This is especially useful in
formulating meaningful comparisons of duplicated to non-duplicated genomes
[24], as shown (fig. 2). For example, the sorghum genome would serve as an
excellent ‘outgroup’ for analysis of the consequences of independent duplications in maize and sugarcane, respectively, that each occurred since the divergence of these lineages from sorghum [25, 26].

Consequences of Paleopolyploidy for Genome Organization

Polyploid formation is a punctuational event in the evolutionary history of a
lineage, with permanent and sweeping consequences for all descendant lineages.
The ability to ‘synthesize’ newly-polyploid plants by artificial crosses and
chromosomal manipulation using colchicine, has revealed striking immediate
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Fig. 2. Understanding the relationship
between genome duplication and taxon divergence is key to meaningful genome comparisons. Genome duplication and associated
gene loss in a lineage leads to fractionation of
ancestral gene sets across multiple chromosomes (A1, A2). Comparison of this genome
to other related genomes is made more meaningful by using the modern gene orders (as
shown by horizontal arrows) to infer the
probable gene content and order of a hypothetical ancestral genome (chromosome: A).
This inferred hypothetical ancestor often provides for more meaningful comparisons to
other genomes. While the figure illustrates a
1:2 comparison, in which genome duplication has occurred in only one lineage since
the divergence of the two lineages, one can
envision scenarios in which each lineage has
duplicated, thus requiring 2:2 comparison.

reactions of genomes to duplication. These reactions include loss and restructuring of low-copy DNA sequences [27–32], activation of genes and retrotransposons [33, 34], gene silencing [35–38] and subfunctionalization of gene
expression patterns [39, 40].
There exists virtually no data to distinguish whether immediate reactions
of genomes to duplication provide raw material for the beginnings of adaptation
to GD, or are symptomatic of imminent extinction. The extinction hypothesis
seems more likely, given that unreduced gametes are produced more or less
continuously but only a tiny fraction result in successful lineages. For example,
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dramatic early-generation mutations in synthetic B. napus [41] are not paralleled in naturally-occurring forms [42].
Of singular importance among the consequences of paleopolyploidy is the
extensive loss (or degradation so as to be no longer recognizable) of duplicated
genes. Indeed, in mammals thought to be paleopolyploid, gene loss is so extensive that duplication can only be resolved over 1–5% of the genomes [43–47].
In Tetraodon and other ray-finned fish lineages that trace to a common paleopolyploid ancestor that existed perhaps 350 million years ago [48, 49], duplicated copies are still present for about 20% of genes. The more recent
duplications in angiosperms within the past 60–70 million years or less are
associated with ⬃30% retention of duplicated gene copies [3, 50].
Although numerous data suggest that post-polyploidization gene loss is far
from random (see below), even random gene loss may link genome duplication
to speciation. Gene loss resulting in microchromosomal changes would segregate as null homozygotes (missing genes) in F1 gametes and F2 zygotes and
may cause reproductive isolation [51, 52], as has been tentatively supported in
yeast [53].
Post-polyploidization gene loss together with other mechanisms such as
translocation fragments ancestral linkage arrangements, creating networks of
synteny and colinearity that are distributed across multiple chromosomes [54],
that necessitate modification of traditional ‘one-to-one’ genome comparisons
[3, 24] (fig. 2). By not considering the consequences of genome duplication in
comparisons of entire genomes or genomic segments such as orthologous
BACs, one will chronically underestimate synteny/colinearity. One may also
tend to erroneously interpret deviations from synteny/colinearity as a reflection
of genomic fluidity such as transposition, not realizing that they are explicable
by loss or degradation of duplicated genes.
The consequences of paleopolyploidy are remarkably different in euchromatic and heterochromatic regions, respectively. In Arabidopsis and Oryza, parallel arrangements of genes duplicated in the most recent whole-genome
duplication event(s) cover 70–90% of the respective genomes. Nearly all of the
regions in which duplication cannot be inferred are pericentromeric [3, 55]
and/or heterochromatic [55], closely paralleling the chromosomal distribution of
both conserved microsynteny, and recombination [55]. Preferential conservation
of microsynteny in recombinogenic regions may suggest that gene rearrangement is generally deleterious, usually being eliminated from such regions by natural selection. In contrast, restructuring of relatively less recombinogenic
centromeric regions may accelerate the transition to diploid inheritance and
allow more rapid allele frequency changes and reduced genetic load [55].
The lower gene densities of pericentromeric and/or heterochromatic
regions reduce power to discern both ancient duplication and conserved
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microsynteny. However, evidence from levels of divergence between duplicated
rice genes reveals that there has also been extensive rearrangement of these
regions that began shortly after paleopolyploidization and lasted until about 16
MYA. This appears to have largely involved migration of DNA between pericentromeric regions of different chromosomes [55].
Rapid progress in angiosperm genome sequencing offers growing scope to
discern common features of the rare GD events that have led to successful lineages, providing clues about which, if any, of the many genome-wide consequences of polyploid formation might be connected to adaptation.

Spectrum of Fates of Duplicated Genes

Retention/loss of duplicated gene copies is not random. Duplicated genes
resulting from whole-genome duplication have longer life expectancies than
single-gene duplicates [56] and tend to reduplicate in new GD events. By contrast, genes that are rendered singleton following a genome duplication tend to
be repeatedly returned to singleton status during successive genome duplications [22, 57].
Several studies have suggested that specific GO-based functional categories of genes may preferentially retain or lose copies [58–60]. While informative, the relatively broad GO-based classifications have the possibility of
masking contrasting patterns in readily-distinguishable subgroups. For example, among protein-protein interaction domains, an abundant one (LRR) that is
almost invariably retained in duplicate masks less-abundant ones (SET, TPR:
[61]) that are usually returned to singleton status.
To investigate the degree of heterogeneity in patterns of gene
retention/loss among GO categories, and also to provide a means to compare
these patterns across broad taxonomic distances for which orthology could
usually not be established, we have explored the tendencies for individual protein functional (Pfam) domains to occur among duplicates or singleton genes
resulting from independent GD events in Arabidopsis, Oryza, Tetraodon, and
Saccharomyces.
While frequencies of retention for the vast majority of duplicated genes in
each taxon could not be distinguished from randomness, in angiosperms each
of the two tails of the distribution were larger than would be expected by chance
[61]. In other words, in angiosperms we find both non-random patterns of
gene retention (‘deletion-resistance’) and non-random patterns of gene loss
(‘duplication-resistance’). In Tetraodon and Saccharomyces we were able to
easily distinguish non-random patterns of gene retention – however the high
overall level of gene loss made it difficult to distinguish exceptional cases. For
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example, 80% of Tetraodon domains were in singletons. While additional
‘duplication-resistant’ domains may have been found if one could have studied
Tetraodon sooner after duplication, we could discern only one case still remaining – PF0400 (WD domain, G-beta repeat), with 78 occurrences in singletons
and 3 in duplicates – and which was also duplication-resistant in rice. In yeast,
two-thirds of domains were in singletons, and no significantly singletonenriched domains were detected. However, against the generally low levels of
duplicate gene retention, 22 and 9 domains were enriched in duplicated
Tetraodon and yeast genes (respectively), versus only 4 in plants.
Those gene/domain families most frequently retained in duplicate in
angiosperms and yeast were members of large heterogeneous families with wide
spectra of effects. Indeed, the most duplicate-enriched domain was the same in
Tetraodon, yeast, and both angiosperms (PF0069, protein kinase), and is also the
most abundant domain in the rice genome. However, in Tetraodon, generally
smaller domain families were preferentially retained in duplicate. Moreover,
despite a general correlation across taxa in patterns of retention of domaincontaining genes, preferential expansion of some domain families occurred in
particular lineages. For example, Myb-like domains (PF00249) are dramatically
expanded and largely duplicated in the angiosperms but essentially randomly distributed between yeast singletons and duplicates. Tetraodon has many domain
types preferentially retained in duplicate, some related to animal-specific functions (motor/muscle function, secretin receptor) that show random distribution in
plants. Analysis of additional duplications, as well as comparison of divergent
taxa affected by common duplications, may reveal further lineage-specific trends
that may have contributed to biological diversity, such as rapid growth and diversification of plant-specific AP2 gene families [61].
Many domains which occur too few times to reach statistical significance
may also be under some degree of selection for singleton versus duplicate status. We calculated for each gene functional group (domain) the percentage of
the total number of occurrences that were in singleton genes, thus removing
bias due to differences in abundance of various domains. These fractions were
closely correlated (r ⫽ 0.59, p ⬍ 0.001, n ⫽ 1,006) in Arabidopsis and Oryza,
with lesser but still highly-significant correlations of the angiosperms to yeast
(r ⫽ 0.30, p ⬍ 0.001; and r ⫽ 0.39, p ⬍ 0.001, respectively), and to Tetraodon
(each r ⫽ 0.29, p ⬍ 0.001) [61].
A tantalizing notion for which there presently exist too little data to test, is
whether speciation-causing gene loss [51–53] might be preferentially associated with duplication-resistant genes. If such an association exists, one would
predict that the affected gene pairs would tend to show loss of different duplicate copies (i.e. divergent resolution) in different populations/species, leading
to departures from conserved synteny.
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Evolution of Duplicated Genes

A growing body of evidence points to seeming contradictions in our understanding of the evolution of duplicated genes. Classical views suggest that
genome duplication is potentially advantageous as a source of genes with new
functions [62–64]. However, such functions take time to evolve. Analysis of
whole genome sequences shows that most genes are restored to singleton status
following GD, reducing the possibility of such adaptive divergence. Further,
expression patterns of duplicated genes diverge rapidly but their coding
sequences diverge slowly [22, 65, 66]. Even in contemporary populations and
among recently-formed subspecies, single nucleotide polymorphisms tend to
encode fewer and less radical amino acid changes in genes for which there exists
a duplicated copy at a ‘paleologous’ locus, than in ‘singleton’ genes [22, 67, 68].
Several avenues may offer some reconciliation between the conservative
evolution of duplicated coding sequences and the classical ‘functional divergence’ model for duplicated gene evolution [62–64]. The greater retention in
duplicate of long and complex proteins, together with their lower tolerance of
non-synonymous mutations, suggest that the potential advantage conferred by
the possibility of future neofunctionalization may often be outweighed by the
immediate benefits of ensuring that the functions of essential genes are met
even in the event of loss of function of one copy [22]. In no way does this preclude the evolution of unique functionality as one outcome in a spectrum of
possibilities. Indeed, genes for which divergence was advantageous may have
done it long ago, and are no longer recognizable as duplicates. Finally, expression divergence may in some instances turn out to be adaptive.
Functional buffering as a result of genome duplication may contribute,
along with recombination, to reduced accumulation of degenerative mutations
via Müller’s ratchet [69]. Many predominantly clonally propagated angiosperms
(such as banana and sugarcane), and also apomicts [70], are recently-formed
polyploids – protection of critical functionality by duplication and preservation
of essential genes would provide a mechanism by which, in the absence of
recombination, they might avoid degeneration [69]. Similarly, repair processes
fostered by whole-genome duplication are also key to the extraordinary radiation tolerance of Deinococcus radiodurans [71].

Angiosperms as a Facile Model

Looking forward, it appears likely that the angiosperms will play a growing role in clarifying the structural, functional and evolutionary consequences
of paleopolyploidy. While the fully-sequenced genomes of several higher
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eukaryotes reveal evidence of GD in their evolutionary histories, the ‘signal’
from such events is faint – segmental duplication can only be resolved over
1–5% of the genomes of several mammals [43–47]. In contrast, angiosperms
offer access to a large and growing number of independent genome duplications, at least some of which are of an age that permits us to discern both nonrandom patterns of gene retention and non-random patterns of gene loss.
Population genetic theory predicts that the consequences of genome duplication
in organisms with relatively small effective population sizes, such as
angiosperms, may be more representative of other higher eukaryotes [52, 72]
than would be (albeit valuable) new information about microbes such as yeast
[73, 74].
Extensive sets of genomics tools and germplasm resources (in particular
for many angiosperm taxa that include major crops), and the facility with which
designed crosses and transgenic stocks can be made and studied, provide for a
bridge between in silico inferences and in vivo functional studies. For example,
a gene predicted in silico to be duplication-resistant and thus restored to singleton status soon after paleopolyploid formation, should be found in only a single
copy within all members of the species. Introduction of a second copy and careful inspection of the phenotype might suggest the reason that duplication of that
particular gene was maladaptive.
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Abstract
Whole genome duplications (WGD) have been a frequent occurrence during the evolution of angiosperms, providing all gene families the opportunity to grow and diversify. Most
of this potential growth has not been realized, since each WGD has been followed by massive
gene losses. The likelihood of survival of gene duplicates after a WGD has been shown to
depend on their function, as is also the case for single gene duplications. These two modes of
growth have different functional and evolutionary implications and have had a markedly
divergent impact on the evolution of different gene families. Despite duplications, gene
losses, and translocations it is still possible in many cases to reconstruct the history of
angiosperm genomic segments, sometimes back to the last ancestor of monocots and eudicots. This segmental phylogeny can in turn shed light on the evolution of the genes that form
part of those segments. Position-based phylogeny can improve the resolution and correct artifacts created by phylogenies based on gene sequences, although a number of questions need
to be resolved for its full potential to be fulfilled.
Copyright © 2008 S. Karger AG, Basel

The sequencing of the entire genomes of Arabidopsis, rice and Populus
[1–3] has revealed that whole genome duplications (WGD) have played a major
role in the evolution of angiosperm gene families. In the case of the
Arabidopsis genome, the pattern of duplicated segments has been interpreted to
be the result of at least two and most likely three WGD events [4–6]. There is
also agreement that at least one WGD is shared between rice and most other
grasses [7, 8]. In the case of Populus, two polyploidies have been proposed, the
most recent shared with Salix and the older one close to the divergence between
the Populus and Arabidopsis lineages [3]. Similarly, the analysis of the partial

genome sequences of Medicago and Lotus indicates the presence of a shared
WGD, dated after the divergence between their lineage and that of Populus [9].
Finally, as a result of the analysis of large sets of cDNA sequences, additional
WGD events have been proposed in the asterids lineage, as well as in basal
eudicots, basal monocots or magnoliids [10, 11]. Although these recurring
duplications of the entire genome can make it difficult to identify functional
orthologs between distant species, they can also provide information on the timing and order of gene duplications, helping to clarify the phylogeny of gene
families.

Gene Family Evolution in a Genomic Context

A model of the genome evolution in the Arabidopsis lineage suggests that
the number of genes increased from 14,800 to 27,500 in the last 350 my and
that approximately 60% of the new genes that have survived to the present were
created by a WGD [5]. This increase is the final result of a succession of three
polyploidizations, each followed by massive gene losses. It has been estimated
that only one in six of the new genes created by the most recent polyploidy in
the Arabidopsis lineage has survived to the present [5, 12]. The partial sequencing of the maize genome has shown that only 4.8 my after a WGD, already more
than half of the extra genes have disappeared [13]. A similarly fast rate of loss
has been described for a WGD in yeasts [14].
The loss of genes after a WGD is not a completely random process. A
number of studies have shown that genes with certain functions, such as transcription factors, have a significantly higher probability of survival, while other
genes appear to show the opposite effect [5, 12, 15]. This effect is also evident
at the scale of individual gene lineages, since duplicates retained after a WGD
are more likely to successfully duplicate again in latter polyploidies [15, 16].
Another key source of new genes is the process of tandem duplication, which
explains at least half of the recently duplicated genes in Arabidopsis and somewhat less in rice [10, 17]. As with those created by a WGD, tandem duplicates
are also more likely to survive in some families than others [17].
An interesting observation of genome-wide surveys is that for some families the survival rate of duplicated genes seems to depend strongly on the mechanism that created them [5, 17, 18]. Transcription factors, for example, are more
likely to survive in duplicate after a WGD, possibly because single gene duplications in a regulatory pathway are likely to cause deleterious gene dosage
effects [19]. The duplication of the entire genome could thus create a unique
opportunity for the duplication of complete regulatory networks and the consequent increase in developmental complexity [12].
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The physical distance between the duplicates is also very different
between tandem duplications and a WGD and this can have important consequences for the subsequent pattern of evolution. Closely spaced duplicates are
more likely to go through homogenization processes like concerted or birthand-death evolution [20]. The long term survival of duplicated genes, whatever their origin, is believed to require a differentiation of functions either
through neofunctionalization of one of the copies, the partition of the original
functions between the two genes, or a combination of the two [21].
Subfunctionalization, the most likely survival mechanism in the short term,
could free one or the two copies to later adopt new functions [22]. After a
WGD it is common to find unequal rates of evolution between gene duplicates, as was shown in the well-studied case of yeasts [23, 24]. In Arabidopsis
there is also evidence of this process for the most recent polyploidy [12].
However, unequal rates of evolution cannot be interpreted as evidence of neofunctionalization, since subfunctionalization could also create gene pairs with
different degrees of functional constraint.

Position-Based Phylogeny

Genomic sequencing not only provides a complete sampling of the size
and diversity of gene families, it also shows the localization of genes and their
genomic context, and this information can provide important evidence regarding the evolution of a gene family. Colinearity between the genomes of two
species, for example, can be used to identify orthologous genes with more confidence, as has been recently attempted for the entire Arabidopsis and Populus
genomes [3]. The important role of WGD in the growth of many angiosperm
gene families can also be exploited by linking individual gene duplications to
these large-scale events. This has already been done, on an individual basis, for
a number of families [25–27]. Software that automates the process of associating gene and segmental duplications has also been used to analyze the growth
of 50 Arabidopsis gene families [18].
Going one step further, the conservation of synteny between and within
genomes can potentially be used to reconstruct ancestral genomic segments in
the common ancestor of one or more species, as well as reconstruct the history
of duplications and speciation events that resulted in the present-day situation
[28]. This segmental phylogeny can then be used to clarify the pattern and timing of individual gene duplications, a process that could be called ‘positionbased’ phylogeny. This idea has been applied to the study of expansins, a
superfamily of cell wall proteins, in order to complement or even correct
‘sequence-based’ phylogenetic trees [28, 29].
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Position-based phylogeny can be particularly useful as a way of identifying
groups of orthologous genes between distantly related species, such as
Arabidopsis and rice. In the case of the expansins, as well as many other gene
families, it is difficult to identify orthologous groups with any degree of confidence using standard phylogenetic methods [28, 30]. An additional problem for
trees that include monocot and eudicot sequences is the nucleotide and amino
acid compositional biases found in grasses [31], and which are also evident for
the rice expansins [28]. Only by combining position-based and sequence-based
phylogeny, was it possible to classify the 94 expansins in Arabidopsis and rice
into 17 orthologous groups or clades [28], a conclusion that was later confirmed and strengthened by the analysis of the Populus genome [29].
The use of position-based phylogeny for Arabidopsis and rice genes
depends on the possibility of detecting colinearity of gene order between both
species, a task made more difficult by the polyploidies that took place in these
lineages. After a single WGD, assuming 16% of duplicated genes survive as
such [12], the parent segment would only share 58% of its genes on average
with each descendant. A recent study that compared directly pairs of
Arabidopsis and rice segments found that the regions where significant synteny
can still be detected encompass only 33% of the Arabidopsis genes and 17% of
those from rice [32]. A more promising approach is to try to assemble the several Arabidopsis and rice genomic fragments that descend from a common
ancestor, and then judge the colinearity of the whole set. However, an automated application of this methodology to the entire genomes of both species
had only limited success, with the colinear regions covering only 30% and 14%
of the Arabidopsis and rice genomes [33]. In a similar way, in the study of the
expansin superfamily, sets of up to 10 rice and Arabidopsis homologous segments were aligned, but with this small-scale approach microsynteny was found
for all 12 cases where orthologous expansin genes are still present in both
species [28], suggesting that the extent of colinearity may have been underestimated in previous studies.

The History of a Segment

An example can serve to illustrate the possibilities and difficulties of
position-based phylogeny. One of the expansin clades where position-based and
sequence-based phylogenies do not agree is EXPA-IV, with one member in rice
and five each in Arabidopsis and Populus [28, 29]. All the genomic segments
where these genes are found, as well as some others that no longer contain
expansins, are homologous to each other and can be traced to a single ancestral
segment (fig. 1). Among the many gene families present in the ancestral
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segment, three other families were selected for detailed examination. All four
families show a high survival rate after segmental duplications, so that a total of
13 Dof genes, 10 type-2C protein phosphatases (PP2C), 12 receptor-like cytoplasmic kinases (RLCK), and 11 EXPA-IV expansins are present in 16 homologous genomic segments, usually in the same order and orientation and always
very close to each other (fig. 1a). These four families have also been the subject
of genome-wide phylogenetic analyses, which are important for the identification of proper outgroups [28, 34–36].
The history of these segments was reconstructed on the basis of previously
published analyses of WGD events on the three lineages [3, 4, 6, 7], as well as
synteny results and sequence-based phylogenetic analyses [28, 29]. In addition
to the three proposed polyploidies in the Arabidopsis lineage (labeled ␣, ␤ and ␥),
and the WGD events specific to rice () and Populus (S), an additional segmental duplication was found, involving more than 200 genes and placed between
the ␤ and ␥ events (fig. 1a).
The sequence-based phylogenetic trees for the Dof, PP2C and RLCK families are all in accord with the segmental phylogeny, if only nodes supported by
bootstrap values above 50% are taken into account (fig. 1b). While PP2C genes
show a fairly strong phylogenetic signal, the analyses of both Dof and RLCK
genes result in completely unresolved trees beyond the most recent nodes
(fig. 1b). Since these genes appear to have experienced duplication and speciation simultaneously with the segments where they are found, it is likely that the
true gene phylogeny for both families is coincident with the segmental phylogeny. At a minimum, the results from position-based phylogeny can be taken
as a working hypothesis to direct further research.
In the case of the expansins, the sequence-based trees favor a different phylogeny from that of the surrounding segments (fig. 1b). The difference is mainly
a question of rooting and there are several additional reasons to believe it could
be caused by a long-branch attraction artifact, including high ratios of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions in some branches [28, 29]. This example
shows how position-based phylogeny can be used to supplement weakly supported sequence-based trees and, moreover, to indicate the possible presence of
phylogenetic artifacts. In addition, this kind of study also allows the quantification of gene deaths, by locating segments that no longer contain the genes present in their ancestors [28].

Genes Versus Segments

Because tandem duplications and WGD are the main sources of new
genes for most angiosperm gene families and both processes preserve the
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relative position of genes, the potential use of position-based phylogeny is
extensive. However, there are a number of difficulties that should be taken into
account. Widespread translocation, for example, can erase the usefulness of
positional information, and plant lineages where this phenomenon is common
will not be amenable to this methodology. In the case of the expansin superfamily, two translocation events were detected in the Arabidopsis lineage and
six in that of rice, compared with 20 and 37 duplications, respectively, where
the synteny was maintained [29]. For a family of resistance genes in
Arabidopsis, 96% of gene duplications were also found to preserve synteny
[37]. On the other hand, a recent study of two large genomic regions in maize
has found that almost a third of the genes seem to have moved since this
species diverged from rice [13].
It is also important to keep in mind that finding two homologous genes in
colinear positions does not guarantee that their duplication time coincides with
that of the segment, since there are at least two mechanisms that could make
gene phylogeny different from segment phylogeny (fig. 2). In the first case, a
gene conversion that takes place after a segmental duplication would cause
position-based phylogeny to overestimate the age of the paralogous genes.
Conversely, a preexisting tandem duplication followed by alternate gene losses
would cause position-based phylogeny to underestimate the age of the gene
duplication. These artifacts in position-based phylogenies are more likely
when speciation and segmental duplication events are close in time to each
other.
The prevalence of gene conversion between paralogs after a segmental
duplication is hard to estimate, because direct evidence of this phenomenon can
be detected only if it affects part of a gene or it is fairly recent. A study of 242
Arabidopsis gene pairs created in the most recent WGD could not find a single

Fig. 1. Position-based phylogeny. a Alignment of genomic segments from Arabidopsis
(At), Populus (Pt) and rice (Os), identified by their chromosome number and an additional letter when necessary. Only genes from the Dof (1), PP2C (2), RLCK (3) and expansin families
(4) are shown, identified by annotation numbers in Arabidopsis (TAIR) and rice (TIGR) or
position relative to the expansin gene in Populus. A segmental phylogeny to the left identifies
the nodes linked to a WGD, as well as a segmental duplication in tandem (S.T.). b Maximumlikelihood phylogenetic trees of the four gene families superimposed on the segmental phylogeny. Trees based on protein sequences were obtained with PHYML [45], using the values for
gamma (G) and invariant sites (I) shown in the figure, as estimated by the program. Branches
with bootstrap values (based on 200 replications) below 50% were collapsed when divergent
from the segmental phylogeny. c Outgroups used to root the sequence-based phylogenies.
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Fig. 2. Possible conflicts between segment and gene phylogeny. a Caused by a gene
conversion. b Caused by a tandem duplication followed by asymmetric gene losses.

instance of gene conversion [38]. More recently, a few cases of possible conversion
between distant genes have been found for Arabidopsis gene families where this
phenomenon is expected to be particularly favored, but at much lower rates than
between neighboring genes [37, 39]. On the other hand, some studies have suggested that gene conversion between paralogs may have been common for some
time after the WGD in yeasts [24, 40]. However, some of these apparent conversions could be artifacts due to strong codon-usage bias and the remaining
ones seem mostly limited to genes where sequence divergence is particularly
slow [41]. Similarly, some studies have found evidence of frequent gene conversions between paralogs created by the most recent polyploidies in
Arabidopsis and rice [16, 42], but codon-usage bias should be considered as an
alternative explanation. This is clearly an important question that needs to be
investigated further.
Regarding the potential distortions caused by tandems, this problem is
more likely to be found in families where the birth-and-death mode of evolution
is the norm [20], and for them position-based phylogeny may not be of much
use. In the example discussed above none of the expansin genes appear in tandem (fig. 1), and to make sequence-based and position-based phylogenies consistent would require an ancient triple tandem followed by a complicated
sequence of unilateral gene losses. Since conversions do not take place between
species and gene losses occur independently in different lineages, both kinds of
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artifacts will be easier to detect as more genomic sequences become available
and can be incorporated to the segmental phylogeny.

Dating Segmental Duplications

The likelihood of artifacts like those discussed above is hard to quantify
and is likely to vary between different families. This problem makes it difficult
to estimate the confidence one can put in position-based phylogeny. Another
potential source of error is the segmental phylogeny itself, which depends on
accurately dating segmental duplication and speciation events with respect to
each other. Three different methods can be used to resolve the phylogeny of
segments, each of them with its own advantages and problems [43].
Synonymous substitutions between paralogous and orthologous gene duplicates
can be used as a proxy for age, and this approach has been used to characterize
all the proposed angiosperm polyploidies [3, 4, 8–11]. A serious limitation of
this methodology is the saturation of synonymous sites for very ancient duplications. In addition, unequal rates of substitution between gene pairs make it
difficult to discriminate between closely related events.
An alternative approach is to construct phylogenetic trees for duplicated
genes within the segments, a method that has also been frequently employed
in plants [3, 6, 7, 9, 44]. Some caution is needed with this approach since, as
already discussed, unequal evolutionary rates appear to be common in gene
pairs created during a WGD. A recent study in yeast found that rate acceleration in one of the branches can frequently distort the resulting tree topology,
creating long-branch attraction artifacts in up to 54% of trees [23]. This could
also explain some contradictory results in the dating of plant polyploidies. On
the basis of phylogenetic trees, the ␤ event in the Arabidopsis lineage was
dated close to the divergence between monocots and eudicots [44]. A more
recent study, using the Populus genome and a combination of methods,
strongly suggests that it took place much later, very close to the divergence
between the Populus and Arabidopsis lineages [3].
Some problems of the phylogenetic method can be avoided by filtering out
gene pairs that show evidence of unequal rates but, as with the use of synonymous substitutions, resolving closely spaced events will still be difficult. In the
case of the ␤ WGD and the split of the Populus and Arabidopsis lineages, a
large number of phylogenetic trees were found that strongly supported each of
the alternative topologies [3]. The even older ␥ WGD in Arabidopsis has been
dated, on the basis of contradictory phylogenetic trees, before the split of eudicots
and monocots [6, 44]. In the analysis of the expansin superfamily, a ␥ event specific to the eudicot lineage was found to fit better with the pattern of synteny [28].
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In the example discussed above (fig. 1), the phylogeny of the PP2C family
favors a late ␥ event, two other trees are unresolved and the only one that favors
an early ␥ has signs of unequal rates of evolution.
The solution to the dating of the ␥ and ␤ events could come from the use of
genomic alignments. When Kluyveromyces waltii was fully sequenced, it was
possible to align each segment in the genome to two segments in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, clearly showing that the WGD in the latter occurred
after the split of the two lineages [24]. Even if a complete alignment is not possible, the degree of synteny conserved between two genomes with a shared
WGD should be much higher than the synteny found within each of them, as
has been shown for the partially sequenced genomes of Medicago and Lotus
[9]. A WGD, unlike a speciation event, is expected to be followed by fast and
massive gene losses that quickly disrupt the conservation of synteny [14]. In the
case of the older angiosperm polyploidies, this kind of analysis is made more
difficult due to the presence of later duplications, but it may still be the best
approach for dating the ␥ event. If ␥ is shared between Arabidopsis and rice, it
should be possible to detect it in the latter species and post-␥ rice segments
should align better to post-␥ Arabidopsis segments than each of them aligns to
their ␥ duplicates.
Despite the difficulties, the phylogeny of segments could potentially be
resolved with more confidence than the phylogeny of the component genes,
since many of the distortions that can affect the latter are averaged when analyzing the former. In addition, the argument from synteny is a source of information independent from the vagaries of gene sequence evolution. This is
particularly true for a WGD, where the information of the entire genome can be
brought to bear on the dating. The identification and dating of segmental duplications not linked to a WGD is more challenging, since the number of gene
pairs that can be analyzed is more limited. When studying the expansin superfamily, we found two examples of independent segmental duplications, both in
the form of tandemly repeated segments, which is likely to be the norm for
these events [28].

Future Directions

As more angiosperm genomes are sequenced it will become easier to align
them and to reconstruct, with a high degree of confidence, the history of the
different regions from their last common ancestor to the present. Due to the
important role of WGD events in the evolution of angiosperms, the detailed
genomic history of this group would be a key tool to understand the growth and
diversification of many gene families. It would also facilitate in great measure
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the correct identification of orthologs and paralogs, an essential task in the
study of functional evolution.
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The Evolutionary Position of
Subfunctionalization, Downgraded
M. Freeling
Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, University of California,
Berkeley, Calif., USA

Abstract
Current data from complete eukaryotic genomes indicate that ancestral gene duplications,
followed by a mutational process called fractionation, generated profound and orderly changes
in gene content. Most of these duplicated genes are removed. At least three hypotheses may
explain the exceptional genes retained post-duplication: (1) Gain-of-Function; (2) Subfunctionalization, and (3) Balanced Gene Drive. Each is evaluated as an explanation for gene content
data. Subfunctionalization, the most popular explanation, predicts no relationship at all between
gene function and post-duplicate retention, and if there were particular sorts of ‘subfunctionalizable’ genes, these should be over-retained following any sort of duplication. Duplications may be
local, segmental or whole genome. Gene content data from three plant genomes, reflecting three
independent tetraploidies and many tandem duplications, are not explained by Subfunctionalization. Specifically, genes encoding transcription factors and ribosomal components are significantly over-retained following tetraploidy and under-retained among local duplicates. In
addition, transcription factor families in Arabidopsis show a reciprocal relationship when retention is monitored after local duplication versus after tetraploidy; only Balanced Gene Drive predicts reciprocity. Vertebrates also retain genes nonrandomly following tetraploidies, but the data
are preliminary. Removing subfunctionalization as the duplicate retention mechanism is of high
theoretical importance. It clears the way for ‘Mutationist’ hypotheses that may help explain baffling adaptations and trends in eukaryotic evolution that have been largely ignored. This essay
recognizes the potential evolutionary importance of saltatory chromosomal events that may
change gene content – expand gene families – independent of allelic diversity.
Copyright © 2008 S. Karger AG, Basel

‘Lineage-specific expansions seem to be one of the principal means of
adaptation and one of the most important sources of organizational and regulatory diversity in crown-group eukaryotes’ [1].
‘Subfunctionalization’ is not only a big word, but is a big idea. Force and
coworkers [2] originated this particularly useful Subfunctionalization idea to

explain why so many of the gene pairs generated by ancient eukaryotic tetraploidies are retained as pairs today, and also why there are so many genes in local
(tandem) arrays. The subfunctionalization idea is similar to a scheme advanced
specifically for exon evolution [3]. A definition of Subfunctionalization is given
below, along with definitions of two other ideas that have been put forward to
explain duplicate retention: the classic Gain-of-Function model of E.B. Lewis
[4] and especially S. Ohno [5], and the Balanced Gene Drive model [6] derived
from the robust Gene Balance Hypothesis [7–10]. Subfunctionalization has
proved to be particularly useful theoretically, probably because the mutations
used are selectively neutral. The word ‘subfunctionalization’ is capitalized in this
work when it connotes a model to explain over-retention following duplication
rather than simply a divergence mechanism.
The Subfunctionalization explanation for duplicate gene retention occupies a particularly important position in evolutionary theory, a position that –
were alternative or additional mechanisms actually at play – has the potential to
‘drive’ or lend direction to evolutionary trends that would otherwise defy explanation. That is because retention post-duplication, if biased, could mediate
trends in specific gene or gene family expansion. For example, the trend of
increasing maxima of morphological complexity in eukaryotes has been
explained by replacing subfunctionalization with an alternative retention mechanism called Balanced Gene Drive [6]. A careful definition of ‘morphological
complexity’, ‘developmental boundaries’ and ‘drive’ were necessary parts of
this explanation. Explanation of trends and baffling adaptations constitutes one
of evolutionary theory’s biggest challenges, and one that the Modern Synthesis
(Dobzhanski’s consensus from the 1940s and 50s, [11]) does not address,
almost as if there were no trends to explain, and no baffling adaptations. Among
the many possible eukaryotic trends [12, 13], particularly remarkable are the
increases in environmental endurance in plants, number of synapses in animals,
and increases in the complexity of symbioses and inter-species dependencies in
many lineages. Particularly baffling are adaptations that seem to have required
the recruitment of modules (networks) of genes rather than depending on a
series of single gene gains-of-function (e.g. the evolution of the feather).

Three Candidate Hypotheses as to Why Duplicate
Genes Are Retained More Often than Expected

Gain-of-Function Hypothesis [4, 5]
Following duplication of any sort, selection for function for one or both
duplicate genes is relaxed, and mutations are possible. A mutation in either gene
could confer a novel function, which could then be positively selected. The
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result would be that this dominant allele would increase its frequency in the
gene pool, and bring a stretch of chromosome with it. This is a one-hit, adaptive
event. Synonym: neofunctionalization hypothesis.
Subfunctionalization Hypothesis [2]
Following duplication of any sort, complementary mutations in each duplicate gene are predicted to occur, assuming that the mutations are in different,
dispensible regions of the gene. Thus, the entire ancestral function is now
spread between two subfunctionalized genes, genes that must both be retained
to maintain the status quo defined by the ancestor gene. This is a two-hit mutational event at minimum, but each mutation is selectively neutral. Synonym:
duplication, degeneration, complementation (DDC) model.
Balanced Gene Drive Hypothesis [6]
The Gene Balance Hypothesis [7–10] provides the basis for predictions
about what sort of genes should be retained following either a tetraploidy or an
individual gene duplication. The principle is that some genes are dose-sensitive,
so that too many or too few genes – in relation to the dosage of gene with which
the gene must interact – lower fitness (haploinsufficiency or triploinsufficiency
in relation to a diploid). Dosage-sensitive genes are retained only because they
cannot be removed, and the status quo is maintained. This means that genes that
function in particular ways should be over-retained following tetraploidy and
should be under-retained following tandem duplication. Selection is immediate
upon the duplication event. The mechanical basis for dosage-sensitivity is not
completely understood, but may involve protein-protein interactions, length of a
regulatory cascade and/or particular sorts of positive and negative regulation
[8]. Genes that are dose sensitive by any of these various mechanisms have been
called ‘connected genes’ [6], and are expected to be dose-sensitive. Retention is
physiological; zero mutational hits are necessary. Synonym: gene dosage
hypothesis.

Introduction to Gene and Genome Duplication

When a gene is duplicated by any mechanism, the expected consequence is
that one or the other of the duplicates will be lost. However, too many duplicates somehow resist loss [14–17]. The mutational process that leads to this sort
of gene loss is called ‘fractionation’, or sometimes ‘diploidization’ when the
duplication is by tetraploidy. Fractionation is mutation that removes parts or all
of a duplicate gene’s function. The relative contribution of point mutation versus deletion to the molecular-level fractionation mechanism is not yet known
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[18], but many studies in higher plants have found that chromosomal aberrations are elevated following artificial or recent tetraploidy, especially allotetraploidy [19–23]. As with transcriptional dysfunction in tetraploids [24], these
chromosomal dysfunctions may result from extreme heterozygosity (from a
wide cross) and not tetraploidy per se [19, 25].
Among fully sequenced higher eukaryotic genomes, a random gene has a
10–30% chance of being in a local array, usually tandem, and a higher chance if
alignment criteria are relaxed. Deducing duplication rates from frequency data
without data from out-group genomes is confounded by gene conversion [26],
so the exact meaning of tandem duplication frequencies is unknown. On the
contrary, all genes in the genome that were duplicated by tetraploidy (homeologs) originated contemporaneously as pairs. There are a few examples of
tetraploidies that occurred long-enough ago that the genomes have fractionated
back to near-diploidy, but are not so ancient as to obscure history. The probable
pair of tetraploidies at the base of the chordate lineage (2R) exemplifies such
ancient, obscure (in the ‘twilight zone’) events [27, 28]. More recent tetraploidies occurred in the Xenopus laevis lineage, leaving less than 10% of the
genome in pairs [29], and in the teleost fish lineage leaving 20–24% in pairs
when measured in Tetraodon [30]. The fish tetraploidy includes both lineages
of teleosts, placing it approximately 300 million years ago [31]. Tetraploidy has
been commonplace in the flowering plant lineage, at least for the last 200 MY.
Approximately every 60 million years a tetraploidy occurred in typical plant
lineages, and very recent, unfractionated tetraploidies are commonplace in
plants. The flowering plant Arabidopsis, like every other dicot or monocot,
contains syntenic blocks evidencing multiple large-scale duplication events.
According to Bowers and coworkers [32] – independently supported by our
own work [18] – the most recent tetraploidy, called alpha (), now covers about
85% of the genome; 24.5% of the current genome is composed of pairs of genes
retained from this event. (Thus, Arabidopsis -retention frequency is said to be
24.5%). While the poplar genome carries two tetraploidies in common with the
Arabidopsis genome, its most recent tetraploidy is in its own lineage; at least
35% of the poplar genome is retained [33]. The rice genome carries at least one
ancient tetraploidy in common with Arabidopsis, poplar and presumably all
flowering plants [32, 34]. The most recent tetraploidy in the rice lineage happened just before the grass radiation; 22–50% of the rice genome is paired
today [35–37]. In summary, between 10 and 50% of ‘fully’ fractionated posttetraploid eukaryotic gene content, in post-tetraploid lineages, exists as pairs
derived from the most recent tetraploidy.
A third type of duplication involves chromosomal segments. Although
important in all lineages, segmental duplications should be especially important
in those many animal lineages without tetraploidy. For example, many segmental
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duplications characterize one difference between the genomes of chimpanzee
and man [38]. An analysis of changes in gene content following segmental
duplications is beyond the scope of this critique.

On the Mechanism of Duplicate Gene Retention

Given these significant levels of retained duplications (both homeologous/post-tetraploidy and local), one or more retention mechanisms must operate, as presented previously. The classic scheme where selection is relaxed and
one of the duplicates sometimes mutates to a new, adaptive function – the Gainof-Function scheme – is too slow to avoid loss by purifying selection [16].
Subfunctionalization, on the other hand, may also be too slow unless population
sizes are small [39], but the two mutational hits required for subfunctionalization to work result in selectively neutral losses-of-function. These would be the
sort of knockouts expected if fractionation involves either point mutation or
insertion/deletion [14]. The beauty of subfunctionalization is that a pair of
genes can become ‘locked-in’ without positive selection for any new function.
According to the ISI Web of Knowledge citation index, the Force and coworkers study [2] had been cited 698 times between 1999 and October, 2006.
Subfunctionalization is the current, accepted explanation for duplicate gene
retention.
Dozens of large-scale experiments provide overwhelming evidence that
subfunctionalization can and often does occur, and has been reviewed [6, 40,
41]. These data involve subfunctionalization as a mechanism, not Subfunctionalization as a hypothesis explaining retention (and capitalized for that reason).
This same literature documents the many cases that measure one or both genes
evolving faster post-duplication than expected had they been singlets. For
Arabidopsis homeologs, an interesting hypothesis posits that pairs regulating
development diverge slowly while pairs responding to environmental signals
diverge rapidly [42]. Neither asymmetry of base substitution rate nor mutation
rate acceleration is universal when comparing duplicate gene divergence [43,
44]. Certainly, when duplicates diverge, and especially when they diverge by
subfunctionalization, retention becomes more durable. It also seems plausible
that duplicates retained for any reason will diverge to useful function, and resist
subsequent loss. The question is: does the subfunctionalization mechanism
generally retain genes that would otherwise be lost after tetraploidy? Or, does
subfunctionalization operate largely after genes are retained, thereby playing a
lesser role in changes of gene content? Certainly, subfunctionalization tends to
happen once genes are retained. To confuse retention with post-retention issues
commits the rhetorical fallacy of Ignoratio elenchi.
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Published Data On How Duplications Change Gene
Content in Eukaryotes

The mechanism of gene duplicate retention is particularly important for
evolution because this mechanism is positioned so as to have the potential to
change gene content, not just deepen the gene pool with new alleles of the same
genes. In 1999, the year of the origination of the Subfunctionalization hypothesis, there were almost no gene-content data involving duplications. In any case,
there was not – and still is not – an easy way to predict what types of gene
would be more ‘subfunctionalizable’ than any other. There are now data on the
category of gene – usually estimated by Gene Ontology (GO) annotation – that
tend significantly to be duplicated locally (in tandem) and/or that tend significantly to be retained following tetraploidy. Among the various web applications
that help the researcher evaluate statistically whether or not any gene list carries
over- or under-represented GO terms – with some control over the problem of
nesting – GOstat [45] is particularly useful. The use of GO terms is often frustrating because a high proportion of the genes in a list are vaguely or not annotated, functionally specific GO categories often have too few genes in them to
support statistical analysis and because relatively recent (100 MYA) homeologous pairs in plants often carry different GO annotations (which constitutes
error). Given this caveat, I will review published evidence and provide some
new evidence that fractionation of any sort of gene/genome duplication is
biased, leading to expansion of some gene families but not others. The data for
Arabidopsis and rice tetraploidies, and tandem duplications in Arabidopsis and
a few vertebrates was recently evaluated and documented [review 6]. In
general, genes that retain their tandem duplicates are genes whose products
have few interactions with other genes’ products or play metabolic or specific
degradation-repair roles. Genes significantly not retained in tandem are regulatory, developmental or genes whose products have many interactions. Recently
[46] the Gaut laboratory compared the gene contents of local duplicates derived
from the monocot rice and the dicot Arabidopsis. They found striking similarities involving enrichment for ‘membrane proteins’ and genes encoding proteins induced by ‘abiotic and biotic stress’, and also found similarities of
under-representation for genes involved in ‘transcription’. This is in general
agreement with previous results on plants and animals [6]. Genes whose products are transcription factors tend to not be retained in tandem. In all cases measured, retention following local duplication is significantly biased as to gene
function.
As indicated, there are now three plant and two animal higher eukaryotic
genomes that can be analyzed for gene content changes following an ancient
(but still tractable) tetraploidy. The Arabidopsis tetraploidy is best understood.
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In general, and as predicted by the Hurst lab [9] from work in yeast, by the
J.A. Birchler lab from work on particular genes in maize and Drosophila [8]
and from R.A. Veitia’s [10, 47] more theoretical work on transcription factors in
mammals, genes that are ‘connected’ such as within a protein complex, or in a
regulatory loop or found participating in any ‘web of dependency’, are overretained, and genes whose products act alone tend to be under-represented
among retained pairs [6, 34, 48, 49]. Going further, my group [18] found that
retained genes in Arabidopsis were clustered on chromosomes. Clusters
occurred because one homeolog lost more genes than the other, forming clusters naturally on the over-fractionated chromosome. Those genes most clustered
were genes with ‘ubiquitin’ somewhere in their GO description, the proteasome
being a particularly complex machine, and genes encoding transcription factors. The poplar genome has no GO annotations. Deductions from Arabidopsis
best blast hits found that the pairs retained post-tetraploidy are similar to those
of Arabidopsis, except that ‘structural component of the ribosome’ was not
over-represented (Hellsten, Pedersen, Rokhsar and Freeling, unpublished). Rice
‘transcription factors’ are vastly over-retained post tetraploidy [36], just as they
are in Arabidopsis and poplar. Comparisons among retentions following the
three sequential tetraploidies in the Arabidopsis lineage [32] led Seoighe and
Wolfe [49] to the conclusion that genes retained at one tetraploidy would tend
to be retained once again at the next.
The teleost fish Tetraodon tetraploidy retention dataset has very few
retained genes in it [30]. For example, although the GOSlim biological process
term ‘communication’ is significantly (1.8-fold, p  4e–6) over-retained, the
total retained gene count is 43. The molecular function GO term ‘nucleic acid
binding’ is under-retained (1.54-fold; p  0.02) but their retained gene list
includes only 13 of these genes. This same GO term is significantly overretained post tetraploidy in plants. Although there must be thousands of genes
encoding transcription factors in the fish, this particularly specific GO term
was not included on the list. In general, there are too few genes from the fish
tetraploidy to be useful. The frog lineage tetraploidy [29] is far more recent than
that in the fish. The retained gene list is also short. These workers found almost
no indications of gene content bias post-tetraploidy, and presented no evidence
that ‘transcription factor activity’ is over-retained. An independent study of 290
post-tetraploidy pairs in Xenopus laevis (the frog tetraploid) [50] found cases of
subfunctionalization and neofunctionalization, but the retained genes themselves were not significantly different from the presumed ancestor. These frog
data are unique in that they evidence no statistically significant post-tetraploidy
gene retention and they contain very small retained gene sets. The frog data neither support nor refute Subfunctionalization as an important mechanism
explaining duplicate gene retention. Balanced Gene Drive does not explain the
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frog data, but it is the best among the three mechanisms under consideration as
the primary retention mechanism.

Two New Case Studies: Tests of the Reciprocity of Gene Content
Changes Following Tandem versus Whole Genome Duplication in
Arabidopsis

Neither Gain-of-Function nor Subfunctionalization predicts that there will
be any sort of gene, any GO category, preferentially retained post duplication,
and – even if there were – there should be a positive correlation between retention post local duplication and retention post-tetraploidy. Alternatively,
Balanced Gene Drive predicts that dose-sensitive genes should tend to not be
duplicated locally, but – reciprocally – tend to be retained post-tetraploidy. We
[51] have published an Arabidopsis gene list annotating each gene with our estimate as whether or not it is a local duplicate (using, in part, data from [52]),
whether or not it has an -pair retained from the most recent tetraploidy, and the
DATF [53] transcription factor subfamily to which it belongs. GO terms were
from TAIR, as incorporated into the GOstat statistical application (GOstat settings: p  0.001; clusters  –1 meaning that we did not identify nests of
terms). Figure 1 shows all molecular function GO terms from Arabidopsis that
were significantly either over- (O) or under-retained (U) in either the tandem
(local) duplicate list (T for tandem: the leftmost column of data in fig. 1) or the
-duplicate gene list (A for ‘alpha’). The positive correlation of gene content
change between tandem and tetraploidy duplication, highlighted medium grey,
is not the general rule. However, neither is the reciprocal relationship (dark
grey) the general rule, although genes encoding transcription factors and ribosomal proteins do exhibit reciprocity. The general rule is that a GO category
that is significantly over- or under-represented after either tandem duplication
or tetraploidy is not significantly changed (N) in gene content in the comparator gene list; GO terms associated with genes exhibiting this ‘lack of relationship’ general rule are coded light grey. Note that several dramatic reciprocal
frequencies are judged to be ‘not significant’ by GOstat because there are too
few genes in either the tandem (T list) or alpha (A list) categories (fig. 1).
There are many problems with the GO method of functional annotation. The
GO terms listed in figure 1 have overlapping gene contents. In fact, a clustering of
related molecular function terms that show a reciprocal relationship are actually
those with transcription factor genes and ribosomal protein genes only. Similarly,
those GO terms that are positively correlated (medium grey) are actually only
three sorts of genes: kinases (not specifically protein-kinases), pectinesterases
and cation-transporters.
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Fig. 1. The relationship between GO categories of Arabidopsis genes that were significantly over- (O) or under- (U) retained in after either local (tandem) duplication (List T) or
after the most recent tetraploidy (List A). The grey tone code – with legend embedded in the
Figure – indicates the nature of the relationship between retentions in Lists T and A, and their
significance. Statistics by GOstat (see text).
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Transcription factors are important for regulatory evolution, and – if there
is one result about duplication that is singularly descriptive – transcription factor genes are over-retained post-tetraploidy and under-retained post-tandem
duplication (at least in plants). However, anyone who has browsed through any
eukaryotic genome knows that sometimes transcription factor genes are duplicated locally. The Database of Arabidopsis Transcription Factors (DATF) contained 1826 genes as of September 2005 (http://datf.cbi.pku.edu.cn/). DATF
sorted each TF gene to one of 56 TF subfamilies. Our -pair analysis [54]
added 25 new genes for a total revised DATF gene count of 1851; see figure 2
legend (because we used TF post-tetraploidy retention data published previously, this experiment does not use the most recent edition of DATF). We confined our analysis to those 22 families with 23 genes or more in order to avoid
scatter caused by small numbers. We then plotted frequency of retention following local duplication on the Y-axis. Units are defined exactly in the legend.
Figure 2 shows a clear reciprocal relationship: transcription factor families that
are relatively well retained following tetraploidy are poorly retained following
tandem duplication. Using the R statistical package, the regression line of
figure 2 has a 0.01 probability of being slope 0. The DATF abbreviation for
each transcription factor family, followed by the total number of genes in the
genome, describe each point in figure 2.
Balanced Gene Drive, as defined previously, explains the reciprocal data
of figure 2. Loss of dose-sensitive post-tetraploidy homeologs could have
occurred if all of the inter-dependent genes had been simultaneously fractionated, but there is no mechanism known able to accomplish coordinated gene
removals. These same dose-sensitive genes, when duplicated tandemly, immediately upset the balance of gene products, with selectively negative effects.
Balanced Gene Drive predicts the reciprocal data given in figure 2.
Subfunctionalization predicts a positive correlation for figure 2, and is clearly
not the retention mechanism for plant transcription factor genes.
Continued research on the data of figure 2 might attempt to categorize TF
genes not only by their DNA-binding motifs but by essential sort of downstream biology. Ha and coworkers [42] inferred that homeologous genes in
Arabidopsis involved in development were less subfunctionalized than those
pairs involved in ‘response to …’ various exogenous signals. For example,
MADS-box TFs seem to be ‘developmental’ and HB-Zip I and II genes seem to
be ‘response to ...’. It would be especially interesting to know whether or not
‘subfunctionalizability’ of homeologs extended to subfunctionalizability of tandem duplicates. Once retained by any mechanism, redundant genes that are particularly subfunctionalizable are expected to subfunctionalize, so the results of
this continued research are not likely to reinstall subfunctionalization as the
mechanism of retention.
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Fig. 2. The reciprocal relationship between duplicate retention frequencies following
local (tandem) duplication (Y-axis) versus the retention frequency of these same genes post-tetraploidy for Arabidopsis transcription factor family genes. Gene list and retention data
from Supplementary Information 1 of one of my own publications [51]. This research used
families of transcription factors from the Database of Arabidopsis Transcription Factors
(DATF), July 2005. The organization and total numbers of DATF transcription factors have
now been revised, but not dramatically. Families with total gene numbers 23 were used;
this number decorates each point on the graph following the DATF family abbreviation. A
particularly revised DATF subfamily is the 2005 B3 family. In the current DATF edition (not
used), B3 family is subsumed within a revised AB13-VP1 family now containing 59 genes;
the new datapoint – using updated DATF data – would be Y axis  0.24 and the X axis  0.15
yielding a point in approximately the same place as the B3 point in this figure. Unit Y axis is
number of duplicates/total number of genes. Unit X axis is genes in alpha pairs/total number
of genes. There are few local duplications and about 80% of them are tandem doublets;
removing the duplicates from the total number of genes ‘available’ for retention posttetraploidy does not significantly alter the regression line. Some duplicate genes are also
retained as alpha pairs.
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There Are No Data in Support of Subfunctionalization as A Duplication
Retention Mechanism. What about the Duplication Data from the
Frog, and other Data That Are Inconsistent with the Balanced Gene
Drive Mechanism?

Five molecular function Arabidopsis GO categories, two clusters, are consistent with the Subfunctionalization retention mechanism. These terms are the
medium grey rows in figure 1, indicating a positive relationship between retention
and type of duplication. The general result is ‘no relationship,’ which does not
support Subfunctionalization. If a gene is ‘subfunctionalizable,’ it makes sense
that it would be so following any sort of duplication. There is no empirical evidence for a Subfunctionalization explanation for post-duplication retention. For
example, the more chromosome space a gene uses in its cis-function, the more
‘subfunctionalizable’ it may be, whether the duplicates originated tandemly or
post-tetraploidy. This hypothesis is now testable in Arabidopsis since the length
of many genes can be estimated using the distribution of intragenic conserved
noncoding sequences; genes in some Arabidopsis gene families stand alone surrounded by many kbs of functional chromosome while most Arabidopsis genes
are compact and positioned near other genes [51, 54].
The reciprocal relationship between retention frequencies when tandem
duplications are compared with post-tetraploidy duplications supports the
Balanced Gene Drive explanation specifically for two Arabidopsis GO clusters
(fig. 1) and among Arabidopsis transcription factor families in general (fig. 2).
However, neither Balanced Gene Drive, nor any other mechanism discussed so
far, accounts for most of the significant under- and over-retained GO terms
(defined by gene lists) of figure 1 or in the literature in general.
The post-tetraploid retained gene datasets for frog and fish are just too
small to justify a serious animal-plant comparison. Higher plants and animals
respond to gene dosage very differently, so there is really no firm expectation
that dosage will prove to be as important for animal gene duplication retentions
as it has done in plants; the animal soma is more reactive to gene dosage imbalance than is the plant soma, but the plant gametophyte is far more sensitive to
gene dosage than is the inert animal gamete. Animal genomes that went
tetraploid within a window useful for analysis – approximately 120–40 MYA –
are particularly important for continued and further analysis.
How come genes encoding ‘structural constituents of the ribosome’ – the
first dark grey (reciprocal) row of figure 1 – is significantly over-retained in
Arabidopsis and rice, but not in poplar or, apparently, either vertebrate? Papp
and coworkers [9], in their yeast haploinsufficiency article, showed that yeast
genes encoding ribosomal proteins were over-represented among retained
pairs from the yeast tetraploidy. The reason for dose-sensitivity was that the exact
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concentrations of protein mattered because they had to make a complex with
many partners in a strict stoichiometry, thereby creating a ‘web of dependency’.
This is a prediction of the Gene Balance Hypothesis, which has been reviewed
[6, 8]. So, how come all genomes do not over-retain genes encoding ribosomal
subunits post-tetraploidies? The answer must be that some genomes have evolved
ways of mitigating the dosage effects that naturally accompany particular proteinprotein complexes. Veitia [47] explores a number of mechanisms that could mitigate dosage effects. For example, if a chaperon concentration limits the assembly
of a complex where protein subunits were limiting previously, a dosage effect is
mitigated. There is much need for research on how dosage effect phenotypes have
been mitigated since a retained pair that contributes to a gain-of-function must, of
necessity, have somehow broken the web-of-dependency in order to have evolved.
Mechanisms other than avoidance of dosage effects could retain a nonrandom set of genes post-duplication, and thus contribute to gene family expansions. In yeast, there is a tendency for highly-expressed genes to be retained
after the most recent tetraploidy [55], and it is plausible that particular genes
will prove to be prone to silencing/epigenetic marking [18] or display particularly large targets for fractionation [51]. Removing Subfunctionalization from
the duplication-retention position makes room for mechanisms that could –
until mitigated – move the trajectory of evolution in one direction or another.
Any research explaining trends or major adaptations seems to me to be of the
highest priority. This way of thinking was intentionally banned from consensus
evolutionary theory [11] along with the radical (but still fresh) Mutationist
ideas of R.B. Goldschmidt [56]. That was about 60 years ago, before evolutionary theory was challenged to explain comparative gene content data.

A Place for Subfunctionalization in the Evolution of Novelty

Of the three mechanisms for post-duplication retention being considered
here, only Balanced Gene Drive makes significant progress toward explaining
changes in gene content following duplications in eukaryotic genomes.
Balanced Gene Drive is particularly successful in predicting data for genes
encoding transcription factor families and ribosomal proteins. Even so, continued research will probably identify other mechanisms, perhaps epigenetic
mechanisms, that further account for trends in gene family expansion following
gene duplication. Moreover, neither Balanced Gene Drive nor Subfunctionalization generate any new functions, only multiple genes. Gain-of-Function
(neofunctionalization) directly underlies the origin of novelty. Clearly, Gain-ofFunction is a multi-step process. In some cases, Gain-of-Function requires
duplicate and diverged modules of functionally-interacting genes; just one gene
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doing something new would be inadequate. Subfunctionalization can play an
important role as a ‘division of labor’ step in this process. This important role in
the evolution of novelty has been discussed in several recent publications [41,
57–59]. Although downgraded from a gene retention mechanism to a gene
divergence mechanism primarily, subfunctionalization remains an important
mechanism contributing to duplicate gene evolution.
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Abstract
Advances in the construction of large insert libraries and physical maps have facilitated
the sequencing of orthologous regions from related plant species that differ in genome size.
This approach has been particularly productive for the Poaceae, including many important
cereal crops. When the sequences of orthologous regions from closely related species are
aligned, we can analyze the details of chromosomal evolution. The dynamics of chromosome
structure appears to be driven by two types of rearrangement mechanisms, ‘cut and paste’
and ‘copy and paste’. The latter mechanism has contributed to the expansion of orthologous
regions, primarily by transposon amplification, while ongoing deletions by illegitimate and
homologous recombination have at least partially counteracted or reversed this expansion in
some regions. This review describes the current status of our understanding of the plasticity
of plant genomes, emphasizing maize as a model for these studies.
Copyright © 2008 S. Karger AG, Basel

The grass family of plants, the Poaceae, contains about 10,000 species,
including some of the most important crops on earth, collectively referred to as
the cereals. Grasses also exhibit some of the most intriguing features of chromosome evolution, including the C-value paradox, polyploidy, segmental duplication, gene amplification, and a level of dynamism unseen in other
multicellular eukaryotes. Other families of plants have also undergone extensive chromosomal duplication and rearrangement [1–3], but the degree of variation found within the grasses, including haplotype variation in maize, stands
out as exceptional [4]. This accelerated rate of change in genome structure after
species divergence may help explain why the Poaceae have proven to be so
adaptable to different environments, and certainly provides fertile ground for
investigation of the nature and mechanisms of genomic instability.
Despite the great variation in genome size among the grasses, genetic maps
based on conserved gene sequences indicate conservation of a rough collinearity

Paralogs
Genome A
Orthologs
Genome B

Fig. 1. Paralogous and orthologous DNA sequences. Explanation is given in the text.

of unique sequences within chromosomal segments [5]. Comparative genetic
maps indicate that centromere position is often not conserved, suggesting a loss of
centromeres and gain of neocentromeres thereby changing chromosome number
and creating unique chromosomes composed of a mosaic of ancestral chromosomal segments for individual species. To reach a better understanding of these chromosomal rearrangements, it became critical to investigate gene collinearity in
short contiguous DNA segments from the genome of a few representative species
of the grass family. Perhaps the most unexpected result of these ‘microcollinearity’
studies was the discovery that many apparent genes have been recently mobile
within cereal chromosomes.

What Is Orthologous and What Is Paralogous?

One complication to comparison of gene content and order in higher plants
has been the very high frequency of tandem and non-tandem gene duplication.
Hence, to determine whether gene order and content has been conserved in a
given chromosomal segment, it is necessary to determine which gene family
members were present in an ancestral species and which are more recent duplication products. Orthologous gene copies are those that are derived from ancestral loci by direct vertical descent. Hence, in comparing the genes in two separate
species, all orthologous genes are expected to have begun to evolve independently at the same time, that being the point at which the two lineages that gave
rise to these species first diverged from a shared ancestor. Paralogous gene
copies are defined as those that have arisen by a copy and paste (i.e., duplicative)
mechanism from orthologous genes (fig. 1). As a consequence, their degrees of
sequence divergence should be less than those of orthologous ancestral genes,
because their divergence could only begin after the time of gene duplication. For
instance, many flowering plants have undergone whole-genome duplication
events (WGDs), otherwise known as polyploidy, at some time in the evolution of
their lineage. Therefore, their chromosomes initially contain duplicated regions
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with the same order of orthologous genes. Based on the mapping of unlinked
gene duplicates, it was first recognized that maize was derived from a WGD [6,
7]. Genetic mapping of RFLP markers conserved in other grass species added
support to these early observations [8, 9]. Comparative genomics of these markers showed that two maize chromosome sets aligned with one chromosome each
of rice and sorghum, demonstrating that WGD truly did involve the whole
genome [5, 10]. Furthermore, evolutionary analysis of duplicated genes also
suggested that maize might have arisen by allotetraploidy, indicating the
hybridization of two diverged progenitors rather than the duplication of a single
progenitor [11]. Recent comparisons of orthologous chromosome intervals from
these two chromosome sets with sorghum and rice showed that the two progenitors of maize and the progenitor of sorghum diverged at about the same time,
⬃11.9 million years ago (mya). This WGD in maize may have occurred as
recently as 4.8 mya [12]. The implication is that gene copies in maize that
diverged more recently than 4.8 mya are paralogous. Therefore, one could determine in any polyploidy species first the time of WGD before assessing whether
a gene copy is likely to be orthologous or paralogous. Critical for this determination is that duplication of orthologous gene copies is representative for all chromosomes and has a common time point of divergence.
In maize, paralogs can be derived from either orthologous gene copy of the
two progenitor chromosome sets. As an example, the ZmCDA1 and ZmCDA2
gene copies are orthologous [13] because they are descendants of the two progenitors of maize and their degree of nucleotide substitution is within the range
which predicts that the two progenitors split about 11.9 mya [12]. Based on
nucleotide variation, a paralogous gene copy, ZmCDA3, was derived from
ZmCDA1 about 4.5 mya. If this paralogous copy had arisen before speciation,
then each copy would be expected on both maize homologs (neglecting subsequent deletion of one copy).
In a contrasting example, the Fie genes in maize were originally expected
to be orthologous because they map as single copies to homoeologous chromosome locations. However, two tandem copies of Fie genes are observed in both
sorghum and rice. Hence, the two progenitor chromosomal regions in maize
had each preserved only one of the two tandem gene copies, and these were
actually paralogs [12]. In this case, distinguishing between paralogs and
orthologs was only accomplished by determining the degrees of nucleotide substitution for each copy of the tandem duplication in sorghum and rice.
Otherwise, an error could have been made by assuming that the two maize Fie
gene copies are orthologous because of their genetic map position.
A major challenge in the comparison of related gene copies and DNA
sequences is the variability of nucleotide substitution rates [12]. If one takes
these properties and the differences in codon bias in different genomes into
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consideration, divergence rates of gene copies must be individually determined
because a single constant rate of nucleotide substitutions for genes does not
exist. Still, given such variability of divergence rates for genes within the same
genome, deviation from an average rate should be within a statistically significant range to allow comparative analysis between species. For sequences that
do not encode functional proteins, like pseudogenes or silent transposable elements, divergence rates are expected to be higher because of the lack of selection. In the case of transposable elements, LTRs are identical when the element
is integrated into the genome. Therefore, nucleotide substitution rates for LTRs
can be used to estimate a relative insertion time [14]. However, because LTRs
are expected to decay faster than genes, it has been proposed to apply a different nucleotide substitution rate for LTRs than genes [15]. Whether or not one
can trust these rates in an absolute sense, they can serve as a measure for relating sequences by their degree of homology and pedigree. Therefore, one can
classify DNA sequences by homology and positional information.

Orthologous Gene Copies from Sorghum, Rice,
and Duplicated Regions of Maize

In order to investigate the degree of conserved gene order and content in
the cereals, we recently took advantage of a study of duplicated loci in maize
[11] that provided entry points for duplicated chromosomal regions of the
maize genome and used them as probes for isolating genomic clones from
maize and sorghum [16]. Sequence analysis confirmed that these regions were
orthologous because of the preserved order of gene copies. Furthermore,
because the entire rice genome was sequenced, orthologous regions from rice
were identified computationally. As a consequence, chromosomal regions from
the two progenitors of maize were compared with orthologous regions of
sorghum and rice. We sequenced five duplicated regions of the maize genome.
Because of the lower gene density in maize compared to sorghum, it was necessary to enlarge the window of orthologous regions by identifying overlapping
maize BAC clones by chromosome walking. Therefore, 18 BACs with a total
length of 2,554 kb were sequenced from maize and 6 BACs with a total length
of 681 kb were sequenced from sorghum. These regions aligned with 798 kb of
the rice genome. These alignments allowed selection of six additional orthologous gene copies that were linked to the five known loci in maize that served as
entry points. Based on a divergence time of ⬃50 mya for the shared maize and
sorghum lineage from the lineage that gave rise to rice, alignment of these 44
orthologous gene copies suggested that the two progenitors of maize and the
progenitor of sorghum all diverged about 11.9 mya [12].
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Ancestry of Chromosomal Duplications and Chromosome
Numbers

Once a physical map of maize inbred B73 was constructed, it was projected
onto the genetic map with about 2,000 mapped markers [17]. Because an additional 24,000 sequences were linked to the BAC clones of the physical map, all
sequences could be placed in their order on the maize chromosomes [18]. The
source of these additional sequences consisted of about 53% unique maize EST
sequences, 9% highly conserved genes, and 38% gene-containing BAC-end
sequences (BES). This high-density map of gene sequences could then be
aligned with the sequenced chromosomes of rice. From this comparison, it
became clear that rice contains ancient duplications that have been quadrupled
in maize, but there was also a recent duplication in rice that was not further
duplicated in maize [18] or in wheat [19]. Therefore, analysis of a small number
of grass species has allowed identification of the nature and timing of both segmental duplication and WGD events. Whereas the numerous segmental duplications in the rice lineage occurred over a period of 7–70 million years [20–22]
with the largest one of about 3 megabases as recent as 7.7 mya [19], the WGD of
maize occurred instantaneously via polyploidization as recently as 4.8 mya [12].
Comparison of rice and maize also suggests that, after WGD, the maize
genome temporarily had 20 chromosomes that were subsequently rearranged
into 10 larger chromosomes with the loss of 10 centromeres, whereas sorghum
maintained its 10 chromosomes [18]. Map-based multi-chromosomal alignments like these have also permitted deconstruction of Brassicaceae and
Solanaceae genomes into building blocks of inherited chromosome segments
[23, 24].

Paralogous Gene Copies

Alignment of orthologous regions of maize, sorghum, and rice provided
another unexpected result. When the sorghum and rice regions were aligned, the
number of orthologous gene copies was much higher than in the comparison
with the two duplicated regions of maize [16]. In most cases, one of the maize
homoeologous regions still contained the collinear copy with sorghum and rice,
but the other homoeologous region did not. This finding indicated that after the
two progenitors of maize hybridized, one copy of the duplicated genes was
deleted from its orthologous position. Therefore, WGD did not ultimately lead
to the doubling of gene content in maize relative to sorghum or rice. On the
other hand, there is also ample evidence of gene insertions that were not orthologous and gave rise to extra gene copies [25–32]. Because the rice genome has
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been recently sequenced, it is also possible to search for extra genes in maize
and sorghum that were absent in their orthologous positions in rice [16]. In
most cases, gene sequences missing from orthologous locations were found to
be present in other locations, frequently in more than one copy. This analysis
indicated that grass genes are frequently copied and inserted into unlinked positions [33]. Such gene insertions gave rise to interruption of synteny, and could
be an important source of raw material for rapid gene evolution, including neofunctionalization [34].

Synteny Blocks and their Uneven Expansion

While the analysis of five orthologous regions of the two progenitors of
maize, sorghum, and rice provided a useful first glance at the dynamics of chromosome structure in these grasses, the aligned regions were too small to provide much perspective. The existence of a maize physical map permitted
selection of a set of overlapping BAC clones from maize chromosome 1S and
maize chromosome 9L that span 7.8 Mb or 17.4 cM and 6.6 Mb or 25.6 cM
[35]. These regions were homoeologous to each other and orthologous to a contiguous 4.9 Mb region on rice chromosome 3S. The first dramatic features of
this analysis were identifications of the junctions that define synteny blocks;
regions of collinearity preserved in both duplicated regions of maize and the
rice genome. Based on these synteny blocks, the duplicated maize regions experienced different degrees of LTR-retrotransposon insertion, leading to a differential expansion of these chromosomal segments. Because of the loss of gene
duplicates, some maize regions even experienced a contraction, whereas others
expanded by a factor of as much as 4.2. Based on the size of the maize genome
relative to rice, one would expect an average expansion rate of about 3. Indeed
the whole genome alignment between maize and rice as described above found
that 1 kb of rice corresponds to about 3.2 kb of maize on average [18].
Therefore, the synteny blocks indicate a local uneven expansion of maize chromosomes relative to rice. Some of the non-collinear junctions consist of
sequence blocks that can be as large as a few 100 kb and are sites of inversions.
Because these regions were chosen for their density of mapped markers, it is
not surprising that they exceed the gene density calculated for one hundred randomly selected clones of the maize genome that were sequenced for comparison [36]. The percentage of coding information in the 100 random regions was
estimated to be 8%, which was in close agreement with previous estimates of
7.5% derived from BESs. In these two large sequenced regions, coding space of
the region was 12% for chromosome 1S and 16% for chromosome 9L. This
high gene density in this region also correlates with a local high recombination
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frequency. It again confirms that the incongruence between physical and
genetic distances is due to the uneven distribution of genic regions in the
genome [37].
Another interesting difference between maize and rice is that introns tend
to be larger because of the insertion of repeat elements (see also below). As
described above, the striking feature is that one of the two duplicated gene
copies appears to be lost in the maize genome. Furthermore, missing genes present in maize but absent in rice can be found elsewhere in the rice genome.
Although the maize genome had not been sequenced yet, it was possible to ask
the reciprocal question because of random maize sequences from gene enrichment libraries, ESTs, and BAC ends. Using these data, one finds that a large
fraction of maize genes or gene fragments are present in non-orthologous positions. Therefore, this study further confirms the dynamic process of gene movement in these genomes [35]. Nevertheless, if one compares the AA and the BB
genomes of Oryza species, which are also derived from a common progenitor
like the two progenitors of maize, the degree of divergence is largely confined
to non-genic elements [38], suggesting that gene collinearity is more stable if
closely related genomes stay as separate species as opposed to undergo
hybridization. Therefore, the diploidization of the maize genome might have
triggered a greater degree of genome dynamics than would have been observed
in the two progenitors maintained as separate species.

Mechanisms of Gene Movement

While it is not surprising to find gene movement after speciation, it was
still surprising to discover that apparent gene movement also contributes substantially to haplotype variability [13, 39–43]. There appears to be extensive
variability of the same chromosomal regions between different races and inbred
lines of maize [43] and even between inbreds derived from the same population
[44], suggesting gene movement at high rates in very recent time periods.
Haplotype here refers to any unique set of allelic differences that can be inherited as a linked unit. The physical size of such different haplotypes can be quite
variable because of the variable expansion of intergenic regions [39, 44, 45]. In
contrast to the low level of haplotype variability known from human loci, for
instance, haplotype variability in maize includes the presence and absence of
apparent genes.
There are basically two mechanisms that create this variability, one is ‘cut
and paste’ and the other is ‘copy and paste’ [4]. As discussed above, analysis of
collinear regions of closely related species, where a gene is collinear in two
species or haplotypes but present in an unlinked location in the third species
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or haplotype, suggests a ‘cut and paste’ mechanism for gene movement. Alternatively, this apparent gene movement may have arisen from a ‘copy and paste’
mechanism with a subsequent (perhaps much later) deletion of the orthologous
gene copy [46]. Alignment of two haplotypes of maize inbred lines, however, led
to a discovery of a ‘copy and paste’ mechanism that takes place in many instances
for gene fragments. When an ‘empty’ site was compared with one containing
gene fragments, junction sequences indicated that the insertion had arisen from
the action of a helitron [47]. This became clear when the gene fragment was used
as a probe to identify the donor site, that was usually a gene missing the helitron
structural features [41, 42]. Therefore, many apparent non-collinear gene duplications in maize and other plant species are actually gene fragments mobilized by
helitron transposable elements. Recently, an apparently intact gene has been
found copied by a helitron, the ZmCDA3 gene described above [13]. Because the
paralogous gene is now located in a new chromosomal environment, its regulation
has changed compared to the donor site. Although we do not know the significance of this yet, future genetic analysis of such paralogous gene copies should
provide further insights into the neo-functionalization, sub-functionalization,
preservation, or loss of genes duplicated by a ‘copy and paste’ mechanism.
However, it is interesting to note that, in the case of a ‘copy and paste’ mechanism
leading to tandem duplication at the z1C1 locus, the new copies changed their
transcriptional regulation and affected the penetrance of a recessive mutation of
this transcriptional regulator [33]. Neo-functionalization and sub-functionalization
could particularly affect unlinked gene copies that are further diverged [48].

Transposable Elements

The general intensity of genome dynamics has been known for a long time
in maize, and was suspected to be largely due to transposable element (TE)
action [49]. TEs also move by the two basic mechanisms, ‘cut and paste’ or ‘copy
and paste.’ Examples of the first are the class II elements or DNA transposable
elements; examples of the second are class I elements or retroelements. Because
the ‘copy and paste’ mechanism causes chromosome expansion, one expects that
there might be a greater selection against retrotransposition than transposition.
For instance, a rice plant derived from tissue culture, where retrotransposition is
activated, is often observed to have this class I activity rapidly silenced upon
regeneration of plants [50]. On the other hand, the mutable activity of
autonomous class II TEs can be maintained over many generations [49].
Because TEs constitute the majority of repeated sequences in the genome,
single sequence reads from the ends of cloned genomic DNA provide a good
quantitative assessment of TEs in the genome of species that have not been fully
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sequenced [51–54]. However, a critical step in this analysis is the formation of
a repeat library against which to compare end sequences. Although abundant
TE families are easily captured from genomic sequences of large-insert clones,
the medium and low-copy TE families are harder to extract because they differ
between species and the entire genome sequence of one species would not completely predict the repeat content for any other species. Hence, the sequence of
the Arabidopsis genome yielded few TEs and thus prevented its use as a reference for plant genomes with larger size. An initial survey of the repeat content
of the rice nuclear genome resulted in a predicted repeat content of only 10%
[51], whereas subsequent analyses suggested a repeat content of ⬃35% [55].
Another factor in underestimates came from the bias of restriction sites.
Maize genomic libraries made from sheared DNA appeared to have a slightly
higher percentage of repeat elements (63%) than restricted DNA (58%) with each
enzyme generating different preferences [53]. Sequencing 100 random regions of
the genome provided an even higher level of repeats, ⬃66% [36], again probably
due to improved repeat collections. As suspected, there is a direct correlation
between repeat content and the size of the genome, as shown here between rice and
maize. A recent analysis of BAC ends from chromosome 3B of wheat, gave an
estimate of 86% for repeat content, consistent with its even larger genome [54].

Class I Elements

Construction of large-insert libraries has been the major source for the
analysis of intact class I elements [56–58]. Although it had been known that
retroelements contribute to allelic variations from cloning smaller genomic
fragments from different strains of the same species [59], it was not until the
cloning of large contiguous sequences that it became known that expansion of
intergenic regions is enhanced by insertions of retroelements into other
retroelements, structures that are also called nested sets of retroelements [57].
Retrotransposition consists of reverse transcription of RNA into DNA and the
subsequent integration of the DNA into the genome. A major difference
between the transcripts is the presence or absence of LTRs (long terminal
repeated sequence). If a poly-A RNA is copied without any trans-acting protein
coding regions, the elements are referred to as SINEs (short interspersed repetitive elements). These RNAs are read from RNA polymerase III promoters. If
the RNA that is copied contains retrovirus-like coding regions but no LTRs, the
elements are referred to as LINEs for long interspersed repetitive elements.
Similar elements with LTRs are called LTR-retrotransposons. Concerning the
class I elements, mammalian genomes contain predominantly LINEs and
SINEs and plant genomes contain predominantly LTR-retrotransposons.
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Comparison of orthologous regions between maize, sorghum, and different
rice subspecies indicated insertions of both genes and transposable elements
that correlate with the overall genome size [29]. When these analyses were
extended to include duplicated regions in maize, it was evident that the majority
of TEs inserted after the two progenitors of maize diverged [46]. Divergence of
LTR sequences also indicated that retrotranspositions occurred in waves after
speciation, interestingly in the last few million years [46, 60, 61]. Similar waves
of retrotranspositions have also occurred within Oryza species that differ twofold in genome size [62]. A major counteracting force appears to be the decay
and removal of retrotransposons and other non-coding sequencing by illegitimate recombination and unequal crossing over between LTRs. This results in
chromosome contraction rather than expansion [15, 63]. In addition, recombination or conversion can lead to exchanges between tandemly arranged elements [60]. Analysis of haplotypes from a single region in different inbreds and
races of maize indicates that recombination is also the source of new combinations of nested retrotransposon blocks, thereby enhancing the variability of
sequence structure and lengths of intergenic regions [4, 43].
In all these accounts, LTR-retrotransposons are the predominant species of
repetitive DNA elements. In gene-rich regions of maize, the abundance of one
subfamily of LTR retrotransposons, the copia elements, often exceeds those of
the other subfamily, the gypsy elements. This appears to be also true for
sequences from BAC ends, 26 versus 21% of total sequence. However, contiguous sequences from 100 random regions of maize indicated that gypsy elements
are more frequent (30 vs. 21%). Interestingly, a shift in this ratio seems to be
confined to regions of chromosomal expansion [35]. Comparison of the synteny
blocks for maize chromosome 1S and 9L with rice show a large increase of
copia elements in expanded regions, which is even true for the 100 random
regions when they are compared to their orthologous regions in rice [36]. Among
gypsy elements, the Huck family appears to be the dominant one, while among
copia elements Ji and Opie are most abundant, indicating that sequence amplification occurred in waves of particularly active elements [46]. Analysis of EST
databases also show that many retroelements are transcribed [53]. Expression of
retroelements, even translation, does not necessarily lead to transposition, but
might reflect different activities like centromere function [56, 64].

Class II Elements

DNA transposable elements were the first TEs to be discovered because
they can yield dramatic somatic phenotypes [49]. In contrast to most class I
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elements, studied DNA TEs prefer to insert into or near genes and, if these
genes have a scorable phenotype, transposition activity can be easily followed
[65, 66]. Class II elements can be divided into autonomous and nonautonomous elements. They share the terminal inverted repeats at the 5⬘ and
3⬘ ends of the elements [67]. The autonomous element encodes a transposase,
the enzyme that is required for the ‘cut and paste’ mechanism [68]. Insertions
are also characterized by target site duplications as for class I elements, but
they can vary in length depending on the specific element system involved
[69]. Excision of elements is imprecise and can create small in-frame insertions of nucleotides, potentially altering codons and the properties of a protein [70].
Class II elements differ in their mutational activity and developmental
timing. Maize Mutator elements can exhibit very high mutational activity
[71, 72] and elements like them have been referred to as Mu-like elements
(MULEs). An interesting property of MULEs appears to be their ability to
not only jump into genes but also to acquire gene fragments that become
internalized into the MULE. About 3,000 of these ‘Pack-MULE’ sequences
have been observed in the rice genome [73]. However, like the helitrons discussed above, they usually contain gene fragments rather than intact genes
and it is therefore unclear whether they contribute any gene functions.
Interestingly, relative to maize, the rice genome has had far more class II TE
activity than class I TE activity. In maize, class I versus II elements represent
a relative 95 versus 3% of all repetitive DNA, while in rice these numbers are
65 and 35% [36]. Among DNA TEs in rice, the most abundant elements are
Miniature Inverted Repeat Transposable Elements or MITEs, accounting for
14% of all repetitive DNA. In maize, identified MITEs comprise only about
0.4% [35]. For instance, in the large synteny blocks described above, maize
has the same average number of MITEs in these regions as rice, whereas the
repetitive DNA in the rice chromosome 3S region is about 26% MITEs.
MITEs are found close to or within genes, in promoters, untranslated
regions and introns [74]. In maize and wheat, the CACTA superfamily represents the greatest mass of class II elements [53, 75]. Although the Mutator
superfamily appears to be more mutagenic in maize than other transposable
elements, it has not amplified to exceedingly high copy numbers. The new
class of elements described above, the helitrons, appear to amplify by a different mechanism than class I or II elements, as suggested by their homology
with rolling circle DNA transposons of bacteria [47]. The helitrons appear to
represent a small portion of both the rice and maize genomes, but they are
harder to detect by computational methods if their internal sequences are
replaced by gene fragments [35].
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Concluding Remarks

Despite the variability between closely related species [26, 28, 29, 61], the
apparent intraspecies violation of gene collinearity in maize was a completely
unexpected result [39, 44, 45]. Such divergence between species is less significant because of the lack of interspecies mating. However, when two different
cultivars of the same species are crossed, alignment of the two parental chromosomes during meiosis would facilitate crossover between conserved, collinear
genes and generate meiotic products that could differ in gene content and
collinearity from the two parental chromosomes because each parent might
have unique plasticity of paralogous gene copies [4]. Furthermore, noncollinear genes or gene fragments may often be expressed during plant development, so that each parental chromosome in a hybrid could contribute to a
unique expression pattern. Indeed, that has been shown to be the case for the
z1C1⫹BSSS53 and z1C1⫹B73 haplotypes [44]. In addition, when the opaque-2
mutation, which fails to express a transcription factor acting on the z1C1
locus, is introgressed into BSSS53 and B73, the penetrance of the phenotype
differs. While all genes of the z1C1⫹B73 haplotype respond to O2 transcriptional regulation, some of the genes of the z1C1⫹BSSS53 haplotype do not
[33].
In those cases where apparent non-collinear genes are actually gene fragments, their role is less clear [41, 42]. It is expected that many of these gene
fragments could be the raw material for the creation of new genes, perhaps
including a large exon shuffling component [76]. In addition, the presence of
sense or anti-sense transcripts of gene fragments duplicated in these grass
genomes is expected to have high potential for acquiring a regulatory epigenetic role, perhaps as the origin of some microRNAs [77]. In addition, there is
now an example of a paralogous sequence of an intact gene, ZmCDA3, captured by a helitron TE. It is intriguing to envision how paralogous gene copies
that are hemizygous in hybrids could contribute to QTLs for many phenotypes, perhaps making major contributions to such vital hybrid characteristics
as the heterotic yield boost that is the foundation of the hybrid seed corn
industry.
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Phylogenetic Insights Into the Pace and
Pattern of Plant Genome Size Evolution
C.E. Grover, J.S. Hawkins, J.F. Wendel
Iowa State University, Department of Ecology, Evolution and Organismal Biology,
Ames, Iowa, USA

Abstract
It has long been known that organismal complexity is poorly correlated with genome
size and that tremendous variation in DNA content exists within many groups of organisms.
This diversity has generated considerable interest in: (1) the identity and relative impact of
sequences responsible for genome size variation, and (2) the suite of internal mechanisms
and external evolutionary forces that collectively are responsible for the observed diversity.
Genome size in any given taxon reflects the net effects of multiple mechanisms of DNA
expansion and contraction, which by virtue of their complexity and temporal juxtaposition,
may be challenging to tease apart into their constituent contributions. Here we review our
current understanding of genome size variation in plants and the spectrum of mechanisms
thought to be responsible for this variation. We present a synopsis of the insights into the
mechanisms and pace of genome size change that are uniquely facilitated by a phylogenetic
perspective, particularly among closely related species. We also highlight recent studies in
diverse angiosperm groups where comparative genomic approaches have yielded general
insights into the myriad mechanisms responsible for much of the observed genome size variation, most prominently the contribution of transposable elements (TEs). Finally, we draw
attention to the possibility of divergence in the relative importance of different mechanisms
of genome size evolution during cladogenesis.
Copyright © 2008 S. Karger AG, Basel

For more than half a century it has been known that the physical size of a
genome does not correlate with organismal complexity [1]. This discrepancy,
originally termed the ‘C-value paradox’, initially was thought to reflect polyploidy or polyteny [2]. It soon became evident, however, that the observed differences in genome size are primarily due to the differential abundance of
various kinds of non-coding DNA [3], in a manner independent of variation in
ploidy level. During the last several decades, information on genome size has

been gathered for thousands of plant species, stimulated by the increasing
rapidity with which such information could be gathered, but also by the hope of
illuminating the possible biological significance of the observed variation [4].
Paralleling this growth in empirical data has been an increased interest in the
directionality of genome size change and the spectrum of mechanisms that
might underlie the observed trends [5]. This led to the recognition that genomes
are able to contract as well as expand [6], and that the size of any particular
genome reflects the net effects of many genetic mechanisms, often acting in
opposition with respect to genome size and being subject to and molded by
external ecological/evolutionary forces.
Not surprisingly, the most detailed information on genome size variation
has emerged from comparisons among agronomically important or model
plants for which genomic resources are readily available (e.g. Arabidopsis,
maize, rice). Studies involving these species have provided important insights
into many aspects of genome size variation; however, their great evolutionary
distance from one another usually precludes the kind of precise inference one
might like to have with respect to the pace of evolutionary change in overall
genome size or the relative importance of the various molecular mechanisms
that collectively contribute to genome size growth or contraction. A more comprehensive view of genome evolution requires the superimposition of patterns
of genomic diversity on an antecedent-descendant framework, as well as an
understanding of the temporal dimension to the divergence under study. As in
many areas in biology [7], a phylogenetic perspective provides a powerful lens
through which the mechanisms that underlie genome evolution may more
clearly be brought into focus. A merger of phylogenetics and genomics is likely
to lead to a much-improved understanding of long-standing and somewhat vexing questions regarding the mechanisms responsible for shaping genomes as
well as the evolutionary transition in their relative importance.

Patterns of Genome Size Variation

Extraordinary variation in genome size has been observed in a wide spectrum of eukaryotes. The variation among land plants as a whole exceeds 2300fold, with some groups displaying far more variation (pteridophytes;
⬎1300-fold) than others (bryophytes; ⬃11-fold) [8]. Among angiosperms, the
smallest known genome is Fragaria viridis (98 Mbp), over 1270 times smaller
than the largest known angiosperm genome (the tetraploid Fritillaria assyriaca;
124,852 Mbp) and over 890 times smaller than the largest diploid (Fritillaria
davisii; 87,686 Mbp). That distantly related organisms vary in genome size is
no longer unexpected; what is more intriguing is the observation that genome
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size can vary significantly even among closely related genera or species. Of the
537 genera represented in the Plant C-value database [8] by more than one
species, the within-genus variation averages 3-fold; however, the range in
genome size variation within genera is from nearly invariant to over 63-fold. An
added dimension to the variation pattern is that of intraspecific genome size
variation. While some reports of intraspecific genome size variation have later
been retracted [9] or are potentially confounded by measurement error [10, 11],
intraspecific variation in genome size may be rather common.
The variation noted above permits several inferences regarding evolutionary change in DNA content, even in the absence of explicit phylogenetic analysis or knowledge of underlying mechanism. For example, the phylogenetic
placement of plants with small genomes [6, 12, 13], as well as the non-additivity
of polyploid genomes with respect to their diploid progenitors [14], suggests
that genomes may contract as well as expand [6]. A second implication arises
from the observation of the often remarkable variation in genome size among
closely related species; namely, that plant genomes may expand or contract
rather quickly and that these processes can be accelerated, attenuated, or
reversed. The marriage of phylogenetics and genomics is proving particularly
fruitful in revealing the evolutionary and mechanistic details regarding this latter set of processes.

Mechanisms that Increase Nuclear DNA Content

Mechanisms that increase the amount of DNA in a nucleus are reasonably
well-understood, at least in terms of responsible processes if not the controls on
these processes. Polyploidy was one of the first suggested explanations for differences in genome size among plants, although, as it represents the merger of
two genomes, it has been subsequently debated whether to consider the whole
polyploid genome or the individual genomes that comprise it when considering
genome size differences [15–17]. Nevertheless, given the prevalence of polyploidy in plants [18, 19] and that polyploids can subsequently be returned to a
diploid state by a process known as ‘fractionation’ whereby some portion of the
duplicate genes are lost [20], polyploidy is clearly an important mechanism by
which genomes ultimately expand. Additionally underscoring the importance
of polyploidy to genome size evolution is the notion of genome ‘down-sizing’,
a general term describing the lack of additivity of neopolyploid genomes relative to their diploid progenitors [14].
In addition to genome doubling via polyploid formation, the most important mechanism of genomic expansion in plants is transposable element (TE)
proliferation. First described in the grasses, the significant contribution of TEs,
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particularly LTR-retrotransposons, to total nuclear content and microstructure
in larger genomes is now widely recognized [21–24]. The ability of TEs to rapidly
affect genome size is exemplified by studies in maize, where LTR-retrotransposon proliferation is responsible for doubling the maize genome in as little as
three million years [21]. It appears that maize is not exceptional; repetitive
sequences, primarily TEs, make up greater than 80% of the total DNA content
of angiosperm species with genome sizes greater than 5.0 pg [25]. It is now
known that different TE families comprise different proportions of modern
genomes, leading to the idea that proliferation of a single or few families of TEs
could be responsible for rapid genome growth, and that those TE families need
not be the same for all taxa.
Recently, this idea has been demonstrated phylogenetically in Gossypium.
Using genomic survey sequences representing three Gossypium species that
differ approximately three-fold in genome size, Hawkins et al. described the
spectrum and frequency of sequences that constitute various closely related
Gossypium genomes [26]. Like maize, TE amplification, specifically proliferation of one particular type of gypsy-like LTR-retrotransposon, triggered a 3-fold
increase in genome size over the 5–10 my since the origin of the genus.
However, the authors demonstrated varying rates of accumulation of different
types of TEs in different lineages. For example, LINE-like sequences are relatively inactive in the smallest genome species, but increase in copy number in
the species with larger genomes. The converse is seen for accumulation of
copia-like retrotransposons, which proliferated to the greatest extent in the
Gossypium species with the smallest genome. It is important to note that these
observations were made possible through comparisons of closely related
species within a well-established phylogenetic framework.
Smaller-scale mechanisms may stochastically or episodically operate to
expand genomes, and these in particular are only directly quantifiable when
analyzed within a phylogenetic framework. A recent study in maize [27] provides evidence for a correlation between the large maize genome and increased
intron size, relative to rice, which indicates that over large evolutionary distances, variation in intron size may contribute to overall genome size differences. This phenomenon appears to have little, if any, correlation with genome
size in plants over a shorter evolutionary distance, as shown by phylogenetic
studies in Gossypium [28, 29]. The transfer of organellar DNA to the nucleus is
another phenomenon that potentially may contribute to nuclear genome expansion, but this has not been evaluated to any appreciable extent within a phylogenetic framework. Studies in rice and Arabidopsis indicate such transfers are
often represented by plastid ‘splinters’ [30], which are often small but can represent several hundred kilobases alone [31] or even megabases in toto [32].
Duplication and pseudogenization of genes may, in principle, contribute to
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genome expansion, but there is little information to suggest that plant lineages
vary significantly in the rate of duplication and pseudogenization or that this
phenomenon contributes in a substantive way to genome size evolution. Finally,
expansion (as well as contraction) of tandem repeat arrays such as rDNA and
satellite sequences may also contribute to variation in genome size. Although
these mechanisms are not generally thought to be major players in genome size
evolution, additional analyses from a phylogenetic perspective may reveal specific examples running counter to this conclusion.

Mechanisms That Decrease Nuclear DNA Content

Mechanisms of DNA loss are not as well understood as those of DNA gain,
and thus their relative contributions to global and local patterns of genome size
evolution have only recently come under study. The best understood mechanism
of DNA loss, intra-strand homologous recombination (recombination between
directly repeated sequences), is thought to occur predominantly between the
LTRs of single or adjacent retrotransposons [33], a mechanism evidenced by
the characteristic hallmark of a solo LTR [34]. Since LTR-retrotransposons
often occur in nested arrangements [22, 35], this mechanism has the potential to
remove significant amounts of DNA, especially if it involves the LTRs from
two spatially separated elements that share high sequence similarity. As shown
by Devos et al., the amount of sequence removed via intra-strand homologous
recombination can be estimated using the average element length for a given
family of LTR-retrotransposons and the involvement of more than one element
may be inferred [36]. However, if one is to fully understand the scope and scale
of the impact of intra-strand homologous recombination on genome size evolution, it is best inferred when the ancestral condition (single vs. nested elements)
has been established. Since LTR-retrotransposons experience considerably
rapid turnover (the half-life of LTR-retrotransposons in rice is estimated ⬍6 my
[37]), it is necessary to employ closely related taxonomic groups for this type of
analysis due to the higher probability of correctly inferring the ancestral state
through inclusion of an outgroup.
The suite of mechanisms encompassed by illegitimate recombination
(i.e. RecA independent recombination involving regions of microhomology) has
also been demonstrated to impact genome size [36, 37]. The non-conservative
mechanisms of double strand break (DSB) repair, non-homologous end-joining
(NHEJ), and slipstrand mispairing are the mechanisms most commonly attributed to illegitimate recombination, although a variety of other mechanisms may
be involved. Repair of DSBs through NHEJ appears to operate preferentially in
plants [38]. The potential of NHEJ to influence genome size was empirically
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demonstrated using Arabidopsis thaliana with its quintessentially small
genome, and Nicotiana tabacum, which has a 40-fold larger genome [39, 40].
These studies showed that deletions were larger and more frequent in
A. thaliana than in N. tabacum, and while nearly half of the breakpoints were associated with insertions in tobacco, none were recovered in Arabidopsis. Other
studies have evaluated the potential of illegitimate recombination to remove
DNA from the sequenced Arabidopsis and rice genomes, by comparing internally deleted transposable elements with their inferred ancestral sequence
[36, 37]. The data suggest that illegitimate recombination may be the ‘driving
force’ behind rapid DNA loss in Arabidopsis. Similarly, while second to intrastrand homologous recombination, illegitimate recombination is also largely
implicated in DNA loss in rice [37].
A bias in the mechanisms encompassed by illegitimate recombination may
be in part responsible for the observation that small genome taxa tend to have
more and larger small deletions, which led to the ‘mutational equilibrium
model’ of genome size evolution [41]. This model proposes that genome size
shrinks or expands until DNA loss through small deletions is offset by DNA
gain through large insertions; organisms with smaller genomes may experience
more frequent and larger deletions at equilibrium than those with larger
genomes. Currently, limited data exist for the influence of illegitimate recombination on closely related genomes and some have questioned the evolutionary
significance of a small indel bias [42]; however, data from Gossypium suggests
that illegitimate recombination may act more frequently and with longer deletions in species with smaller vs. larger genomes [43]. Whether this is a common
phenomenon remains to be seen, but clearly there is much to be learned from
further phylogenetic analyses of illegitimate recombination.

Genome Size Increase and Decrease: A Balancing Act

Recent research has shed light on genomic growth through TE amplification and the potential for genome contraction through intra-strand homologous
recombination and illegitimate recombination. Through characterization of random genomic sequences, Piegu et al. [44] demonstrated lineage-specific amplification of retrotransposons within the last two million years in Oryza
australiensis, providing further evidence for major increases in genome size via
recent TE amplification. To investigate the potential for DNA loss through
intra-strand homologous recombination, the authors also estimated the number
of solo-LTRs belonging to those same TE families via slot blots. Additionally,
the authors sequenced several hundred kilobases of contiguous genomic
sequence to gauge the effect of illegitimate recombination on genome size
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differences. This study demonstrated that while unequal homologous recombination and illegitimate recombination are operating in Oryza australiensis,
unequal homologous recombination is far more efficient in this genome, often
occurring concurrently with TE amplification by removing a fraction of the
transposed elements immediately upon or shortly after the transpositional burst.
In contrast, illegitimate recombination appears to have a negligible effect on
DNA loss in this species.
In a separate study, Vitte and Bennetzen [45] analyzed several megabases of
genomic sequence to investigate TE composition for five diverse angiosperm
genomes and compared that to the published data for rice and Arabidopsis. The
authors were able to determine the relative importance of intra-strand homologous recombination and illegitimate recombination in each genome by comparing the number of truncated TEs (products of illegitimate recombination) with the
number of solo-LTRs for that genome. This ratio varied by more than two-fold,
leading to the conclusion that each acts with different efficiencies uncorrelated
with phylogenetic relatedness or genome size [45]. An additional observation was
that the relative abundance of intact elements does not correlate with genome
size. Hordeum (1C ⫽ 5400 Mb) and Medicago (1C ⫽ 470 Mb), for instance, contain the lowest percentage of intact sequences, while a second monocot with a
large genome (maize, 1C ⫽ 2700 Mb) and a second dicot with a small genome
(Lotus, 1C ⫽ 470 Mb) contained the highest percentage of intact elements. They
conclude that while lineage-specific differences also exist for the aggressiveness
of the primary mechanisms of DNA removal, they may be less significant in the
determination of genome size differences on a broad scale than TE amplification.
Comparative studies of orthologous genomic regions within a close phylogenetic
framework will be necessary to determine, from a quantitative standpoint, the relative strengths of mechanisms that operate to add versus remove DNA from a
genome on a finer scale.
The aforementioned studies highlight in part the vibrancy of the field of
genome size evolution. With the data generated from genome sequencing projects
and low-cost, large scale sequencing for other genomes, researchers are beginning to understand the suite of mechanisms responsible for genome size evolution
and the impact each has on genome size, leading to several general insights. First,
transposable element amplification is a primary contributor to genome size
growth, having the potential to dramatically increase genome size over a short
period of time. These episodic TE bursts represent the amplification of different
families in different lineages at different time points, which is reflected by the age
and abundancy of TE families in related and distant genomes. Second, growth by
TE proliferation is counteracted (to varying degrees) by two prominent mechanisms of DNA removal, intra-strand homologous recombination and illegitimate
recombination, which operate with greater or lesser strength in different
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genomes, and may be uncorrelated with genome size or phylogenetic placement.
Third, mechanisms that potentially could operate throughout the genome (e.g. deletional bias and TE proliferation), appear to affect different regions differently [29]
and affect similar regions dissimilarly [27].

Genome Size and the Organism

Discussions of genome size variation often focus on mechanisms of
expansion and contraction, as we have here. It needs to be remembered, however, that these myriad mechanisms operate in an organismal and ecological
context involving multiple levels of evolutionary constraint and pressure. A full
accounting of these is beyond the scope of this review, and in fact may not even
be possible, but minimally one would wish to know the effects of genome size
on nuclear volume, the cell cycle, energetic balance, optimal rates of growth
and development, and ultimately reproductive fitness. At present very little is
truly understood about most of these connections between adaptation and
genomic organization, although a great deal of attention has been given to possible correlations between genome size and various life-history features. These
include traits such as cell volume [3, 46, 47], endopolyploidy [48], leaf size
[49–52], annual/weedy lifestyle [53–55], cell cycle duration [56], drought tolerance [49, 51, 57], frost tolerance [58], and altitude [59].
Many of the foregoing correlations have been in conflict (positive and negative correlations for the same trait), leading some to suggest that plants with
large genomes are excluded from extreme environments [60]. A common criticism of such correlations is that they are not readily verifiable through experimentation [61]. This probably is true in most cases, but as more is learned about
the mechanistic underpinnings of the observed patterns, hypotheses concerning
how mechanisms relate to changes in biology/ecology may become apparent.
An illustrative case in point is offered by wild barley (Hordeum spontaneum)
from ‘Evolution Canyon’ in Israel [62]. In this remarkable study, Kalendar et al.
investigate transposable element copy number in individuals relative to their
ecogeographical distribution and local microclimate. The data suggest the
responsiveness of the BARE-1 copia retroelement to increased stress (aridity)
in the different microclimates; that is, increased stress was associated with more
BARE-1 copies and proportionally fewer solo-LTRs. The authors suggest this
reflects increased amplification and retention of BARE-1 elements, ultimately
creating larger genomes in the more stressful microclimates.
One potential criticism of the wild barley work and correlative studies is
that the polarity of genomic change (e.g., insertion vs. deletion) is often
unknown. Explicitly phylogenetic approaches may be particularly promising in
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this respect, as genomic characters and transformations associated with ecological and life-history variables may be mapped onto organismal phylogenies and
thereby possibly reveal interactions and associations across levels of biological
organization. Patterns may emerge that implicate genome size itself as a trait
with specific evolutionary effects. Conversely, genome size itself may not be
ecologically or evolutionarily relevant; instead, it may reflect the aggregate
effects of internal molecular mechanisms, a portion of which may be environmentally influenced. For example, it is well known that hybridization and environmental stresses may lead to transposable element proliferation [63–65],
some portion of which may mediate adaptation via insertional mutagenesis or
effects on regulatory regions. One may readily envision situations where TE
proliferation leads to both a vastly expanded genome and only one or a few
adaptively relevant insertions. In these cases genome size per se may be selectively irrelevant, a mere passive hitch-hiker on favorable mutations, yet it might
be correlated with some other ecological feature or trait of interest. At present,
the interactions among genome size change, molecular genetic mechanisms,
and biological/ecological traits are not understood, although the rapidly expanding knowledge base and increasing experimental capabilities in some systems
suggest that we are entering an era in which these elusive questions may be
experimentally addressed.

Future Directions

Our understanding of the mechanisms responsible for genome size evolution has vastly improved in the past decade. The pattern of recurring, episodic
lineage-specific amplification of transposable elements (both with respect to
plant lineages and TE family) begs the question of why particular TE families
are able to successfully colonize some genomes versus others. What are the specific familial attributes or selective advantages that permit, prohibit, or promote
proliferation? Detailed analysis of the dominant class/family of TEs in a
genome and the shifts that have occurred from one class/family to another will
shed light on the permissive, or perhaps complementary, properties of successful TEs and the genomes they inhabit. Similarly, deletional mechanisms, whose
initial obscurity prompted the notion of a ‘one-way ticket to genomic obesity’
[5], are now known to have the ability to remove substantial amounts of DNA
from a genome. The question remains as to whether these mechanisms are able
to shrink a genome over time or whether they mainly function to slow genome
growth. Much remains to be learned concerning the nature of and internal and
external controls of deletional mechanisms and their links to double-stranded
break repair, which, when better understood, will elucidate further their
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contribution to genome size evolution. As discussed here, bringing a phylogenetic perspective to bear on these questions promises many new insights in the
coming years into the mechanisms and evolutionary forces shaping plant genomes.
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Abstract
Genomic programs are yielding tremendous amounts of data about plant genomes and
their expression. In order to exploit and understand this data it will be necessary to determine
the mechanisms leading to natural variation of patterns of gene expression. The ability to
understand how gene expression varies among populations (and not only within the population used in the genomics program) and following the exposure of plants to various stress
conditions will be fundamental to progress in the post-genomics phase. Transposable elements (TEs) make up nearly half of the total amount of DNA in many plant genomes, so definition of their influence on genome structure and gene expression is of clear significance to
the understanding of global genome regulation and phenotype variations. We describe here
the different types of plant TEs and recent examples on how they contribute to structure, evolution and genetic control architecture of plant genomes.
Copyright © 2008 S. Karger AG, Basel

Transposable elements (TEs) are defined as DNA sequences able to move
from one genomic position to another in a replicative or non-replicative
process. Many of them (the autonomous elements) encode protein(s) required
for their mobility and use the host cellular machinery for their transcription and
translation. In contrast, the non-autonomous elements must use in trans the
enzymatic machinery of an autonomous element for transposition. TEs are usually classified in two major groups: class I elements that use an RNA intermediate and a reverse transcriptase and class II elements that use a DNA
intermediate and a transposase. The class I elements are the most abundant ones
in plants. They include the autonomous LINEs (Long Interspersed Elements),
the non-autonomous SINEs (Short Interspersed Elements) and the LTR (Long
Terminal Repeat) retrotransposons. Non-autonomous LTR-retrotransposons

can be further divided in the TRIM (Terminal-repeat Retrotransposons in
Miniature) and LARD (LArge Retrotransposon Derivatives) families. The class
II elements are composed of autonomous and non-autonomous Transposon,
Helitron and Foldback elements as well as the non-autonomous MITEs
(Miniature Inverted-repeated Transposable Elements).
At the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s, TEs were generally
considered as ‘selfish genes’, suggesting that these elements spread by forming
additional copies of themselves within the host genome, and did not contribute
to the phenotype. However, this vision has considerably changed over the last
few years with a growing body of evidence that although TEs can be highly
deleterious for the hosts, they can also be beneficial since new genetic structure
and regulation may appear favoring a better adaptation to environmental conditions. Consequently, it is generally admitted that TEs can stimulate genome
reorganization (e.g., by genomic duplication, inversion or deletion resulting
from unequal crossover), promote the emergence of new transcriptional regulation pathways (by associating genes to new promoters, or new regulatory elements, by transcriptional interference, or by modifying the methylation status
of a promoter), and generate variability at the post-transcriptional level (by
introducing new splicing, polyadenylation, and editing signals in pre-mRNAs).
We will briefly review below data on the different plant TEs and focus on newly
described examples of the influence of TEs on plant genomes.

Class I: LTR Retrotransposons

LTR-retrotransposons (LTR-RTs) are class I TEs that can be distinguished
from LINEs and SINEs by the presence of long terminal sequence, repeated in
the same orientation at both ends of the element (i.e. the LTRs). LTR-RTs are
found in the genome of all eukaryotes, although they are particularly abundant in
the genomes of higher plants (both gymnosperms [1] and angiosperms [2]) compared to animals or lower eukaryotes. The size of LTRs can vary greatly from
one family to the other, but usually ranges from several hundreds to several thousands of base pairs. Full length autonomous LTR-RTs contain a gene encoding
the GAG (involved in the production of the virus-like particle) and POL (all
enzymatic activities, including the reverse transcriptase) functions needed for
retrotransposition. Some LTR-RT families in plants harbor, in addition to GAGPOL, a domain encoding a putative envelope-like protein, referred to as the ENV
domain. Non-autonomous LTR-RTs are of two types: TRIMs [3] and LARDs
[4]. TRIMs are identical in structure to LTR-RTs, although their size does not
exceed few hundred base pairs and their internal region is not homologous to any
known GAG-POL sequence. LARDs are also identical in structure to LTR-RTs
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and usually possess LTRs closely related to the LTRs of an active element.
However, as for TRIMs, LARDs internal region lacks homology with any known
GAG-POL sequence [4]. Taking into account the autonomous and nonautonomous elements, the overall size of LTR-RTs in plants usually ranges from
0.5 to 15 thousand base pairs (kbp) [5]. LTR-RTs are generally scattered
throughout the genome of plants, although several studies have shown they more
densely populate pericentromeric regions [5] and can be present in centromeres,
interspersed between clusters of tandemly arrayed satellite DNA [6].
LTR-Retrotransposons Are Major Actors of Plant Genome
Structure and Evolution
Consequently to their relatively large size (compared to other TEs) and
propensity to amplify to large copy number, LTR-RTs impact strongly on plant
genome structure and evolution. Since the discovery that LTR-RTs compose at
least 50% of maize genome [7], many studies have evidenced that they are
indeed the main components of large plant genomes [2]. It is in addition now
clearly established that, in angiosperms, genome size correlates with the overall
genomic content of LTR-RTs, suggesting that they are an important cause of
genome size variations [8].
Over the past few years, several studies have focussed on the actual process
through which LTR-RTs contribute to plant genome evolution, more precisely the
timing and extent of their transpositional activity on the one hand and the fate of
the elements posterior to their insertion on the other. Many of these studies have
been conducted on the model species Oryza sativa (the Asian cultivated rice),
mainly because the genome of this species has been entirely sequenced, thus
allowing for the first time to perform genome-wide extensive surveys of LTRRTs in a plant species [9]. The results of these analyses can be synthesized as follows: (i) The highly repeated LTR-RTs originate from transpositional bursts, i.e.
from a strong retrotranspositional activity spanning short time periods, rather than
from a continuous process. Some recent reports have shown that these bursts of
retrotransposition can yield several thousand and even tens of thousands of new
copies so that the activity of a single or few LTR-RT families can have a significant impact on genome size variation within a plant species [10, 11]. (ii) These
bursts are usually recent (not older than 5 my) [12, 13], and (iii) LTR-RTs are very
efficiently eliminated from the genome by both recombinations and deletions (for
example, the half-life of LTR-RTs in rice genome has been estimated to be 2 million years [14]). From these three points, a general model of plant genome evolution related to the activity of LTR-RTs has been proposed [5, 14]. It postulates
that the intergenic regions, mainly composed of LTR-RTs, evolve through the
combined effect of two counteracting forces (i.e. the retrotransposition and the
recombination/deletion), which leads to a rapid turn-over of this genomic com-
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partment. One consequence of this is a rapid loss of synteny in intergenic regions
in plant genomes. This is particularly well illustrated in the Poaceae family where
comparative genomic studies among cereal species (mainly rice, maize, sorghum
and wheat) show a complete lack of correspondence of intergenic regions, while,
to some extent, gene content and gene order are often observed in orthologous
loci [15]. Some recent studies have shown that other classes of TEs can also contribute to a significant extent to the differentiation of plant genomes through a
process that is different from that of LTR-RTs. For example, Helitrons have been
shown to be at the origin of gene movements in maize (see below).
Impact of LTR-Retrotransposons on Gene Expression
The next steps towards our full understanding of the impact of LTR-RTs on
genome biology will certainly consist in characterizing the functional relationships between transposable elements and the genes of their host genome.
Recently, the transcription of LTR-retrotransposons was shown to be activated
in synthetic hexaploid wheat and that this activation affects the expression of
wheat genes [16]. The expression of plant LTR-RTs is often induced in stress
situations, and it has been shown that their LTRs can harbor stress-inducible
promoters [17, 18]. The induction of the promoters located within the LTR can
influence adjacent genes, either by interfering with their promoter or via the
production of hybrid transcripts extending into adjacent genes from LTR
sequences. Moreover, solo-LTRs (originating from the ectopic recombination
between the two LTRs of a given element) can also putatively affect the expression of nearby genes in case they harbor an intact promoter. This has been
demonstrated in animal genomes, but still remains to be evidenced for plants.

Class I: LINEs

LINEs are an abundant class of mobile genetic sequences that insert into
new genomic locations via reverse transcription of an RNA intermediate by a
process termed retroposition. LINE retroposition requires element-encoded
endonuclease, reverse transcriptase and nucleic acid binding activities. LINEs
apparently arose early in evolution as they are present in genomes of almost all
eukaryotes including plants (for a review on LINE see [19]). Full length LINE
elements range in size from 4 to 9 kbp but most LINEs in genomes are 5⬘-truncated
copies and are therefore much smaller. The first plant LINE has been identified
as an insertion in the 3⬘-untranslated region of the maize A1 gene and was
named Cin-4 [20]. Based on conserved regions from the reverse transcriptase
gene, LINEs have been subsequently found in many species across the plant
kingdom including monocots and dicots [21]. In most cases, plant LINEs are
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present at low (⬍100) to moderate (up to 1000) copy numbers in genomes with
the exception of the del2 family from Lilium species [22]. del2 is unusual by its
extreme abundance (⬎2.5 ⫻ 105 copies in Lilium speciosum representing 4%
of the genome) and by the fact that most copies are full-size in contrast to the
truncated nature of LINEs. Only two plant LINEs with retroposition capability
have been characterized to date, the Karma element from rice [23] and the LIb
element from sweet potato [24].
In mammals, LINEs have been shown to participate actively in the regulation of gene expression [25] while in Drosophila they are involved in the telomeric function [26]. At this time, nothing is known about the impact of plant
LINEs on gene expression.

Class I: SINEs

SINEs are small (80 to 500 base pairs long) non-autonomous retroelements that use the enzymatic machinery of autonomous LINEs for retroposition
[27, 28]. In primates, the dominant SINEs are ancestrally related to 7SL RNA
while, for other eukaryotes, SINEs derived from tRNAs are dominant [29].
SINEs genomic copy number usually ranges from a few hundred to more than a
million copies for the human Alu family [29]. SINEs have been identified
in many plant families including Gramineae, Commelinaceae, Rosaceae,
Solanaceae, Fabaceae and Brassicaceae [30–34]. All plant SINEs share key
characteristics including a tRNA origin, an internal polymerase III promoter, a
short stretch of T or A at their 3⬘-end and the presence of flanking direct
repeats. Plant SINEs are mainly dispersed randomly in genomes although they
are rarely present in heterochromatic, pericentromeric regions, and have a preference for gene-rich regions. The presence or absence of a SINE at a given
locus is an information that can be used to design highly informative molecular
markers (reviewed in [35], see [36, 37] for examples of the use of SINE markers in rice and Brassicaceae).
The first SINE described in plants, p-SINE1, was found in the Oryza sativa
(rice) Waxy gene [32]. The copy number of p-SINE1 in rice is estimated to be 6500
per haploid genome [38]. Several other rice sequences, annotated as SINEs, have
been recently deposited in REPBASE [39] and it is therefore likely that many
other rice SINE families remain to be characterized. The TS SINE family has been
found in the genomes of several Solanaceae and in one Convolvulaceae species
[34, 40]. The copy number of TS element in tobacco is estimated to be 5 ⫻ 104 per
haploid genome. The AU SINE family shows the broadest distribution in plants,
with related elements being found in Gramineae, in Fabaceae, and in Solanaceae
species [33]. The highest copy number is found in Aegilops umbellulata and
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Triticum aestivum (around 1 ⫻ 104 copies) where the element underwent a recent
explosive increase in its copy number [33]. The first Brassicaceae SINE family
(called SB1 (formerly S1)) [31] was identified in Brassica napus [41]. Fifteen different SINE families, with maximum copy numbers around 1 ⫻ 103 copies, have
now been identified in Brassicaceae including six families in Arabidopsis thaliana
(for a review see [42]). The current distribution of known SINE families suggests
that SINEs are ubiquitous in plants and that the number of characterized plant
SINE families will increase with the number of sequenced plant genomes.
SINE RNAs as Regulators of Essential Cellular Function?
Several recent experimental results suggest that SINE polIII specific transcripts could, in stress situations, play a role as non-coding riboregulators (see [43]
and references therein). In mammals, SINE RNAs have been shown to regulate
translation by interacting with the PKR kinase (an enzyme that phosphorylates
EIF2a and downregulates translation), or by a PKR-independent mechanism or to
regulate transcription by binding to the RPB1 subunit of the RNA polymerase II
complex. In this context, mammalian SINEs can be considered ‘stress responsivegenes’ capable of modulating the level of mRNAs and proteins in different stress
situations. Nothing is known about the impact of SINE RNAs in plants but the
expression of a SINE from Brassica in Arabidopsis is associated with severe developmental defects and partial sterility (J.M. Deragon, unpublished data), a result
compatible with the hypothesis of a riboregulator function for plant SINE RNAs.

Class II: Transposons and MITEs

Class II transposons are characterized by the presence of terminal inverted
repeats (TIRs) and the capacity to encode a transposase that catalyses their
mobilization, although defective elements without a transposase coding capacity
also exist. These elements can only transpose when mobilized in trans by their
autonomous counterparts. Most defective Class II transposons are mutation
derivatives of autonomous elements and they share with the later extensive
sequence identity. However, defective elements with very limited sequence similarity to autonomous elements also exist. The TIR and subterminal sequences
and, in particular the transposase binding sites, are usually the only essential
sequences for mobilization. After binding the TIRs, different units of transposase
contact each other joining the ends of the element to generate a particular structure known as transpososome, which allows the transposase to cleave the DNA
and excise the transposon. The transposase is also responsible for the cleavage of
the target DNA and the insertion of the element. Most transposases perform a
scattered cleavage of the target DNA generating, after the repair of the insertion
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site, a characteristic target site duplication (TSD). The size, and sometimes the
sequence, of these direct repeats, together with sequence of the TIRs and the
structure of the transposase, has been used to classify class II elements in nine
different superfamilies: CACTA, Hobo/Activator/Tam3 (hAT), Merlin/IS1016,
Mutator, P-element, PIF/Harbinger, PiggyBac, Tc1/Mariner, and Transib
[44–46]. In plants, only elements belonging to the CACTA, hAT, Mutator,
PIF/Harbinger, and Tc1/Mariner superfamilies have been described to date.
MITEs are a particular type of defective class II transposons characterized
by their small size and high copy number. Some MITEs show extensive
sequence similarities to potential autonomous Class II elements, and it has been
shown that the related transposase can bind the TIRs of MITEs [47]. This suggests that, as for the other defective Class II transposons, MITEs could be
mobilized by transposases of the elements from which they probably derive
[48]. Nevertheless, in other cases no related transposase that could account for
the mobilization of the MITE is present in the genome [49, 50]. For this reason,
it has been proposed that MITEs could also be mobilized by distantly-related
transposases. In support of this hypothesis, phylogenetical and biochemical
studies in rice have shown a clear relationship between Stowaway MITEs and
distantly related Mariner-like transposases [51, 52].
Consequences of Transposition: Mutations and More
The mutagenic nature of class II transposons was one of the first characteristics to be associated with these genetic elements but, as other TEs, they can
also be at the origin of new genetic variants that can be selected during evolution to ensure new cellular functions. A key difference between Class I and
Class II elements is that the insertion of the latter usually produces unstable
mutations that can be reverted by the excision of the element. Nevertheless,
transposon excision and repair of the empty site usually results in small insertions, deletions or point mutations, known as excision footprints, which can
modify the expression or the coding capacity of the mutated gene. This is probably the major source of variability generated by Class II transposons. In some
particular cases, transposition can also lead to chromosome breakage or stable
chromosomal rearrangements, and it has been recently proposed that these phenomena may have had an important impact on genome evolution [53].
Contrarily to most Class II elements, MITEs can be present at a very high
copy number in plant genomes and are frequently polymorphic between
individuals of the same species [45, 48]. There are many examples of MITEs
being inserted within or close to genes [45, 48] and bioinformatic analyses
showed that in some cases the elements close to genes may have been selected
during evolution [54]. Nevertheless, in most cases the phenotypic effect of the
MITE insertion has not been analyzed in detail.
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Transposons are also frequently found closely associated to genes, and their
epigenetic silencing can affect the expression of neighboring genes. This is the
case of a Mutator-like element (MULE) inserted within the first intron of the
Arabidopsis FLC gene, a gene involved in the control of flowering in this plant.
It has been recently shown that this MULE is targeted by siRNA which directs
Histone H3-K9 methylation to the TE region and as a consequence, the FLC
expression is reduced [55]. The presence of this MULE insertion in some ecotypes, such as Landsberg erecta, could explain their early flowering phenotype.
Domesticated Transposases as Sources of New Proteins
and Protein Domains
Apart from their ability to modify gene expression transposons can be a
source of new cellular genes. Transposases are specific DNA-binding proteins containing a catalytic domain responsible for the DNA cleavage and strand transfer
reactions that allow transposons to excise from the donor DNA and reinsert into the
target DNA. Both the DNA binding and the catalytic activity of transposases are
also present in cellular genes that, in some cases, seem to be derived from ancient
transposases. This is the case of the human CENP-B, a protein that binds the human
centromere repeat and is essential for centromere integrity and is presumably
derived from a Mariner-like transposon, and the RAG1 protein, derived from a
Transib transposon, that ensures the V(D)J recombination essential for generating
antibody diversity in jaw vertebrates (see [56] for a recent review). In plants, examples of domestication have been described for different families of DNA transposons. A clear example are the Arabidopsis FAR1 and FHY3 genes which encode
transcription factors involved in the transduction of phytochrome A-mediated signals in plants and whose mutation leads to light-related phenotypes [57]. Both
FAR1 and FHY3 proteins are closely related to transposases of the Mutator family,
but none of them is flanked by the typical Mutator long TIRs or TSDs, which indicates that FAR1 and FHY3 are stable and no longer able to transpose [57]. All these
results suggest that both FAR1 and FHY3 are transposon-derived cellular genes
[57]. In silico searches for other MULEs lacking TIRs and TSDs, and evolving
under selective pressure (indicative of a potential cellular function), have led to the
characterization of the MUSTANG family of domesticated transposase genes in
Arabidopsis and rice [58]. Similarly, the gary gene family in cereal grasses was
found to be related to the hAT family of transposases and to evolve under selective
pressure [59]. In this case, gary copies have not only lost the TIRs and TSDs, but
the gary protein does not present anymore the key amino acids required for transposase enzymatic activity [59]. Gary seems thus to be a domesticated hAT-like
transposase that has acquired a yet unknown cellular function.
A functional search for proteins binding the Kubox1 motif present in the
upstream region of the Arabidopsis Ku70 DNA repair gene led to the identification
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of DAYSLEEPER, a gene sharing characteristics of hAT transposases and lacking TIRs or TSDs [60]. DAYSLEEPER is essential for normal plant growth and
its overexpression alters the expression of many genes. Bundock and Hooykaas
[60] suggested that DAYSLEEPER could be a transcription factor acting
through the Kubox1-like boxes that are present in many plant genes.
The examples reviewed above show that domesticated transposases seem to
have maintained their ability to specifically bind DNA. Class II transposons can
thus have been a source of specific DNA binding domains that, combined with
other protein domains, could fulfil new cellular functions, such as transcriptional
regulation. But transposase binding sites are found within transposons, and thus
the domesticated transposases should have modified their DNA binding specificities to perform the new cellular functions. Alternatively, transposase binding
sites could also be present in the cellular locations where the domesticated transposase should function, for example in the promoter regions of a subset of genes
to be regulated by the new transposase-transcription factor [61]. Interestingly,
MITEs closely associated to genes seem to have been selected during evolution
[54], and are frequently found within promoter or terminator regions [48]. A
transposon/MITE couple could thus serve to evolve a new transcription factor
and distribute throughout the genome its binding sites, in a process that could be
seen as the domestication of both the DNA sequences and the encoded proteins
of a transposon family. Indeed, this co-domestication seems to be at the origin of
the V(D)J recombination system present in jaw vertebrates, as both the RAG1
core protein and the V(D)J recombination signal sequences seem to be derived
from a Transib transposon [62].
Transduction of Gene Fragments by Transposons
Pack-MULEs are rice Mutator-related elements that have captured genes
or gene fragments [63]. Although most of the captured genes seem to be truncated and are not evolving under selective pressure [64], Pack-MULEs might
have an important impact on host genomes by shuffling protein domains and
contributing to the birth of new genes. A non-autonomous element of the
CACTA family carrying different host gene fragments has also been recently
described in soybean [65], suggesting that the ability to capture genes could be
a general characteristic of Class II transposons.

Class II Elements: The ‘Strange Ones’, Helitrons
and Foldbacks

Computer analysis of repetitive DNA sequences of Arabidopsis, rice and
Caenorhabditis elegans, revealed the presence of a new family of transposable
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elements that was called Helitrons [66]. Hypothetical functional Helitrons,
reconstituted in silico, are more than 10 kbp long and encode a HEL protein
composed of the rolling-circle replication initiator and DNA helicase domains
necessary for transposition. They also contain a replication protein A (RPA)-like
with putative single-stranded DNA-binding activity. Based on these characteristics, and in analogy with some bacterial transposable elements, a rolling-circle
replication transposition mechanism has been postulated [66]. No functional
Helitron has been identified yet but several mutations in maize have been
shown to result from Helitron insertions [67]. Unlike most other transposons,
Helitrons lack terminal repeats and do not duplicate host sequences during the
insertion process. The only invariant Helitron sequences are a 5⬘ TC end and a
3⬘ CTAG end preceded in most cases by a 10- to 25-base pair palindrome. They
integrate in genomes by cutting an AT dinucleotide.
As for Pack-MULE transposons, Helitrons can carry and eventually transcribe fragments of one or several genes, captured from the host genome. In a
recent study, Helitrons were implicated in a large number of exon shuffling
events leading to intraspecies diversity between two well-known maize lines
[68]. The fact that sequences arising from the different captured gene pieces of
Helitrons can be conjoined in a chimeric transcript suggests that these elements
may promote the emergence of new genes. At least in one case, a complete and
functional gene was copied and transposed to a new chromosomal position
thereby creating a new maize haplotype [69]. This suggests that Helitrons may
play a significant role in creating the genetic heterozygosity exploited in hybrid
vigor and other genetic phenomena [67].
Long inverted repeat elements, also known as the Foldback transposons,
are a group of modular transposable elements, widespread among eukaryotes.
They are variable in size and are capable of forming extensive secondary structure due to the presence of two terminal inverted repeats (IVRs) of several hundred to several thousand bases. Some Foldbacks consist entirely of IVRs while
in others the IVRs border a central region of variable size. Although most
Foldback elements do not have protein-coding capacity, and therefore are nonautonomous, some copies present large open reading frame that could allow for
the production of proteins involved in their mobility. The mechanism by which
Foldback moves is unknown but it has been suggested that it involved a DNA
intermediate [70]. In plants, typical Foldback elements have been found in rice,
in Arabidopsis, in rye and in Solanaceae, usually in several hundreds of copies
per haploid genome [71–74]. Several copies from the Arabidopsis FARE2
Foldback family could potentially encode up to three proteins, one of which
shows limited homology to a transposase [74].
Studies on Drosophila have revealed that Foldbacks have the capacity to
generate different types of rearrangements of host chromosomal sequences at
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unusually high frequencies [75]. Genomic regions, sometimes as large as several hundred kilobases, can transpose to new loci when flanked by Foldback
elements and regions flanked by Foldbacks can undergo internal deletions or
duplications [75]. Also, a notable feature of Foldbacks in Drosophila is their
ability to undergo high frequency precise excision creating mutational hot spots
[76]. Our knowledge on plant Foldbacks is still at an early stage and we do not
know yet if they were major actor in shaping plant genome structure, as this was
obviously the case for Drosophila.

Conclusion

A fascinating picture is emerging where TEs appear as pivotal factors in generating variation and large-scale reprogramming of gene expression. As a consequence, a more integrate view taking into account the role of TEs in formatting
the structure and regulatory architecture of genomes is now needed to better
understand genome function and phenotypic diversity. Higher plants are usually
very rich in TEs, yet large scale studies to evaluate the importance of TE contribution to the regulatory diversity of plant genes are scarce. A lot more remains to
be discovered and examples of TEs having key impacts on genome organization
or regulating key cellular functions are likely to accumulate in the near future.

Note Added in Proof
After the submission of our manuscript, the mobilisation of plant MITEs by class II
related transposases was demonstrated (Yang G, Zhang F, Hancock CN, Wessler SR:
Transposition of the rice miniature inverted repeat transposable element mPing in
Arabidopsis thaliana. Proc Natc Acad Sci USA 2007;104:10962–10967).
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Plant Sex Chromosomes
D. Charlesworth
Institute of Evolutionary Biology, School of Biological Sciences, University of
Edinburgh, Ashworth Lab. King’s Buildings, Edinburgh, UK

Abstract
Dioecious species are known in plants and, as in many animals, some have distinguishable sex chromosomes. Genetic maps have identified sex-determining regions in several
plants, and mapped male-specific Y (MSY) regions of the chromosome in which crossing
over and genetic recombination do not occur, allowing sequence divergence between the X
and Y. Divergence values of the few X-Y gene pairs so far available show that recombination
between different genes of Silene latifolia stopped at different times. Once recombination
stops, MSY genome regions are predicted to accumulate repetitive sequences, including
transposable elements, resulting in low gene density. This has been documented in papaya
but not yet in other plants. Y-linked genes should also accumulate deleterious mutations,
eventually being lost as dosage compensation evolves. The few available data suggest that
many plant MSY genes are functional, perhaps because genes required for male gametophyte
functions degenerate slowly. Detailed studies of sex-linked genes are needed to test for deleterious substitutions in Y genes, and to date the origins of plant sex chromosomes.
Copyright © 2008 S. Karger AG, Basel

The term ‘sex chromosomes’ is used when a chromosome pair carrying
sex determining genes differ in size or shape in the two sexes (heteromorphism)
and is largely non-recombining. In mammals and Drosophila, males are the heterogametic sex, with X and Y chromosomes [reviewed in 1, 2] and birds have
female heterogamety [Z/W sex chromosomes, reviewed in 3]. Y chromosomes
in mammals and Drosophila species are ‘genetically degenerated’ – carrying
few genes compared with the X. Degeneration probably results from loss of
recombination, as it also occurs in non-sex chromosome systems, including
fungal incompatibility gene regions [4], which do not specify different sexes
(i.e. different gamete sizes).
Heteromorphic sex chromosomes are present in some dioecious plants.
Most have male heterogamety, as in Silene latifolia and Rumex species, two

plants that have become ‘model systems’ for sex chromosome studies [5, 6]. In
some dioecious plants, males are heterozygous for a sex-determining region in
which recombination is suppressed, but the sex chromosomes are not heteromorphic. There is a male-specific Y-like (MSY) region isolated from the
homologous X region, and differentiated in sequence, so the chromosome may
be called a Y, although it is not cytologically recognisable. Heteromorphic sex
chromosomes are also known in bryophytes such as Marchantia polymorpha
[7]. In these haploid plants, Y and X chromosomes refer to the chromosomes
found in male and female gametophytes, respectively. Here, I shall refer only to
X/Y systems, but most of the concepts discussed apply to female heterogamety,
of which some cases are known in plants [5].
Understanding sex chromosome evolution is an important part of understanding low recombination genome regions. Sex chromosomes that evolved in
the past few million years can shed light on the initial steps in the evolution of
the differences between X and Y chromosomes. Thus plant sex chromosomes
have attracted attention, since their scattered distribution suggests that they
have arisen at least several times in different plant taxa, often recently (see
below). Specifically, it is of interest to try to establish the amounts of times
needed for the evolution of the special characteristics of Y chromosomes,
including genetic degeneration, accumulation of repetitive DNA sequences,
heterochromatinization, chromosome rearrangements (inversions, duplications
and deletions), possible evolution of a bias towards male functions, and of
dosage compensation, in which expression levels of X-linked genes are
adjusted in the two sexes to compensate for the difference between two X
copies in females and only one in males. Each of these topics will be briefly
reviewed here, focusing on recent advances.

Plant Sex Chromosomes and Sex-Determining Regions

To date, no plant sex-determining locus has yet been identified, but in several dioecious plants, sex-determining regions have been identified in genetic
maps, usually using anonymous markers (table 1). In some species, multiple
completely linked markers suggest that recombination is suppressed across part
of the chromosome, while the rest is ‘pseudo-autosomal’ like the recombining
tips of the human X and Y. Such map data over-estimate the physical size of the
non-recombining region relative to other genome regions, because markers that
co-segregate in a mapping population may nevertheless recombine at a low frequency, and also because markers are most abundant in non-recombining
regions (due to their divergence and rearrangement, see below). Yet, in some
plants, only partially linked markers, and no completely linked ones, are so far
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Table 1. Genetic maps of angiosperm sex chromosomes. Species are listed starting with those whose
sex chromosomes are mostly pseudo-autosomal (PSA), indicated with black (possibly the youngest plant
sex chromosome systems), and ending with species whose Y chromosomes are mostly male-specific (indicated in grey), and whose sex chromosomes are possibly older. Almost all markers are anonymous, including AFLP and RAPD, but use of genic or microsatellite markers are indicated by footnotes.
Species

Sex chromosomes

Species with mostly
pseudo-autosomal
sex chromosomes
Asparagus officinalis
Actinidia chinensis
Carica papaya
Vitis vinifera
Spinacia oleracea
Species with mostly
male-specific
Y chromosomes
Cannabis sativa
Silene latifolia
Humulus lupulus

Probably X/Y
Males heterozygous
X/Y
Uncertain
(males heterozygous)

Uncertain
(males heterozygous)
X/Y (pairing only at tip)
X/Y (pairing only at tip)

Proportion of PSA markers

References

All 33 markers on
the chromosome
Most
Most
Most
Most

[54]
[55, 56]
[26]
[57]
[58]

Severala

[59, 60]

0 out of 6 markersb; Many
Unknown

[11, 38, 61]
[62]

a

Some microsatellite markers; bGenic markers.

known. These sex chromosomes probably have very small non-recombining
regions, and they are often considered to be the youngest plant sex chromosomes, though this is not necessarily correct. We return below to estimating
their ages.
An important type of evidence to supplement genetic maps is to test
for associations between marker alleles and sex. Complete association with one
sex in multiple natural populations suggests that recombination is very rare
[e.g. 8], and can be easier to demonstrate than close linkage within a mapping
family (which requires that the family includes suitable marker variants in
several loci). Different allele frequencies between the sexes should allow
pseudo-autosomal loci to be detected [9], but so far such loci have not been
studied in plants with large MSY regions (classical sex chromosomes); all markers so far mapped to such regions are anonymous (table 1).
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Why Is Recombination Suppressed in Sex-Determining
Regions?

Recombination suppression preserves the different combinations of genes
appropriate for males and females. Two distinct situations select for reduced
recombination. In the initial stages of sex chromosome evolution from an hermaphroditic or monoecious ancestor, females probably arise by male sterility
mutations at a nuclear male function gene, and invade the population, which
becomes gynodioecious (with both female and functionally hermaphrodite
plants). Alleles increasing the hermaphrodites’ male fertility are then favoured,
even if female fertility is reduced [10]. Selection for restricted recombination
arises because recombinants involving these two sex-determining genes are
disfavoured. If the mutations are expressed in both sexes, ‘trade-offs’ between
increased male and decreased female fertility select against the appearance in
females of these suppressors of female functions. If the mutant effect were
sex-limited, i.e. not expressed in female development, any decrease in female
fertility would affect only hermaphrodites, and the mutations could spread
provided only that they sufficiently increase male fertility to outweigh the lost
female function; the recombination rate with the male-sterility locus would be
irrelevant. Thus, in the transition from gynodioecy to dioecy, mutations not
closely linked to the male-sterility locus often cannot invade. This predicts that
the male- and female-suppressing mutations involved must arise on the same
chromosome pair, and modifiers reducing recombination between these loci
will also be favoured [10]. The non-dioecious plant Silene vulgaris indeed has
a chromosome with the same gene content as the X of the dioecious S. latifolia
[11].
Once such a proto-Y chromosome is established, it may accumulate further
sexually antagonistic genes, increasing male functions but reducing female fertility, since the evolution of females alters the optimal balance of resource allocation of the hermaphrodites. Genes on the evolving Y affecting flower
functions may thus evolve to specialize in male functions [10, 12]. These new
evolutionary changes select for further recombination suppression between the
Y and X. Thus recombination suppression is likely to evolve in several stages
(see below).
Primary sex-determination need not involve two genes. In some insects,
established systems have been replaced by a single gene [e.g. 13]. This possible
alternative to de novo evolution of separate sexes should be considered as a possibility for species whose sex-determining region is physically small, particularly when related species are also dioecious, e.g. in fish and perhaps some
plants, though no case is yet known. Sexually antagonistic genes could accumulate in the region and select for reduced recombination in such systems.
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The Fate of Plant Sex-Linked Genes and Sex-Determining Regions

Although identifying the primary sex-determining genes may be of interest, the argument above suggests that these are likely often to be ordinary genes
whose mutations can cause male and female sterility. A question of equal interest is how Y chromosomes evolve, including the time-scale of the changes from
an ordinary chromosome to a genetically degenerate one.
Finding multiple markers confined to males is only the first step in establishing that a proto-Y chromosome is evolving. If a region of suppressed
recombination has evolved around a species’ sex-determining genes, its loss of
recombination will have several effects on the evolution of genes in the region.
Without recombination, genetic hitch-hiking processes [reviewed in 14] occur
that reduce the effective population size of Y-linked genes below the values
expected from the relative numbers of copies of Y-linked, X-linked and autosomal alleles [15]. Hitch-hiking will occur as advantageous mutations spread
through the species’ Y chromosomes [16, 17]; all Y chromosomes will have a
common ancestor at the time of the most recent such event (a ‘selective
sweep’). Hitch-hiking also occurs as natural selection removes deleterious
mutations from populations, lowering the ability of selective forces to maintain
adaptation in the face of deleterious mutations [14] and to fix adaptive changes
in the species [18].
Low effective population size of Y-linked genes allows the accumulation
of transposable elements and other repetitive sequences. Insertion of such
sequences is often deleterious, and they accumulate preferentially in genome
regions with low recombination rates [19], including the evolving Drosophila
miranda neo-Y chromosome [17], and plant centromere regions [e.g. 20, 21].
The larger size of many plant Y chromosomes than their Xs may be due to
such accumulation [22]. Although repetitive sequences have been detected in
dioecious plants [e.g. 23, 24], only a few are Y-specific; these include some of
the markers used for the mapping studies in table 1, and others include a
satellite sequence in Rumex species [6], retrotransposon sequences in S. latifolia [25], a LINE-like retrotransposon tandemly repeated at the end of the long
arm of the Cannabis sativa Y [22], and repeated sequences in Marchantia
polymorpha [7].
Until related species are compared, it is unknown whether accumulation
has occurred on the Y chromosomes (some plant genomes have high contents
of transposable elements and other repetitive sequences on all chromosomes
that have been sampled). In papaya, it seems likely that higher Y repetitive
content [26] is due to the predicted accumulation, rather than a reduction on
the X. The abundance of Y-linked markers in dioecious plants is also consistent
with this. Accumulation of repetitive sequences makes Y sequences increasingly
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different from the X, creating numerous Y-linked markers if the region lacking
recombination is extensive. It will be important in the future to use outgroup
species to test whether the Y or the X has changed, and distinguish between
accumulation of repeat sequences on the Y, versus a general increase in both
sex chromosomes, or even a genome-wide increase. Once repetitive sequences
are present, generating inter-genic spaces or long introns with inserted
sequences not present in X genes, insertion of further sequences is more likely
to occur within these regions without damaging functional sites, as appears to
have occurred in maize [27]. Thus the rate of accumulation will accelerate.
Examples of fast accumulation are known in plant genomes [28], but the timescale of accumulation is not yet known for plant Y chromosomes.

Are Plant Y Chromosomes Genetically Degenerated?

A lower Y gene density may reflect accumulation of repetitive sequences,
and does not necessarily imply loss of Y-linked genes. A low gene density, or
an accumulation of repetitive sequences might affect purely inter-genic sequences
and/or introns, potentially leaving gene functions intact. It should therefore not
be termed ‘degeneration’ without explicit testing for loss of genes, since all the
genes present on the ancestral chromosome may still be present. Repetitive
sequences may, however, be involved in degeneration by increasing the rate of
chromosome rearrangement mutations, potentially leading to deletion of
genes.
Genetic degeneration (i.e. loss of genes or deterioration of gene functions),
has probably occurred in some plant sex chromosome systems. In some species
an X chromosome is required for viability, and YY genotypes are often absent
in progeny of crosses between functionally hermaphrodite plants with deletions
of part of the Y [5]. Haploid Silene latifolia plants regenerated from pollen
almost all have the X, not the Y [29], hermaphrodite plants’ Y-bearing pollen
sires only small fractions of seeds [30], and Y-bearing ovules appear to be inviable [31]. However, a single lethal Y-linked mutation could be responsible,
potentially just in the strain studied, so further tests are needed to learn whether
loci are degenerating.
It is not yet known what fraction of any dioecious plant’s genes are degenerated, nor what form degeneration takes. These questions require study of
Y-linked genes, not just anonymous markers, and comparisons with X-linked
homologues. Reduced effective population sizes of Y-linked loci should reduce
adaptation compared with their X-linked homologues, and deleterious variants
such as amino acid replacements that reduce the function of the protein
encoded may fix, as has happened in Drosophila [17]. Degeneration can thus be
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detected before genes are lost, and one plant example of a non-functional Y
gene copy has been found [32].
Finding sex-linked genes in non-model species is, however, not easy. Little
is known about the genomes of most dioecious plants. Given a genetic map, or
using in situ hybridization, the chromosome carrying the sex-determining
genes can sometimes be identified, and BAC clones from the chromosome can
be sequenced. In Asparagus [33] or Marchantia [7], the high repetitive
sequence content means that genes are rarely found [26, 34]. Random amplification of sequences from isolated X or Y chromosomes has similar drawbacks.
Another approach, so far used only in Silene latifolia, uses ESTs to obtain
sequences for primer design and genic marker development to find sex-linked
loci [32, 35–39]. The estimated sequence divergence between the few gene pairs
so far known with both X- and Y-linked copies show clearly that, at least in
S. latifolia, recombination suppression has occurred in several stages, as predicted
above. Divergence for synonymous or intron sites (under slight selective constraint), depends mainly on the time since the two sequences stopped recombining and started diverging. In S. latifolia, there is a large range of divergence
values, like those found between the mammalian X and Y chromosomes (‘evolutionary strata’, see [40–42]), although the evolutionary time-scale is much
shorter for Silene [11, 38]. The highest silent or synonymous site divergence
estimated for S. latifolia X-Y gene pairs is around 20%, suggesting that recombination in these regions ceased about 10 million years ago. As in the mammalian X chromosome genetic map, the oldest sex-linked genes (most diverged
pairs) are furthest from the pseudo-autosomal region [38].
Most S. latifolia sex-linked genes so far identified have X and Y copies,
and the Y coding sequences give little evidence of degeneration, based on testing for excess deleterious mutations in the Y copies, compared with the X, after
correcting for the possibility of mutation rate differences [43]. One gene, SlY3,
has substituted an unexpectedly large number of amino acids since its split from
the X lineage, and also appears to have low expression [38]. Since in
angiosperms a high proportion of genes are expressed in the haploid pollen
stage [44], many are probably essential for both X- or Y-bearing pollen; thus
degeneration may affect fewer genes than in animals (whose male gametes
often do not express their genes).
The fundamental cause of genetic degeneration is probably failure to recombine with the homologous X chromosome region [14]. The heterozygous state of
Y chromosomes in diploids, allows non-expression of deleterious mutations
unless their effects show some dominance [45]. Indeed repetitive sequences also
accumulate in non-recombining genome regions in haploids, e.g. in incompatibility gene regions of some fungi [4]. Study of the X chromosome of the haploid
bryophyte plant M. polymorpha will thus be very interesting. Because the
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X occurs only in female gametophytes, and the Y in male ones, both are similarly
non-recombining, and they should degenerate similarly (and no dosage compensation needs to evolve). Degeneration may, however, be slow, as mutations are not
sheltered in heterozygotes; X- and Y-linked genes essential for the gametophyte
stage should be maintained (like angiosperm genes with essential pollen functions and many housekeeping genes of the Y are indeed also present in females
[46], but genes involved in one or other sex functions may degenerate. Repetitive
sequences have accumulated on the Y [7], but tests for genetic degeneration, and
studies of the X, have not yet been done.

The Age of Plant Sex Chromosomes

So far, the only sequence data from plant sex-linked gene pairs are from
S. latifolia. Other plant sex chromosomes, with smaller non-recombining regions
(table 1) may not yet have evolved suppressed recombination, or have only
started to do so, and it is often stated that these are young sex chromosomes.
Alternatively, the lack of pronounced secondary sex differences in plants (apart
from flower characteristics) probably limits the opportunity for sexually antagonistic mutations. Thus multiple steps of recombination reduction may sometimes not occur, even in old sex chromosome systems. To test between these
possibilities, plant sex chromosome ages must be independently estimated.
Detailed studies of young sex chromosomes should establish the amounts of
times needed for the evolution of different characteristics of Y chromosomes,
and the time-scales will also help to distinguish the processes responsible. The
rates of at least four processes are of interest: (i) accumulation of repetitive
sequences; (ii) chromosome rearrangements, which may contribute to recombination suppression and to degenerative processes (for instance by causing
gene loss); (iii) reduced gene expression or protein function (‘genetic degeneration’), and (iv) the evolution of dosage compensation.
To progress in understanding these processes, sex chromosome genes must
be identified and studied in more plant systems. To discover the most diverged
gene pairs, which date the sex chromosomes’ origin (i.e. the time when X-Y
recombination ceased), multiple genes are needed. Finding low divergence
genes as in papaya [47] is not convincing evidence for a recent origin, particularly if several genes are ascertained from physically close regions (e.g. from a
single BAC clone), which probably stopped recombining at similar times; the
full range of divergence values is needed.
More phylogenetic work will also help. It is thought that sex chromosomes
evolved since the split of species within the genus Silene [48], but the placement of S. latifolia among non-dioecious ancestors is based on a phylogeny
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estimated only from short ITS sequences. Without independent evidence from
further nuclear genes, an older history cannot be firmly excluded. Silene Y
chromosomes are old enough to have increased greatly in size compared with
the X, and to have undergone rearrangements [49], but are not constitutively
heterochromatic. Even the older Rumex Y chromosomes, which have undergone X-autosome fusion, creating a lineage with a neo-Y [50], may not be fully
constitutively heterochromatic [51].

Conclusions and Future Prospects

The question remains whether plant Y chromosomes have evolved a distinctively male character; in some plants, there may have been insufficient time, and in
some the sex roles may not differ enough. Despite its large size, even the S. latifolia Y may retain a similar gene content to that of the X. Many genes may have male
gametophyte functions and will not degenerate. Indeed, most Y deletions yield low
male frequencies in the offspring, i.e. they greatly lower the chance of Y-bearing
pollen grains achieving fertilisation [30]. In addition, genes with male fertility
functions may have evolved alleles enhancing maleness (including sexually antagonistic alleles) or have been moved to the Y. Only one case of transposition of a
gene to a plant Y is, however so far known, in S. latifolia [52]. Many M. polymorpha
genes found on the Y, but absent in females, have likely male functions [47].
If degeneration has started, plants will be particularly interesting for studies
of dosage compensation. It should be possible to test whether individual genes
are compensated, or whether the evolution of dosage compensation affects larger
genome regions. Plants also offer opportunities to study the time-scale of de
novo evolution of dosage compensation. In the animal systems so far studied
(particularly neo-sex chromosomes in Drosophila, with an autosome translocated to a sex chromosome, becoming restricted to passage through males, and
thus ceasing to recombine), there is a pre-existing dosage compensation system,
so that the cellular machinery involved does not have to evolve [53]. Thus neo-Y
chromosomes might evolve dosage compensation faster than would occur de
novo. At present, understanding plant sex chromosomes is at an early stage, but
now that it is possible to discover genes on X and Y chromosomes of dioecious
species, many of the interesting questions should yield answers.
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Abstract
Plant centromeres are generally composed of tandem arrays of simple repeats that are
typical of a particular species, but that evolve rapidly. Centromere specific retroelements are
also present. These arrays associate with a centromere specific variant of histone H3 that
anchors the site of the kinetochore. Although such DNA arrays are typical of the centromere,
the specification of centromere activity has an epigenetic component as shown by the fact
that centromeres are formed in the absence of such repeats and that centromeres in dicentric
chromosomes regularly undergo inactivation.
Copyright © 2008 S. Karger AG, Basel

The centromere is the portion of the chromosome that partitions the sister
chromatids during mitosis. In meiosis, it holds together the sisters at meiosis I
and then partitions them during meiosis II. Long thought to be straightforward
in their function, recent data describing the evolution of centromeric DNA and
the specification of the chromatin structure associated with that DNA show that
many of the basic properties of centromeres remain unexplained. In this review,
we discuss recent developments in research on plant centromeres.
Typically, plant centromeres are composed of short repetitive sequences
arranged in complex arrays often together with a centromere specific retrotransposon [1]. These sequences evolve quite rapidly and have little similarity across distant taxonomic relationships in the kingdom although the kinetochore proteins are
highly conserved. The size of the repetitive blocks can be significantly reduced
while maintaining centromere activity until a lower threshold is achieved [2–4].
The site of the kinetochore is anchored on the chromosome by the deposition of a
variant of histone H3 called CenH3. Although CenH3 deposition is typically coincident with a portion of the centromeric repeats, the DNA sequence alone is neither necessary nor sufficient to determine the location of the kinetochore.

Chromatin Structure at the Centromere

The presence of a variant of the H3 histone protein, CenH3, found only at
centromeres is the defining feature of chromatin that composes the kinetochore
forming domain. At the centromere, the CenH3 protein replaces the canonical
H3 histone protein forming the foundation of the multilevel kinetochore complex. Because the CenH3 containing nucleosomes are associated with the DNA,
they likely provide a physical link between microtubules and chromosomes.
The centromere region also keeps the sister chromatids attached until all chromosomes are aligned at the metaphase plate. The sister kinetochores are physically separated before microtubule attachment [5], and in yeast and mammals
this separation has been shown to depend on a number of other factors [5]. The
centromere is separated into at least two distinct parts during metaphase, one
enriched for CenH3 and the other associated with cohesins, which hold the sister chromatids together. Characterizing the chromatin structure of these centromere regions could provide clues to how they are formed and function.
The DNA at and around centromeres is typically composed of long tracts
of satellite repeats arrayed head to tail. The length of these tracts can be considerable, thousands of repeats and millions of base pairs. Since repeat arrays are a
common feature of centromeres, it is likely that they represent an optimal DNA
substrate to form the centromere structure. However, since the arrays are dispensable for centromere formation, the epigenetic features that determine centromeres must not strictly depend on them. Therefore, care must be taken when
interpreting observations of chromatin structure of centromeric regions to distinguish between features that are solely a result of repeat arrays and those features that represent true hallmarks of centromere identity. One way to separate
these two properties is to examine centromeres present on chromosomal
regions with few or no repeats.
Yan and coworkers [6] took advantage of the small size of the centromeric
repeat tract and complete sequence of rice centromere 8 to examine the chromatin state at a centromere without a large repeat array. They used chromatin
immuno-precipitation with antibodies against various histone modifications
followed by PCR (ChIP-PCR) with primers specific to the centromere regions
to determine the presence of histone modifications at many positions within the
region of recombination repression [6]. This region contained relatively few
centromeric repeats and, near the edges of the region, a similar ratio of retrotransposons as the rest of the genome. It also contained many expressed genes.
Here, as in other genomic regions, active genes were marked with H3K4me2
and H4-acetylation while the remainder of the chromatin was mostly associated
with H3K9me2. The authors conclude that gross histone modifications do not
determine centromere identity and imply that previous observations of distinct
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patterns of histone modifications at centromeres [7, 8] merely reflect the
unusual density of DNA repeats found there.
The authors further conclude that repression of recombination is not due to
the gene poor, or repeat rich nature of the pericentromeric region but is an
intrinsic property of centromeres [6]. They suggest that cohesin proteins are
recruited by interactions with CenH3 and that their abundance in the pericentromeric region prevents recombination. Thus, repression of recombination is
an epigenetic consequence of centromere activity. This model takes into
account observations that relocated centromeres repress recombination in the
juxtaposed regions [9].
In plants, the region between the separating kinetochores is marked by
phosphorylation of the H3 histone at the Serine 10 and Serine 28 residues, and
this mark is thought to indicate the regions involved in sister chromatid cohesion [10]. Although H3 phosphorylation does not itself cause cohesion [11], it
probably does reflect an epigenetic marking of the chromatin that accumulates
and retains high levels of cohesins. In maize, phosphorylation first appears on
the CenH3 protein and then spreads to H3 proteins in the flanking region, suggesting that phosphorylation is directed by CenH3 position to the surrounding
regions [12]. In Luzula luzuloides, centromere activity and the CenH3 protein
[13] as well as phosphorylation of H3 [11] is distributed along the whole chromosome rather than at a single location. Even in this somewhat unusual case,
the pattern is consistent with CenH3 directed H3 phosphorylation.
In rice [14] as well as humans and flies [7, 8], the CenH3 nucleosomes are
interspersed with nucleosomes containing canonical H3 histones. In all plant
species where anti-CenH3 antibodies are available, immuno-labeling shows
that the centromere repeat arrays are larger than the CenH3 containing chromatin domain [13–17]. In Arabidopsis and maize, the excess centromere
repeat is associated with phosphorylated H3 and many repeats are located
between the sister kinetochores at the site of chromosome cohesion in
metaphase [10, 12]. Therefore, the cohesion and kinetochore domains may be
interspersed and the chromatin folded or looped so that the repeats that are
wrapped around the canonical nucleosomes are on the inside of the centromere
and the CenH3 associated repeats face outward. Such an arrangement would
place the two domains in intimate contact until separation at G2, thus facilitating CenH3 directed assembly of the chromatin state required for chromatid
cohesion.
Attributing recruitment of cohesins, and indirectly the formation of the
recombination free zone, to CenH3, provides a model that explains how the
locations of these centromere properties are determined. This model also highlights the fundamental question of centromere biology: How is the position of
the CenH3 binding site determined and maintained?
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Epigenetic Determination of Centromere Identity

Recently, direct evidence demonstrating the insufficiency of repeats for
plant centromere determination has been uncovered that closely parallel observations made in other model systems. First, an example of a new centromere
devoid of any centromeric elements was presented [18]. Chromosomal mutations were induced on a barley chromosome in a wheat background and among
the variations recovered were two isochromosomes that had a functional centromere but no centromeric repeats. Because the centromere of the isochromosome lacked the centromeric repeats found on its progenitor, it must have
formed de novo at a location previously without centromere activity. If such de
novo centromere formation events have occurred recently, the sequence at the
new centromere would initially appear similar to other, non-centromeric,
regions and would gradually acquire centromere repeats. Two rice centromeres
that have little centromere specific DNA have been completely sequenced and
show such a pattern. Numerous genes are present in and around the centromere
regions, consistent with a relatively recent centromere formation event [6].
Indeed, an epigenetic component to centromere specification was established for plant centromeres by the observation of efficient inactivation of a maize
centromere [19]. Using a dispensable chromosome containing an inverted duplication, a dicentric chromosome was produced that entered the chromosome type
breakage-fusion-bridge (BFB) cycle. The dicentric chromosome was ripped apart
during subsequent mitotic division producing minichromosomes. The BFB cycle
may be ended if one of the centromeres is inactivated so the collection of
minichromosomes was examined for dicentrics. In addition to dicentric minichromosomes, the inactivated centromere was also found affixed to the end of chromosome 9 where it remained inactive [19]. Because the primary DNA sequence
does not determine centromere identity, epigenetic factors, such as chromatin
structure, must be a major determinant. In this regard, plant centromeres are similar to other eukaryotic centromeres. Recent identification of additional proteins
in plants, including aurora kinases [20] and MIS12 [21], which are homologous
to essential mammalian and yeast proteins, further emphasizes the high degree of
conservation for structure and function of eukaryotic centromeres.
If CenH3 is not directed to the kinetochore by the underlying sequence, how
is its location determined? Some clues have been provided by a recent study of
CenH3 incorporation in Arabidopsis [5]. Examining intensity of immunolabeled Arabidopsis CenH3 at different points in the cell cycle suggests that
CenH3 loading occurs primarily during G2 [5]. CenH3 intensity increased at the
same time that the CenH3 domains of the sister centromeres were separated, suggesting that CenH3 incorporation and kinetochore formation occur at the same
time. CenH3 quantity was also examined in endoreduplicated cells, where DNA
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replication has occurred without subsequent cell division. The amount of CenH3
did not increase proportionally to the nuclear DNA. Assuming that centromeric
DNA was not under-replicated compared to the rest of the genome, this result
shows that replication coupled CenH3 deposition does not occur or is insufficient to maintain CenH3 levels in these cells [5].
Two possibly complementary models for CenH3 maintenance include:
1) new CenH3 incorporation is targeted to the kinetochore forming region by the
CenH3 that is already there and 2) CenH3 incorporation can occur indiscriminately but is excluded from most chromosomal locations except the centromere.
The CenH3 loading complex appears to be very simple, unlike that of nucleosomes containing the canonical H3 histone, and is sufficient to incorporate
CenH3 in vitro [22, 23]. The simplicity of the complex is consistent with replication independent incorporation. Another possibility is that incorporation may
be directed by interactions with CenH3 already present on the chromosome or
other centromere proteins. The increase in CenH3 levels in Arabidopsis may occur
simultaneously with kinetochore formation [5]. If so, then kinetochore proteins
bound by CenH3 that is already on the chromosome may in turn recruit free
CenH3-nucleosomes leading to maintenance of CenH3 levels. Mis-incorporated
CenH3 may be eliminated by proteolysis. In S. pombe and Drosophila CenH3
levels at the centromere were shown to be regulated by protein degradation and
failure of CenH3 proteolysis led to ectopic incorporation [24, 25].

Role of Centromere Repeats in Determining Centromere Identity

Although centromeric repeats are neither sufficient nor necessary for centromere function, they are present exclusively at and around the kinetochore. This
suggests a role, or at least a preference, for repeats in centromere function [1].
Alternatively, centromere repeats are a by-product of centromere function. One
likely possibility is that the repeat arrays are optimal for formation of the correct
chromatin conformation at the centromere and complement the epigenetic determinants of centromere identity [26]. Repeat optimization could be for either, or
both, of the two major functions of centromeres, movement and cohesion.
Many recent studies have identified centromere repeats in different plant
species allowing repeats among related taxa to be compared and providing new
insights into the mechanisms of centromere repeat evolution. Assuming
changes in centromere repeats are driven by their optimization for centromere
function, the nature of repeat evolution can provide insight into how centromere
identity is determined.
Many, but not all, of the relatives of rice, the genus Oryza, share a related
centromeric satellite, CentO [27]. Using chromatin immunoprecipitation, three
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repeats were identified at the kinetochores of O. rhizomatis and O. brachyantha, two relatives without CentO. Two of these repeats had an 80-bp region with
homology to CentO as well as to the centromere repeats of maize and millet
[27]. The third repeat, composed mostly from the O. brachyantha centromere
was totally novel. Thus, conservation of some sequences from rice to maize was
detected but some lineages have acquired new repeats. In O. officinalis and
O. brachyantha, CentO and another centromere repeat, CentO-C, are both present
at some centromeres and one or the other element is present in the remainder
[28]. Also, in O. brachyantha, several centromeres contained a 366-bp repeat,
TrsC, that is also present in the subtelomeric region. TrsC is only found in the
subtelomeric region of O. officinalis [28]. These patterns of centromeric elements demonstrate that repeats can rapidly change, either by alterations to
existing elements or by development of new elements including by recruitment
from other genomic regions. The species with multiple repeats may represent a
transition from one predominant type to another.
Among Arabidopsis relatives, variation is also observed for centromeric
elements [29, 30]. In A. gemmifera, several centromere repeats are present in
different combinations among the various centromeres. Additionally, variation
for repeat composition is seen for homologous centromeres among different
individuals of this species. The authors concluded that the repeats have been
rearranged as blocks among the different centromeres [30]. In A. halleri and
A. lyrata, species with multiple centromeric element families, two CenH3
homologs are present, and one is polymorphic among the populations examined
[31]. Although the multiple repeats and multiple proteins may be a related phenomenon, additional species will need to be identified with duplicate CenH3
(or other centromere proteins) genes and their centromere sequence composition determined before the importance of this finding can be evaluated.
The length of the centromere satellite in many eukaryotes is approximately
the length required to wrap around one or two nucleosomes [32]. The potential
one-to-one association of centromere repeats and centromeric nucleosomes
may be conducive to forming a higher-order chromatin structure. The majority,
but not all, of plant centromeric satellites that have been cloned [e.g. 13, 27, 28]
fit this pattern. In contrast, large blocks of a tri-nucleotide microsatellite,
(CAA)n, were recently identified at the centromeres of most, but not all tomato
centromeres [33]. This arrangement is similar to Drosophila centromeres,
which contain two different 5-mer microsatellites [34]. Seven base pair telomeric satellites have also been identified at or near centromeres in tomato [35]
and in the closely related species, potato [36]. These smaller repeats may reflect
a different type of association between DNA and nucleosomes. Alternatively, a
set number of the smaller repeats may form a larger unit to form the specialized
chromatin structure.
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Careful analysis of the centromere 8 region of rice showed a high frequency of solo LTRs in the CenH3 binding domain [37]. One mechanism of
solo-LTR formation is unequal recombination. Given that meiotic recombination is repressed around centromeres, the mechanism of such recombination is
unclear. Further analysis, including comparisons of this region between indica
and japonica rice identified large duplicated blocks and rearranged segments of
centromere repeats [37]. Centromeric retroelements found at the centromere
accounted for a large portion of the total sequence but element number was
increased primarily by segmental duplications instead of transposition [38].
Thus, both within and among centromeres, duplications or exchanges of large
blocks of sequence are responsible for the observed variation.
Given that centromere determination has an epigenetic component, the
optimization of repeats for centromere chromatin formation may serve to reinforce a centromere location. Much attention has focused on the association of
centromeric repeats with CenH3 at the kinetochore, with the implicit assumption that repeats are optimized for kinetochore functions. Because centromere
satellites in many species are approximately the size expected to associate with
one nucleosome, optimization likely involves the repeat length and may serve
to create arrays of regularly positioned centromeric nucleosomes [32]. Both the
CenH3 protein and another essential centromere protein, CenpC, are hypervariable for the part of the proteins that contacts DNA. This variation in centromere
proteins could be related to the variation for centromeric DNA repeats. Also,
within centromere arrays, the elements at the kinetochore appear to be the
newest because they are the most homogeneous. The association of the newest
variants with the functional kinetochore suggests that variation is produced at
the kinetochore or that the site of kinetochore formation can move to associate
with and stabilize the most favorable repeats. There has been less emphasis on
possible roles of these repeats in chromatid cohesion. Recruitment or stabilization of cohesins could conceivably be influenced by the binding or folding
properties of the underlying DNA sequence or by the chromatin state.
A common feature of the centromeric region is the presence of heterochromatin flanking the kinetochore. In plants, this pericentromeric heterochromatin
can extend well into the arms away from the functional centromere. Heterochromatin
may have properties that are valuable, although dispensable, for centromere function and chromosome distribution. In particular, it has been suggested that heterochromatin plays a role in chromosome cohesion. In fission yeast, the repeats
flanking the kinetochore are essential for sister chromatid cohesion and are maintained in a proper heterochromatic state by the RNAi machinery [39, 40].
Similarly, pericentromeric heterochromatin is required for proper chromosome
cohesion and disjunction in flies and other systems [41]. In chicken cells, RNAi
components are required for proper centromere function [42].
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However, in plants, mutations that affect heterochromatin formation do not
lead to chromosome missegregation [reviewed in 43]. In meiosis, recombination near the centromere could increase the likelihood that sister centromeres
would separate leading to missegregation. Although heterochromatin is present
in the region of repressed recombination, the heterochromatin state itself does
not appear to be the cause [6]. Because recombination is infrequent in the pericentromeric regions, repetitive elements including retrotransposons accumulate
leading to heterochromatin formation [43]. Thus, instead of being a cause, the
pericentromeric heterochromatin might be a byproduct of repressed recombination near the centromere.
Although not essential for centromere function, the creation of heterochromatic regions around centromeres could optimize chromosomes for transmission and provide genome stability. Proximal heterochromatin could serve as a
spacer that distances the genetic component of a chromosome from the functional component [1]. For example, moving genes away from the centromere
would ensure their participation in the allelic shuffling of meiosis. Because
cohesin is more abundant in heterochromatin than euchromatin, perhaps
through association with HP1 [44], the cohesin molecules may be more readily
available for organization by CenH3 into a chromatid cohesion complex.
Heterochromatin could also provide boundaries for CenH3 deposition, perhaps
by maintaining a closed conformation that is inaccessible to CenH3 loading
machinery. Finally, after incorporation, heterochromatin may protect CenH3
molecules from proteolysis.
It is worth noting that the heterochromatin around centromeres consists of
various repetitive elements and even genes, but immediately adjacent to the kinetochore, there are tandem arrays of centromeric repeats that are involved in chromatid cohesion. Tandem arrays of repeats have intrinsic heterochromatin forming
abilities. Regular spacing of nucleosomes allows for highly regular packaging.
Low levels of expression of repeat arrays have been postulated to generate a self
perpetuating population of small RNA molecules that could maintain a heterochromatin state [45]. Indeed, centromeric elements have been shown to be
expressed at low levels in maize [46], rice [16] and Arabidopsis [47]. Thus, while
additional alterations to repeat units or arrangements may allow further optimization for association with and organization by centromeric elements, a large region
of repeats may generally be conducive to centromere formation.

Neocentromeres and De Novo Centromeres

Neocentromeres are a class of activated centromeres that have formed at
sites on chromosomes that typically do not have centromeric activity and that
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lack the canonical centromeric arrays. Neocentromeres can form in mammals
and flies as functional units to substitute for the original centromeres, whose
functions were lost due to mutation or deletions [48, 49]. Unlike the neocentromeres in human and flies which contain the same features as typical centromeres, a class of neocentromeres was originally defined in plants that only
operate in meiosis when they become attached to spindle fibers and move
ahead of the typical centromeres to the poles. The pulling of the chromosome
with a neocentromere causes a meiotic drive, which results in the favorable
transmission of these chromosomes [50, 51]. In maize, the neocentromere
activity is determined by two tandem repeat arrays, the 180-bp heterochromatin knob and the 350-bp TR-1, and is controlled by abnormal chromosome 10 (Ab10) [52, 53]. Unlike the counterparts in human and flies, the plant
neocentromeres are not associated with the centromere proteins such as
CenH3 [50].
De novo functional centromeres are formed when DNA including centromeric and other necessary sequences is introduced into cells to form a functional chromosome. For example, the Saccharomyces cerevisiae centromere
sequence can be as small as 125 bp, and by using a 107-bp CEN4 sequence
from chromosome 4, functional yeast artificial chromosome vectors can be
built and used for the cloning of large pieces of genomic DNA [54, 55]. As
compared with the simple sequence requirement of yeast, de novo human centromere formation requires millions of basepairs of centromeric array [56]. The
centromeric repeats of many plant species have been cloned including those
described above and others. However, re-introduction of plant centromeric
repeat arrays has not produced de novo centromeres.
Recently, two BAC clones of centromere-specific DNAs were transformed
into rice by bombardment in an effort to produce de novo plant artificial chromosomes [57]. Although transformants were successfully regenerated, all the
transgenics with the centromere BACs were integration events. A comparison
of transformation with centromere BACs and genomic BACs revealed a lower
frequency of transformation and regeneration of transgenic calli using the centromere BACs. Additionally, some phenotypic abnormalities in transgenic
plants containing the centromere BACs were reported. One explanation is that
de novo centromere formation occurred at an early stage of the transcentromere
events, but the centromere was subsequently inactivated by a similar mechanism to that observed in dicentric maize chromosomes [19]. There are several
possible explanations for why de novo centromere formation failed in rice but
was successful in human cells. First, the centromeric DNA size in the transformed plants was much smaller than at a normal centromere; a certain threshold might be necessary. The size of the centromere repeat array may have been
further reduced by fragmentation or rearrangement resulting from the plant
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transformation process. In mammalian cells, it has been found that the size of
centromeric DNA has a positive relationship with the efficiency of de novo artificial chromosome formation [58]. Second, other sequences may be necessary.
For example, transfection with human alphoid sequence without the CENP-B
binding site significantly reduced the efficiency of human artificial chromosome formation [59]. Third, in human de novo centromere construction, a cultured cell line was used, while in plants a putative de novo centromere will have
to endure the processes of dedifferentiation and regeneration during which it
may be selected against.
The practical aim of developing de novo centromeres is the production of
plant artificial chromosomes. Such chromosomes could be used as a platform
to receive multiple transgenes allowing the introduction of multigenic traits. An
alternative to de novo centromere formation is to create an artificial chromosome by manipulating a natural chromosome. By introducing transgenic telomere repeat arrays, chromosomes can be truncated [60]. Therefore, telomere
mediated chromosomal truncation provides a solution to the current inability to
recover de novo centromeres in plants.
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Abstract
Plants produce two major types of small RNAs that are 21 to 24 nucleotides in size. Small
interfering RNAs (siRNAs) are typically involved in transcriptional gene silencing that results
from the targeting of genomic DNA and triggering of histone modifications or DNA methylation. Deep sequencing experiments have demonstrated that thousands of loci, usually repetitive
sequences, generate these siRNAs. In contrast, microRNAs (miRNAs) are encoded by perhaps
just several hundred loci per genome that generate Pol II-derived single stranded precursors
which are processed into specific miRNAs. miRNAs act in a post-transcriptional manner to
regulate gene function. Recent work has focused on the identification and classification of
small RNA-producing loci, as well as understanding small RNA targeting and function, and the
evolution of this relatively recently discovered class of regulatory molecules.
Copyright © 2008 S. Karger AG, Basel

Studies of microRNAs (miRNAs) and short-interfering RNAs (siRNAs)
in plants have demonstrated that these molecules are potent and specific regulators of gene expression. Small RNAs have an important role in plant development, stress responses, and epigenetic regulation, primarily through their
role in transcriptional and post-transcriptional silencing of specific target
genes and other loci. While most studies of plant miRNAs focus on
Arabidopsis, recent data on small RNA evolution suggest that miRNAs are
components of a well-conserved gene regulatory system. miRNA-based regulation is a conserved feature of most eukaryotes, but high levels of sequence
conservation for a small number of loci among flowering plants and mosses
have demonstrated an ancient origin for individual miRNAs. It is likely that all
plants utilize small RNA signaling networks for critical biological functions.
Different plant families are likely to have both common and lineage-specific

miRNAs or other small RNAs with important biological roles that have yet to
be characterized.

Plant Small RNAs

Two major types of small RNAs (21 to 24 nucleotides in size), known as
small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) [1], and microRNAs (miRNAs) [2], are present in a wide variety of eukaryotic organisms [3, 4]. Both types of molecules
are processed from longer precursor RNAs by RNase III enzymes called
DICERs [5–8]. Though siRNAs and miRNAs are similar in size and can both
associate with Argonaute (AGO) proteins in effector complexes, their biogenesis and often their functions are substantially different [3, 9, 10]. siRNAs are
processed from longer double stranded RNA (dsRNA) molecules and represent
both strands of the encoding DNA molecules. In plants, transcriptional gene
silencing can be triggered by either histone modifications or DNA methylation,
both of which can result from targeting by endogenous siRNAs [11, 12]. Most
of the endogenous siRNAs in plants match to repetitive sequences such as
transposons, retrotransposons and centromeric repeats that are often heterochromatic [13]. siRNAs may also act as guides to target and degrade complementary mRNA molecules [14]. More detailed studies in several organisms
continue to identify additional classes of small RNAs. In plants, this includes
trans-acting siRNAs (ta-siRNAs) and natural-antisense siRNAs (nat-siRNAs),
two relatively small classes of small RNAs that, due to space restrictions, we
will not discuss here.
miRNA molecules originate from distinct genomic loci that encode RNAs
predicted to form ‘hairpin’ structures that often have an imperfect doublestranded characteristic [9]. They are cleaved from the hairpin as a duplex by a
DICER-LIKE1 protein (DCL1) and the miRNA strand of this duplex becomes
associated with an AGO protein in RISC [15, 16]. In plants, miRNAs almost
always induce cleavage and accelerated degradation of their ‘target’ mRNAs by
forming base-pairing interactions [17, 18]. They can also direct cleavage of
non-coding RNAs to induce production of ta-siRNAs [19, 20]. In addition,
some miRNAs act by preventing mRNA translation and thereby limiting protein production [21, 22]. In contrast to siRNAs, miRNAs usually do not match
perfectly to their target mRNA molecules [23–25].
In Arabidopsis, several genes, including the four members of the DCL
family, have well-characterized roles in the biogenesis or function of small
RNAs [26]. DCL1 is responsible for the synthesis of the majority of miRNAs
[24, 27, 28], DCL2 and DCL4 facilitate the production of virus-derived siRNAs
[29], and DCL3 is involved in the biosynthesis of endogenous siRNAs primarily
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from transposons and other repeats [10]. In addition, molecular and developmental phenotypes indicate functional redundancies amongst DCL genes in
Arabidopsis [26]. RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRPs or ‘RDR’ genes)
are also critical for siRNA biogenesis (six are encoded in the Arabidopsis
genome), likely acting to produce dsRNAs as substrates for DICER-LIKE
enzymes [30]. rdr2 mutants show a dramatic reduction in endogenous siRNAs
[10, 13], and rdr6 mutants reduce siRNAs corresponding to certain viruses and
transgenes, as well as affect the abundance of trans-acting siRNAs [19, 20, 31,
32]. DCL4 also plays a key role in producing endogenous RDR6-dependent tasiRNAs [33]. Numerous genes important for small RNA biogenesis have been
described and continue to be identified by genetic and biochemical approaches,
but due to space limitations, we cannot describe these in detail. Interestingly,
DNA methylation mutants also affect the abundance of many endogenous
siRNAs. For instance, mutants in the de novo methyltransferase DRM2 cause a
loss of siRNAs at some methylated loci such as AtSN1 and the 5S rDNA [34],
and ddm1 and met1 mutants cause a loss of some siRNAs corresponding to
the knob on chromosome 4 [35]. These data suggest that the state of chromatin in part regulates small RNAs emanating from the underlying DNA
sequences.

Deep Sequencing Analyses of Plant Small RNAs

Analyses using high-throughput, parallel sequencing of small RNAs have
demonstrated that known and new miRNAs are among the most abundant plant
small RNAs, whereas more than half of Arabidopsis small RNAs represent
lower abundance siRNAs that match repetitive sequences, intergenic regions,
and genes [13, 36, 37]. In these studies, a small number of miRNAs were
cloned many thousands of times, whereas siRNAs tended to distribute across
larger loci, consistent in both cases with their biogenesis. Centromeric regions
have a high abundance of siRNAs [38], but small RNAs are distributed across
all of the chromosomes. Deep sequencing data have also indicated that small
RNA-based regulation in plants is highly specific and far more complex than
previously demonstrated [13]. The rdr2, dcl2/3/4 and RNA pol IV mutant lines
are depleted for most heterochromatic siRNAs, and therefore greatly enriched
for miRNAs and also for ta-siRNAs, although dcl2/3/4 also lacks ta-siRNAs
[39, 40]. For example, from rdr2, we were able to identify 13 new miRNAs that
are absent from other plant genomes (Medicago, rice, and other plant sequences
in GenBank). The use of such mutants is likely to be even more beneficial in
other plant species, particularly those such as most crop plants that have larger
genomes that have a deeper pool of siRNAs (see below).
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Small RNA MPSS libraries from rice demonstrate that the complexity of
small RNAs is greater in the larger rice genome than that of Arabidopsis, and
rice has a high level of small RNA matches that are spread across the chromosomes rather than being concentrated around the centromeric region [41]. In
addition, small RNAs that match the genome numerous times are much higher
in rice; more than 260 small RNA sequences match the genome more than
1000-fold in rice, whereas no Arabidopsis sequences match at this level of
redundancy [41]. These highly duplicitous small RNAs in rice are due to their
origin in repeats, with a higher level of repeated sequences in rice compared to
Arabidopsis. However, the higher abundance and higher number of distinct
sequences in inflorescence versus seedlings are evident in both plant species, as
are known miRNAs and many examples of regulated clusters of small RNAs.
Comparisons across Arabidopsis and rice have identified numerous conserved
small RNAs which are primarily miRNAs. The discovery of new miRNAs with
unique characteristics, as well as more detailed studies of known miRNAs will
likely lead to new computational tests to enable miRNA discovery; examples of
this have been published [42, 43].

Conservation and Evolution of Plant Small RNAs

A substantial number of plant miRNAs are represented by numerous
genomic loci. These miRNAs are given the same name but with different suffixes; for example, there are 14 copies of miR169 in the Arabidopsis genome
(miR169a to miR169n). Within each miRNA family, different members are
often closely related and sometimes give rise to identical miRNAs (fig. 1).
These loci are believed to have a common origin, although there may be little
sequence homology in the stem-loop. A comparison of Arabidopsis miRNA
gene family members reveals a typical pattern of conservation. As shown in
figure 1, high levels of conservation are found in the regions encoding the miRNA
and miRNA*. In many cases, a lower level of conservation can be observed in
the loop region of the secondary structure formed by the miRNA precursors.
Because of the miRNA identity, it is a challenge to determine which loci from a
particular miRNA family are expressed, although this can be done with
promoter-reporter fusions. One recent study has indicated that almost all the
miRNA genes in Arabidopsis are expressed [44]. miRNAs designated by different numbers may still share substantial homology, perhaps as a result of a common origin, and these are known as a miRNA family. In Arabidopsis, most of
these multi-copy miRNAs are present as they are in other plant species and are
easily detected by RNA gel blots or sequencing. Twenty-one miRNA gene families conserved in more than one plant species, representing 92 miRNA genes,
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a

b

c
Fig. 1. miRNAs in Arabidopsis. a Alignment of the DNA sequence encoding the stemloop structure for the miR166 family members. The conservation of the miRNA and
miRNA* is apparent, as is the lower level of conservation of the sequences between them.
bThe stem-loop structure for miR166f. The 5⬘ and 3⬘ ends of the primary miRNA transcript
have been removed to focus on the hairpin. The miRNA-miRNA* duplex is cleaved by
DCL1 to produce the characteristic dsRNA with a two nucleotide 3⬘ overhang. c A neighborjoining phylogenetic tree of the Arabidopsis miRNAs which are conserved in other plant
species. Not shown are more than 40 non-conserved Arabidopsis miRNAs. For miRNAs that
are 100% identical in the final mature form, these were grouped together and are indicated in
the names. For example, ‘miR166a-g’ represents seven identical family members, while
‘miR399d,f’ represents two separate loci (miR399d and miR399f). Numbers within the tree
indicate bootstrap support, determined based on 1000 replicates.

have been identified in Arabidopsis. Nearly all members of these families are
encoded by multiple genes (fig. 1c).
Cloning of miRNAs from moss and other lower land plants indicates that
a small number of miRNAs are conserved over more than 400 million years
of evolution [45–47]. While these data suggest that many miRNAs are evolutionarily conserved, some miRNAs are clearly not well conserved across
species. Indeed, in Arabidopsis, extensive cloning and sequencing efforts
have suggested that although the discovery of conserved miRNA genes
reached the plateau, many more non-conserved miRNAs remain to be identified. These data suggest that a substantial set of miRNAs in a plant species is
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likely to be lineage-specific. In these datasets, more than 40 new non-conserved
miRNAs have been identified [36, 39]. Nearly all of the non-conserved
miRNAs are found at low expression levels and have eluded detection because
of these low abundance levels. Scant data exist for understanding the evolution of plant miRNAs. However, two Arabidopsis miRNAs have been
described as having evolved recently from duplicated gene fragments in
which the small RNAs were originally produced as siRNAs [48]. Analyses of
the similarity between the arms of miRNA precursors suggests that miRNA
loci may evolve via inverted duplication events of protein-coding genes, and
miRNA families may expand by duplication and divergence [49]. Additional
studies are needed to determine the generality of this model, the rate of
miRNA evolution and the proportion of miRNAs specific to individual lineages of plants.

Importance and Conservation of miRNA Targets

Identifying miRNA targets is the most significant step toward understanding the functional and biological significance of miRNA-mediated regulation.
For miRNA families highly conserved across species, complementary sites in
the target mRNAs are often also conserved (see the extensive list in [16]).
Computational approaches based on genome-wide comparisons and sequence
alignments can be used for predicting targets, with scoring based on experimentally-determined rules of miRNA-target interactions. Several miRNA target prediction tools are available for plants, one of which we have implemented
on our website [25]. Unfortunately, this approach is only predictive and only
applicable to species with significant genomic data. It is also not yet clear if the
rules of miRNA-target interactions have been fully elucidated. Individual predicted targets are most often validated using 5⬘ RACE to map the 5⬘ end of the
cleaved mRNA target to the middle of the miRNA sequence. Experimental
identification of targets has advanced slowly and gene-by-gene; large-scale and
parallel approaches would provide an even greater resource for researchers to
predict their function, but have not yet been developed.
While considerable experimental work remains to be performed on the targets of both known and newly discovered miRNAs, it is clear that miRNAs are
involved in a broad range of plant biological functions. Due to limited space
and the large number of known miRNAs, it is impossible for us to summarize
the functions of all known miRNAs, even for a single genome like that of
Arabidopsis. A recent review by Mallory and Vaucheret has done this [50]. The
biological roles of miRNAs are predominantly associated with development [4,
51, 52], but they also play a role in stress responses. Differential accumulation
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of miRNAs in different tissues is common and many miRNAs target transcription factor mRNAs [53, 54]. Moreover, developmental defects are associated
with the miRNA metabolism mutants discussed above [19, 27, 55–58].
Although the association of small RNAs with viral resistance has been known
for some time, more recent data demonstrate a role of miRNAs in plant disease
resistance against bacterial or other pathogens [39, 59]. Associations of
miRNAs and natural antisense siRNAs with abiotic and recently biotic stresses
are also well-documented [60, 61]. In contrast to miRNAs, siRNA functions are
broad, reflected also in the much broader set of siRNA-generating loci. siRNA
functions include protection against viruses and mobile genetic elements, and
other repetitive sequences [12, 30]. In addition, several genes are regulated at
the level of chromatin modifications and DNA methylation, and small RNAs
play a major role in the establishment and maintenance of these marks [62, 63],
a pattern that is supported by a recent genome-wide study [64].

Conclusions

The first small RNAs were only discovered 14 years ago [65, 66] and were
not known to be of general significance until about seven years ago [1, 67, 68].
Yet, they are now considered to be a major gene regulatory force in multicellular and some unicellular eukaryotes. Our work with Arabidopsis [13] and rice
[41] indicates that small RNA populations in plants are so vast and complex
that deep sequencing is necessary to elucidate the identity, regulation, and function of these interesting molecules. Projects to develop datasets of small RNA
sequences derived from a broad range of plant species, many of which have few
existing sequence data, will help to identify the sources and targets of small
RNAs, to identify small RNAs unique to specific lineages or conserved more
broadly across the sampled plant species. Such experiments would complement
sequencing and annotation efforts by supplying data both on heterochromatic or
repetitive regions and on novel and conserved miRNAs. This will be critical
information for determining the function and activity of miRNAs and their target genes. Deep sequencing of small RNAs from Arabidopsis and rice has
already identified hundreds of thousands of different (distinct) sequences
matching to thousands of genomic loci. Many of these small RNAs are consistent with silencing of repetitive elements by siRNAs, although these data
include matches to genes and intergenic regions consistent with targets and
sources of miRNAs. The small size and exquisite specificity of small RNAs
makes them ideal signaling molecules, and the potential for novel discoveries in
this area of research is rich. Additional experiments focused on specific
miRNAs are needed to clarify their targets, expression, and mode of action,
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while ongoing analyses of small RNA biogenesis pathways are likely to identify
novel players in small RNA biochemistry.
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Recent Insights Into the Evolution of
Genetic Diversity of Maize
A. Rafalski, S. Tingey
DuPont Crop Genetics Research, DuPont Experimental Station,
Wilmington, Del., USA

Abstract
Evolutionary changes that occur within the maize genome can be divided into two
classes: In the protein-coding regions, mutations that survive selective pressure primarily
consist of single nucleotide polymorphisms which evolve at a relatively slow rate (10–9 mutations/bp/generation), and functionally detrimental insertions are strongly selected against. In
intergenic regions rapidly evolving (10–4 ⬃ 10–8 mutations/bp/generation) transposon insertions and deletions predominate. While genic single nucleotide changes are expected in part
to result in amino acid sequence variants leading to the modification of protein properties
(catalytic properties of enzymes, binding constants, etc.), transposable elements and other
large insertions and deletions, when functionally relevant, are predicted to be regulatory in
nature and may affect gene expression at distances of up to 100 kb away. Here, we discuss
recent experimental evidence for massive dynamic changes of maize intergenic regions and
the predicted functional consequences of genome diversity within this species.
Copyright © 2008 S. Karger AG, Basel

Maize has been known as one of the most diverse species at both the phenotypic and at the genotypic level. McClintock’s studies of mobile ‘controlling
elements’ and their effects on gene expression were among the first to reveal a
dynamic genome. We are just now beginning to understand some of her observations at the molecular level [1]. Until recently, most studies of DNA sequence
diversity focused on the least variable component of the genome; the genes
themselves. Only recently information has been generated to allow DNA
sequence comparisons of intergenic segments within the maize genome. These
studies have led to a better understanding of the types of changes that occur, the
allelic diversity that might exist, the rate at which these changes occur and
helped generate ideas about the functional relevance of such changes. In this

chapter we are going to discuss the dynamic nature of the maize genome. Some
of these results challenge our conventional understanding of intraspecific
genetic variation suggesting possible new functions of intergenic ‘junk’ DNA.
The evolution of maize genome sequence in the context of interspecific genetic
variation will not be covered. For a recent article see [2].

Intraspecific Genetic Diversity and Species Identity

Interspecific genetic diversity is usually a subject of taxonomy while population genetics concerns itself with intraspecific diversity. At the molecular
level, these distinctions are not always clear. Intraspecific DNA sequence diversity of maize is up to 10⫻ higher than that of humans, and variation within
genes can approach the levels of divergence found between humans and chimpanzees [3]. One may ask, for example, what level of DNA sequence diversity
is compatible with the maintenance of species identity. As we will attempt to
show, it appears that in maize, sequence organization and level of sequence
conservation within intergenic regions is not stringently controlled. One
hypothesis would be that little more than the colinearity of most, although not
all genes, together with their regulatory regions, is all that is required for sexual
compatibility and species identity.

Studies of Genic and Intergenic Diversity

Early studies of genetic diversity focused on DNA sequence divergence
within genes. This was due to an interest in gene evolution, and also due to the
technical difficulties in the analysis of repetitive sequences which comprise the
majority of intergenic segments of the maize genome and cannot easily be
accessed through PCR technology. The overall features of the organization of
intergenic regions have been elucidated (fig. 1) [4–6]. Only recently, however,
comparative sequencing of larger allelic regions from multiple inbred lines has
been undertaken [7–9]. The major insight from these studies is that the nature of
observed allelic differences is very different within genes and their immediate
vicinity from those observed within intergenic regions. The maize genome has
undergone massive changes within the intergenic regions, with examples of less
than 50% DNA sequence conservation, and these changes are most likely continuing. This is in contrast to species such as humans the genomes of which,
after period of rapid change, appear to be in a quiescent phase characterized by
relatively low intraspecific diversity.
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Fig. 1. Organization of the maize genome. Five different alleles of a short segment
encompassing two genes are represented schematically.

Gene Diversity of Maize
The domestication of maize from its ancestor teosinte, and the genetic
diversity within the Zea genus has been the subject of many studies. All available
methodologies including restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP),
simple sequence repeats (SSRs), more recently, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been applied as estimators of genetic divergence [10–17].
We have been especially interested in the genetic diversity that exists within cultivated maize, including elite breeding material. To this end, we have focused on
the widely available maize expressed sequenced tag sequences. These sequences
could be used to develop PCR amplicons comprising 3⬘-UTR and last exon
sequences of 300–800 bp for analysis. Direct PCR sequencing from a collection
of inbred lines allows the identification of SNPs and insertion/deletions (indels)
at a locus [17]. Indels are very rare in the coding regions but occur frequently in
3⬘-UTRs. The SNP frequency is approximately 3-fold higher in the UTRs relative to exonic sequences. Across a representative collection of cultivated maize
SNPs occur with an approximate frequency of 1 in 130 nt in exons, and 1 in 48 nt
in the UTRs. The SNP diversity in elite maize was estimated to be  ⫽ 0.0063
[17] and is approximately ten fold higher than that in human populations
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Table 1. Causes of genome change
Agent of change

Location

Frequency

Single nucleotide change
Simple sequence repeats
Indels
Gene duplication
Retrotransposons
Transposons
Transposons: Mites
Transposons: Helitrons
Transposons: Pack-Mules

Anywhere
Anywhere, may be more frequent near genes [15, 20]
Anywhere, rarely observed in genes
Frequently as tandem repeats
Commonly into other retrotransposons
Some near genes (Mu)
Near genes?
Anywhere, slightly more common near telomeres
Anywhere, capture genes

10–9
10–4
Unknown
Rare, unknown
Very frequent
Frequent to rare
Unknown
Frequent
Unknown

( ⫽ 0.0007, http://egp.gs.washington.edu/summary_ stats.html), and three fold
higher than in soybean (Glycine max,  ⫽ 0.00175) [18].
Many different mechanisms of change operate in the maize genome (table 1).
While most of these agents of change operate across the entire genome, in genic
regions, due to selection against loss of function mutations, we only observe
viable changes. Those are most frequently silent single nucleotide mutations,
occurring with a frequency in the range of 10–9 per nucleotide per generation
[19], or functionally acceptable amino-acid changing mutations. Indels are
more likely to disrupt protein structure and lead to an inactive gene. As a result,
rare indels of 3 bp or a multiple of 3 bp are tolerated; other gene inactivating
mutations are rapidly eliminated from the population. In contrast, indels are
rather common in UTRs and introns. Simple sequence repeats are a special case
of indel mutations and have been reported to occur more frequently in nonrepetitive segments of the genome [20].
Intergenic Sequence Diversity in Maize
There still is a paucity of detailed data describing intraspecific diversity in
intergenic regions especially for inbreds other than B73 and Mo17. The first
comparative sequences from the Bz locus [7] found little intergenic sequence
similarity between B73 and Mo17 [7, 21]. Other recently sequenced maize
inbreds are equally diverse in the intergenic regions examined [22]. The presence of many retroelement insertions was not suprising; the involvement of
retroelements in the organization of maize intergenic regions has been well documented [5, 23, 24]. However, the enormous allelic diversity in these regions
was unexpected. It indicated that the genome of maize has been under an
assault from various mobile genetic elements in the relatively recent past
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(⬍1,000,000 years), and that fixation or elimination of new mobile genetic element insertions has not occurred for the majority of such events. In fact, in the
regions sequenced, on average 50% of the intergenic sequences are not homologous in the strict sense in that their origins are different [9]. Initial reports indicated significant differences in the content of genes between the B73 and Mo17
at the Bz locus [7]. Subsequent research demonstrated that these differences are
in pseudogenes [25]. Genic differences (indels) have been found at other loci
[8, 21]. Other examples of extremely high allelic variation have recently been
described in maize [2, 9, 25, 26] and in barley [27].
Brunner et al. sequenced four loci 126–406 kbp in size from the two maize
inbreds B73 and Mo17 [9]. Between 21% (Adh1, chromosome 1L, bin 1.10) and
68.8% (locus 9002, chromosome 1L bin 1.08) of the sequences were different
between the two alleles providing a generalization of the previously reported
observations [7]. Most of the differences between alleles were accounted for by
recently (⬍1 my) inserted retrotransposons. Genes were conserved between alleles and were largely co-linear with rice [9]. Intergenic sequence segments with
very high homology to genes turned out to be Helitron transposons carrying gene
fragments (pseudogenes, see below) [25, 26].

Sources and Significance of Sequence Diversity in
Different Regions of the Genome

Much of the evolutionary theory has been developed with the focus on
evolution of the coding regions of genes, and attention has been paid to the
silent vs. non-silent mutations and their role in the evolution of protein function
[28, 29]. Excellent examples of rapid changes include the evolution of disease
resistance genes, although best examples are from species other than maize (for
an example, [30]). In genic regions, gene duplications are frequently followed
by sequence and possible functional diversification [8].
It has been recognized that mutations in regulatory sequences may be just
as important as genic mutations, as illustrated by the introduction of morphological innovations [31, 32]. Regulatory mutations are likely to occur at the sites
of the binding of transcription factors frequently found in promoter or 5⬘-UTR
regions [31]. Such mutations may occur at relatively distant sites, perhaps as far
away as ten times the length of the gene [33]. These results underscore the functional importance of what is generally thought of as intergenic ‘junk’ DNA,
sequences that in maize are also the most variable.
Intergenic regions of maize are full of retroelements, transposons, tandem
repeats, SNPs and other DNA sequence changes [2, 9, 23, 34]. High rates
of transposon activity that create dramatic genome changes are likely to be
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functionally important, although specific information is lacking in most cases.
In Oryza australiensis several distinct explosions of retroelement insertions
over a relatively short time, the most recent of them occurring ⬃200,000 years
ago, which led to a doubling of the genome [35], suggest a very high rate of
mutation during the period of peak activity.
It is common to find that the immediate environment of an active gene is
divergent between different maize inbred lines [8, 9]. It is reasonable to hypothesize that such changes in the genic environment will affect gene regulation, for
example by affecting integrity of promoters or other regulatory elements, providing new regulatory sequences, causing antisense transcription or affecting
chromatin structure. Experimental evidence for the effects of retroelement
insertions on the expression of nearby genes is being collected [36].
In an organism like maize that evolved through a genome duplication, gene
functions are frequently redundant allowing for gene loss. Alternatively, a
change in expression pattern of the duplicated gene, caused by a retrotransposon insertion in the vicinity of the gene, may occasionally play an adaptive role.
Different alleles with different regulatory properties, frequently caused by
transposon activity may coexist in the population [37, 38]. It is tempting to
speculate that occasionally such regulatory variants of the same gene may be
brought together in a hybrid, and contribute to the phenomenon of heterosis.
Genes
While most of the genes are conserved between diverse maize inbreds
(genotypes), instances of gene duplication and deletion are relatively common.
Song and collaborators [8] described the reorganization of a zein gene cluster in
maize which resulted in substantial differences in the structure of this locus
between maize inbreds but also in concomitant changes in the regulation of
gene expression. Similar differences in gene complement have been noted
before, for example in clusters of disease resistance genes [39]. In maize, disease resistance genes have also been observed in some cultivars that are completely absent from others (P. Wolters, unpublished observations). It would be
of interest to determine the minimal set of maize genes required for maintenance of species identity.
Retroelements
Retroelements constitute 70–80% of cereal genomes [4, 5, 23] indicating
that their insertions have been a major mechanism of genome expansion.
Recombination between long terminal repeats of retroelements is one of the
mechanisms of genome contraction in grass genomes [6, 40]. In maize, however, few solo LTRs occur indicating that frequency of retrotransposon elimination by recombination is low [9].
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The insertion time of individual retroelement copies may be estimated
from the divergence of the long terminal repeats [24]. Such studies indicate that
retroelement insertions have been occurring at least over the last several millions of years in maize [35]. While LTR sequence divergence does not allow a
precise estimate of the age of more recently inserted elements, the persistence
of both the element and of the empty insertion site in other individuals suggests
a recent origin. Neither fixation nor elimination occurred via a genetic drift
mechanism within the last 1–2 million years [9]. In fact, among the elements
which have not yet become fixed in the maize gene pool, the youngest ones
(⬍0.5 my) are most common [9]. In rice some retroelements, among them Tos
17, are induced by stress and continue to cause genome changes [41].
Transposons
Transposons are among the best documented agents of genome change in
maize, and many reviews exist. Therefore we do not devote much time here to
these elements. We will mention recently described DNA transposons which
carry gene fragments and therefore may contribute to the rapid evolution of
gene content and function. The Wessler group identified a group of small elements named Pack-Mules which appear to acquire gene fragments, and less frequently whole genes and transpose them to different locations in the genome
[42]. Pack-Mules appear to insert close to genes (although a statistically rigorous analysis is lacking) and thus may acquire genes in the process of excision
between two elements flanking a gene. In rice, a large number of genes appear
to have been translocated by Pack-Mules [42, 43].
A more recent addition to a large repertoire of maize transposons is a
Helitron element [44]. These transposons were first noticed by computational
analysis in several species including Arabidopsis thaliana [45], and subsequently been described in maize [46].
More detailed analysis identified Helitrons by comparative sequencing of
intergenic regions in maize and revealed that many of them contain multiple
gene fragments derived from distant loci in the genome [21, 25, 46]. The history of one such family seems to indicate that in the process of replication
Helitrons acquire and lose gene segments over time through an unknown
mechanism [26].
Unlike retroelements, the insertion time of Helitrons cannot be determined
easily but an analysis of a small family of Helitrons in maize allowed Brunner
et al. [26] to propose their relationship to each other and order of insertion. The
fact that many Helitrons are not shared between different alleles indicates that
they most likely inserted over the last couple of million years. As expected,
Helitrons contained in present day maize originate pre-domestication although
their frequencies vary widely between maize and teosinte (fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Allele frequencies of several Helitron elements in maize and teosinte
(S. Brunner, unpublished data). Statistical significance of the differences between the frequency
of Helitrons in maize and teosinte is indicated on the bar graph. NS ⫽ non significant.

Brunner et al. [26] demonstrated that some of the Helitron elements are
transcribed and the resulting RNA is spliced. Multiple gene fragments, including fragments of different genes, are concatenated and at times an open reading
frame is maintained in the spliced transcript. This observation suggests that
over evolutionary time Helitrons may contribute to the evolution of novel gene
functions by combining different functional domains from different genes. This
phenomenon has not been demonstrated yet in maize, but such a mechanism of
gene evolution was proposed by Gilbert [47] and has been demonstrated in a
few cases [48, 49]. Even though most of the Helitron-derived transcripts may be
defective, they may also participate in epigenetic regulation through various
RNAi pathways.
Tandem Repeats
Maize like other species contains many different types of tandemly repeated
sequences including telomeric and centromeric repeats. Recently, repeat content and chromosomal localization of tandem repeats in different maize inbreds
has been compared [50, and E. Ananiev, personal communication]. Chromosome
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painting of F1 hybrids (Mo17 ⫻ B17) demonstrated large differences between
the two lines in both size and location of major tandem repeat clusters (E. Ananiev,
personal communication). Very large segments of microsatellite-like tandem
repeats called ‘megatracts’ have been discovered in the maize genome [51].
These megatracts like other repeat classes show extreme allelic variability in
the maize genome.

Lack of Intergenic Colinearity and Recombination

As discussed above, the continuing activity of numerous types of mobile
elements creates large segments of intergenic space in maize that has no allelic
counterpart in other lines. As a result, in certain crosses recombination is
altered in some regions because of lack of homology. This effect may contribute
to the phenomenon of linkage drag, or may influence how frequently allelic
variation can be recombined. In addition, even within regions of very good
DNA sequence homology, recombination in maize occurs primarily in genes
[52]. Recent data demonstrates that the recombination frequency in maize
is indeed strongly correlated with gene density [53, K. Fengler, personal
communication].

Conclusions

In highly diverse species such as maize, a genome sequence of a single accession will be inadequate to describe the full content of regulatory sequences, and
to a lesser extent, the genes. The maize genome sequencing project is focused
on a BAC-by-BAC sequencing approach for the inbred variety B73, and a shotgun sequencing approach is being taken for chromosome 10 from the inbred
variety Mo17 (http://www.maizegdb.org/sequencing_project.php). Until sequencing technology enables rapid and inexpensive re-sequencing of large
genomes, genetic diversity studies targeted to specific loci and chromosome
regions could provide much needed information about structural and functional
diversity of intergenic sequences including their role in genetic and epigenetic
regulation.
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The Rice Genome Structure as
a Trail from the Past to Beyond
T. Sasaki
National Institute of Agrobiological Sciences, Kannondai 2-chome,
Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan

Abstract
Rice is the first cultivated plant species to be completely sequenced. Cultivation, in
general, is a major factor that contributes to selection pressure of a target species resulting in
accelerated changes in genome structure from an original wild species. The genome
sequence of cultivated rice can now be used as a standard for comparison with many other
cultivated rice species, its wild relatives and other grass species. Several indices define the
dynamic nature of genome structure and function. Genome dynamics in rice is described
here based on transposon, retrotransposon and polyploidy. Comparative studies with other
related grass species based on the principle of synteny are expected to generate invaluable
information that will clarify the trail that led to the present cultivated rice as well as the trail
that will lead to its further improvement.
Copyright © 2008 S. Karger AG, Basel

Plants carry their own genomes as resource of inheritable materials that
determine their characteristic appearance and behavior throughout the life
cycle. The genome represents the whole hereditary information encoded in the
DNA or the nucleotide sequences of the chromosomes in corresponding plant
species. Under natural conditions, this genetic information is inherited from
one generation to another in a process that involves selection of traits, which
could easily adapt to the environment and are more likely to survive. The
genome structure could have been altered by a neutral selection process followed by a natural mutation, which occurred at a constant frequency particularly in cases of miscopy by DNA polymerase or exposure to ionizing radiation.
Among cultivated plants, changes in genome structure must have been artificially induced by mankind through repeated selection and breeding. This procedure relied on finding natural mutations and selection of the most useful

mutation which gave rise to breeding methods that have been adopted since the
beginning of agriculture more than 10,000 years ago. The continuous pressure
of selection has been so strong that it is almost impossible to find the ancestral
species for some of the currently domesticated plant species. In addition to the
selection of favorable mutation in the nucleotide sequences, unnatural selection
process must have contributed to the activation of transposable elements. In cultivated plants, many genes interrupted by insertion of transposons have been
clarified from extensive genome sequence analysis. Polyploidy is also known in
many plant species arising from spontaneous somatic chromosome duplication
(autoploidization), or as a result of non-disjunction of homeologous chromosomes (alloploidization). Although domestication in itself is not necessarily the
major cause of polyploidy, many cultivated plant species carry multiple sets of
chromosomes. Several known polyploids such as wheat, banana and tobacco
are more vigorous than their diploid progenitors and are therefore highly preferred in agriculture. In case of cultivated rice, detailed genome sequence
analysis has identified its chromosomal structure as a nearly pure diploid.
However, some of the tetraploid wild Oryza species give lesser amounts of
seeds than the diploid O. sativa [1]. This is paradoxical considering the general
rule of parallel relationship between polyploidy and plant size.
These suggest that a lot of phenomena associated with the evolution of
cultivated rice still remain to be identified. Although the genome must correctly inherit information from generation to generation, it is also susceptible
to changes, which occurred spontaneously due to known and unknown factors
that induce phenotypic mutations. If such changes had no effect on the maintenance of life, they remain as mutation or polymorphism in a species. However,
if unknown strong forces induced drastic changes to the structure of the
genome such as segmental duplication of chromosomes or insertion/deletion
of transposable elements, but without any effect on the ability to survive, a
new species might be generated. In case of O. sativa, the selection pressure by
breeders and farmers may have contributed a great deal in defining specific
characteristics as a response to the environment. The elucidation of the
genome sequence of a representative rice cultivar may provide a clue for elucidating genome dynamics in cultivated rice, in other Oryza species and other
cereal crops in general.

Genome Structure of O. sativa ssp. japonica Cultivar Nipponbare

The International Rice Genome Sequencing Project (IRGSP) [2] chose the
japonica rice cultivar Nipponbare as a common template for complete and accurate decoding of the Oryza sativa genome [3]. This cultivar was one of the parent
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cultivars of the F2 population used for linkage analysis to construct a high-density
molecular genetic map of rice [4]. It was also used as a resource for construction
of cDNA libraries to generate a catalog of rice ESTs [5] and full-length cDNAs
[6]. About 6,000 of these transcripts were used as genetic and/or PCR-based
markers to reconstruct the rice genome using large-sized rice genomic DNA fragments ligated in yeast artificial chromosome (YAC), bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC), and P1-derived artificial chromosome (PAC) vectors [7, 8,
http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/cgi-bin/statusdb/irgsp-status.cgi?lang ⫽ en].
Additionally, the japonica cultivar Nipponbare can be regenerated easily from
callus culture and transformed by polyethylene glycol or Agrobacteriummediated methods [9, 10] making it advantageous to prove gene function after
genome sequencing. The IRGSP was organized in 1998 to pursue the sequencing
of the genome and eventually succeeded in completely decoding the rice genome
sequence with 99.99% accuracy [2]. The major features of the rice genome based
on the high-quality genome sequence are as follows:
(1) The genome size of Nipponbare is 389 Mb including the unsequenced
regions or gaps in the physical map, which were measured by fiber-FISH and
conventional FISH.
(2) The genome consists of a total of 37,544 non-transposable elementrelated genes, which were predicted ab initio by FGENESH after masking the
repeat sequences.
(3) Twenty nine percent of the genes (10,837) are duplicated at least once
in tandem within an adjacent 5-Mb region.
(4) Chloroplast and mitochondrial insertions contribute 0.20–0.24% and
0.18–0.19% of the nuclear genome, respectively, depending upon the stringency adopted to identification of each organellar genome sequence.
(5) Class I elements, which include long terminal-repeat (LTR) retrotransposons (Ty1/copia, Ty3/gypsy and TRIM) and non-LTR retrotransposons
(LINEs and SINEs, or long- and short-interspersed nucleotide elements, respectively), occupy 13% of the rice genome.
(6) Class II elements, characterized by terminal inverted-repeats and
including the hAT, CACTA, IS256/Mutator, IS5/Tourist, and IS630/
Tc1/mariner superfamilies, occupy 19.4% of the rice genome.
(7) A total of 18,828 class I simple sequence repeats (SSR) were identified
as di-, tri-, and tetra-nucleotide SSRs.
After the publication of the genome sequence in 2005, continuous efforts
have been carried out to complete the physical map by reducing the gaps and
identifying clones containing telomere associated sequence, CCCTAAA [11].
The physical map of chromosome 5 centromere was completed but its sequence
was only partly elucidated because of many repeat sequences. The basic structure
so far analyzed is composed of a small number of large clusters of centromeric
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Fig. 1. Sequence-ready physical map constructed by the International Rice Genome
Sequencing Project (IRGSP) with PAC and BAC clones. This map was revised in 2007. For
each chromosome, the left and right bars represent the genetic map and physical map,
respectively. The numbers at the left side of the genetic map indicate the genetic distance
(cM) calculated by linkage analysis using an F2 population derived from crossing japonica
rice cultivar Nipponbare and indica rice cultivar Kasalath. The arrow at the right side of each
chromosomal physical map indicates the position of the centromere. The gaps on the physical map of each chromosome indicate uncovered regions, although the length does not correspond to the actual size of the gap.

satellite repeat DNA known as CentO, that is similar to that of chromosome 8.
The latest physical map is shown in figure 1.
The detailed annotation of the completed rice genome sequence was carried out using rice full-length cDNAs as reference. This effort resulted in the
accurate prediction of 29,550 expressed loci including the unmapped-mRNA
clusters [12, http://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/]. The details of the genome annotation
can be accessed through the Rice Annotation Project Database (RAP-DB) with
the gene locus consisting of 7 digits as in Os01gxxxxxxx, in which Os and 01g
mean O. sativa and chromosome 1, respectively.
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The existence of chromosome segmental duplication in the rice genome
was clarified by a dot matrix plot of predicted gene products. In addition to the
well-known duplication between the distal ends of chromosomes 11 and 12 [13],
the existence of 10 duplicated segments between chromosomes 1 and 5, as well
as between chromosomes 2 and 4 were also identified (fig. 2). These duplicated
regions were not clarified by genetic analysis based on RFLP partly due to the
absence of co-segregating polymorphic components of RFLP and partly due to
the sparse density of homologous genes within the newly identified duplicated
segment. The overall signature of duplication in the rice genome is less significant than that of Arabidopsis thaliana [14]. Polyploidy is generally observed
among cultivated plants such as hexaploid wheat, tetraploid cotton and plausibly soybean. Even in weedy plants, segmental genome duplication is also
observed as evidenced in the case of Arabidopsis. If such duplication generally
occurs among plant species irrespective of whether they are cultivated or not, it
will be necessary to identify the factor(s) that induced such events in the course
of evolution. This may also provide evidence on the diploid nature of cultivated
rice. If human being has selected polyploidy to get more yield, tetraploid Oryza
should have been favored. However the only tetraploid type of Oryza is a weedy
plant with large morphological phenotypes but small grains [15].

Retrotransposons in the Rice Genome

Retrotransposons are known to be stably inserted via RNA intermediate
near or within genes thereby inducing mutations. Several types of retrotransposons characterized by long terminal repeats (LTRs) were found in the
Nipponbare genome [16]. Among them, the copia-like retrotransposon Tos17
was the most intensively analyzed [17] because of its moderate frequency of
transposition thereby allowing accurate identification of inserted sequence. The
number of authentic copies of Tos17 varies among rice subspecies and cultivars,
with the cultivar Nipponbare of the subspecies japonica containing 2 copies.
The Tos17 is activated under tissue culture condition and the frequency of transposition varies by cultivar. In the case of Nipponbare, after several months of
callus culture, the regenerated plants carry approximately 10 copies of transposed Tos17. In case of another japonica cultivar Akitakomachi, transposed
copy number after a similar duration of callus culture is more than that of
Nipponbare (Miyao et al., unpublished data). Thus although transposition does
not occur under natural conditions, Tos17 can be effectively used for gene disruption to identify corresponding gene function. In addition, the flanking
sequence of the inserted Tos17 gives novel information on the preference of
Tos17 insertion in the rice genomic sequence. This statistical data should be
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of segmental duplication between chromosomes.
Duplication was identified by a dot plot of predicted translated gene products [2]. Each horizontal line indicates chromosome and its numbering like C1 means chromosome 1. The left
side of each chromosome corresponds to the top of physical map in figure 1. Each pair of
colored boxes is the corresponding duplicated genomic segment. The lines connecting each
colored box indicate the start and end of duplication. The crossing of lines means the reverse
direction of the duplicated region in corresponding chromosomes. The number attached to
each box shows the length (Mb) of the duplicated region.

useful to understand the interaction mechanism among Tos17 sequence,
targeted genome sequence, and enzymes involved in replication. As of July
2007, ca. 4000 genes have been identified as disrupted by at least one Tos17
insertion among mutant plant lines. The distribution of disrupted genes along
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the 12 Nipponbare chromosomes and characteristics of disrupted sequences is
available on http://tos.nias.affrc.go.jp/⬃miyao/pub/tos17/. The most frequently
disrupted locus with 398 times insertion is Os02g0118800 which is annotated
as NBS-LRR protein. The insertion target nucleotide sequences revealed a
palindromic consensus sequence, ANGTT-(TSD, target site duplication
sequence)-AACNT, flanking the 5-bp target site duplication [18]. Although the
mechanism of Tos17 insertion is not yet clearly understood, there were indications that methylation of histone H3K9 necessary for methylation of Tos17 followed by transposition was involved [19].

DNA Transposons in the Rice Genome

Several types of transposons directly copied to other genomic positions are
known in the rice genome [20]. Transposons are categorized into two groups,
that is, non-autonomous transposons which lack enzymes required for transposition and autonomous transposons which encode these enzymes. Among
non-autonomous transposons, MITE (miniature inverted-repeat transposable
element) is characterized by its short terminal inverted repeat at both sequence
ends of insertion. The Nipponbare genome contains ca. 90,000 copies of
MITEs. As MITEs lack a system to facilitate their own transposition to other
genomic positions, their transposition must require support by transposase
activity. Recently identified mPing, one of the members of rice MITEs with a
size of 430 bp lacks transposase, but its transposition was confirmed under cell
culture and anther culture, respectively [21, 22]. Rice mutant with slender
glume generated by gamma-ray irradiation was identified to be caused by an
insertion of mPing into a gene, rice ubiquitin-related modifier 1 [23]. About 50
copies of mPing were found in the Nipponbare genome sequence. In addition,
two types of DNA fragments were found which shared terminal inverted repeat
sequence with mPing. They were named Ping (5,341 bp) and Pong (5,166 bp),
respectively and both contained two ORFs [21]. One of the ORFs has the DDE
motif commonly identified in transposase and is thought to be responsible for
the transposition of mPing, by both of Ping and Pong [21, 22]. The copy number of mPing varies among rice cultivars. In general, about 50 copies are recognized, and in the most abundant case, about 1,100 copies are amplified. If this
amplification can be controlled, mPing could also be used as an effective tool
for functional analysis by gene disruption.
A 607-bp non-autonomous transposon, nDart was first identified in the
albino rice mutant inserted into the gene encoding Mg-protoporphyrin IX
methyltransferase [24]. Thereafter, this transposon was also characterized in a
spontaneous mutable virescent mutant (pyl-v) inserted in a putative chloroplast
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protease, and in the dwarf mutant thumbelina-mutable (thl-m) inserted in a gene
with unknown function [25]. At least 13 copies of nDart were identified in the
Nipponbare genome sequence. In addition, at least 56 copies of a much larger
nDart related sequence (average size of 3,584 bp) which contained one putative
Dart ORF were also identified. The predicted gene product of this ORF shares
significant similarity with the transposases of the hAT superfamily and contains
a putative hAT dimerization motif. These ORFs in Nipponbare are expected to
work as transposase, but Nipponbare does not excise nDart from the above
mutant lines. The same situation was observed in the indica cultivar Kasalath.
One of the parental lines of pyl-v, a japonica cultivar H-126 which is also one of
the parental lines of pyl-v mutant could excise the inserted nDart to give a stable pale-yellow leaf mutant. This mutant was thought to carry an autonomous
transposon, aDart [25]. Unlike Tos17 activation in rice, Dart might be useful as
a tool for tagging genes by avoiding somaclonal variation accompanied with
cell culture.

Polyploidy in Oryza Species

Polyploidy is widely observed in plants especially among cultivated crops as
a result of continuous hybridization and modifications by humans. Most polyploid plants are highly favored in agriculture because of larger size. Autopolyploidy could be generated using colchicine, but this type of polyploidy is
practically less useful than allopolyploidy which is spontaneously generated, or
by artificial crossing of closely related genomes. Polyploid plants with odd numbers of chromosomes such as banana do not produce seeds and are propagated
vegetatively. On the other hand, polyploids with even number of chromosomes
such as wheat can produce seeds and can be easily crossed and propagated.
In the genus Oryza, 9 types of genomes, namely, AA, BB, CC, BBCC,
CCDD, EE, FF, GG, and HHJJ are known (http://www.shigen.nig.ac.jp/rice/
oryzabase/). Widely cultivated rice species consist mainly of the AA genome
and none of the other genomes is practically used. However, introgression
between AA genome by crossing is possible and embryo rescue method is
applicable between cultivated AA genome and other genomes to transfer alien
DNA segments [1]. This procedure has been successfully carried out to take
advantage of the existence of biotic or abiotic stress tolerance genes in wild
species of Oryza. For example, introgression of O. latifolia with CCDD genome
was performed to transfer resistance genes to bacterial blight, brown planthopper and the whitebacked planthopper [26].
The AA genome species of Oryza sativa must have been chosen as the
most suitable rice crop for cultivation thousands of years ago. As a result only
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cultivated subspecies of O. sativa remain today. Otherwise, wild O. sativa
changed its original genome by continuous breeding pressure and currently it
can survive only under cultivation by farmers. This is generally observed in
many domesticated species. The currently available ancestral wild relatives of
O. sativa are thought to be O. nivara and O. rufipogon [27]. Both of them are
diploid and widely grow from the tropical and subtropical areas in Asia and
Oceania. Many intra-species variations also exist to enable ‘evolution’ by
breeding pressure. The non-shattering habit which is one of the definitive characteristics of domesticated rice plants was partly identified as a polymorphism
of amino acid sequence of the protein involved in abscission layer formation
[28]. Also another locus controlling shattering between japonica and indica
subspecies was identified as SNP in the 5⬘ regulatory region of a BEL1-type
homeobox gene [29]. This SNP gives difference in the formation of abscission
layer. Another factor of domestication, high yield, is also a complex character
involving many genetically defined components. The number of publications
on rice yield is so far the highest rank among the traits for rice. The accumulated data shows that almost all of the genomic regions are involved in genetics
of yield. This indicates that many genes in rice contribute to the expression of
the character of ‘yield’. Among such genes, a recently identified gene involved
in grain number may provide a clue to anatomize the network of cytokinin, one
of the plant hormones involved in cell differentiation at inflorescence meristem
[30]. The detailed molecular genetic analyses of rice heading date, which is an
important characteristic to increase yield have also been successfully carried
out [31, 32]. These information and genes themselves now make it possible to
design rice plants with highly desirable characteristics by both conventional and
non-conventional methods of genetic modification.
The tetraploid Oryza species known so far such as BBCC, CCDD, HHKK,
and HHJJ genomes are hybrids between the phylogenetically closely related
species [33]. Interestingly, no hybrids between AA and BB genomes are known.
The Oryza species with AA genome consists of currently cultivated rice plants.
Since hybrid species must have evolved after the establishment of each corresponding species, some molecular mechanisms may have been involved in prohibiting or promoting hybrid formation and survival between different types of
genomes. Among cereal crops, hybrid formation is well known in wheat,
Triticum aestivum. Its genome is composed of AABBDD and related wild
species with AA, BB, DD and AABB genomes are known. The common wheat
T. aestivum was believed to be generated by a spontaneous hybridization
between AA and BB genome followed by a spontaneous hybridization of DD
with AABB genome species. In the wheat genome, there exists a very important
key gene, Ph1 that prevents chromosome pairing among related genome components during meiosis. Recent molecular analysis of Ph1 could narrow down
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its location within a 2.5 Mb region of chromosome 5B [34]. This region shows
genomic co-linearity with the corresponding region of rice chromosomes 8 and
9 because of internal duplication of rice genome. So far no wheat orthologous
Ph1 has ever been reported in tetraploid Oryza species. However, without such
mechanism as Ph1, correct pairing of original chromosomes during meiosis is
expected. In diploid O. sativa, key genes which are required for homologous
chromosome pairing in meiosis were identified and named PAIR1 and PAIR2,
respectively [35, 36]. If diploid Oryza with BB genome is modified regarding
genes of preferable yield, and this modified BB genome rice is hybridized with
an elite variety AA genome using the above mentioned information, tetraploid
rice with high-yield and much tolerance to stress could be generated.

Conclusion

It is well known that cultivated plants can be easily subjected to various
breeding programs to produce new varieties within a short period. If only
sequence variation which spontaneously occurred is reflected in breeding, it is
probably impossible to sustain a stable food supply for mankind. Variation of
phenotypes is derived from variation of nucleotide sequences corresponding to
the phenotype. In general, evolution is propelled by the occurrence of random
mutation in nucleotide sequence and subsequent adaptation to the environment.
This is true particularly among naturally living organisms. However, many
cereal crops, vegetables and ornamental plants are constantly subjected to
intentional and continuous breeding selection pressure resulting in increased
chance of generating variation in targeted traits. Highly desirable traits were
selected and subsequent crossing with other cultivars could generate the desired
variation. Under normal circumstances, the genome of each organism is both
conservative, facilitating stable inheritance of genetic information, and innovative, allowing the organism to adjust to the environment and compete with others. Current breeding strategies rely on the plasticity of genome. In addition to
genome dynamism, two other phenomena, namely, heterosis and gene silencing
are important for agriculture. Heterosis, which is known as the increased
strength of different characteristics in hybrids, is widely used in modern agriculture and many crops are currently propagated as F1 seeds. However, the molecular nature of heterosis is still unclear, although several ideas have been
proposed [37]. On the other hand, the mechanism of gene silencing is understood in detail and novel finding on RNA function was identified by this phenomenon and its biological importance is widely recognized in all of the higher
organisms including plants [38]. The mechanism of gene silencing must be
useful to suppress virus infection to plants. Currently, we can manipulate rice
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genome not only by conventional genetic method but also by vector-aided
transformation method. For these manipulations, plasticity of the genome is
prerequisite to effectively introduce alien genes. Rice has been grown for a long
time partly because of easiness to induce mutation preferable to cultivation and
business. We now have a standard tool for developing the future potential of rice
genomics-based research for meeting the challenges of cereal crop production.
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